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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the 25th annual Austin LifeSciences Research Week. Once again we take time
out to recognise and celebrate the quality and the breadth of the research being performed
on this site through Austin health and its departments, its affiliated universities and research
institutes, and also Mercy Hospital for Women. It is a time when people can share
experiences and set up new collaborations, and to think towards the future in terms of
cooperative grant applications, attracting future students and scientists, and cementing our
place as one of the leading research centres in Australia. The research culture at Austin is
vibrant and part of what we do every day. Already this is leading to changes in health care
policy and practice and ultimately to better health outcomes for all of us.
This is the second year of the event being named ResearchFest as the number of activities
spills across two weeks. The ResearchFest Committee has considered your feedback very
carefully and made changes to the format. We recognise that not every solution is perfect
for everyone and we will gratefully consider suggestions for future years.
In 2017 we have:
• instituted a Chairman’s Selection of posters of leading abstracts
• continued the format of two separate poster sessions;
• continued the RJ Pierce Symposium, an event first held in 2009 to honour the
contribution of the late Professor Rob Pierce;
• continued the ResearchFest debate that promises to be both entertaining and thoughtprovoking.
Several excellent abstracts have been chosen for oral presentation and will be competing for
a substantial prize at the Austin LifeSciences Symposium.
Our plenary session this year is highlighted by Professor Andrew Roberts MB BS, FRACP,
FRCPA, PhD. His presentation is entitled “Targeting BCL2 as cancer therapy: from laboratory
discoveries to clinical trials and now practice”
As always, the ResearchFest awards will also be presented at the plenary session. Make sure
you lock all these exciting events into your diaries.
We thank all of our new and returning sponsors, and the contribution of the dynamic and
energetic ResearchFest Committee without whom ResearchFest would not be possible.
I hope you find Austin LifeSciences ResearchFest 2017 to be most interesting and enjoyable.
A/Prof Anthony Verberne
Chair
Austin LifeSciences ResearchFest Committee

ResearchFest 2017 would like to thank our sponsors. Your
support is vital to the success of ResearchFest

Austin Medical Research Foundation
Austin Health

Mercy Perinatal
Mercy Hospital for Women

East Ivanhoe and Heidelberg Community Bank
Astellas Pharma
BioRad
Sir Edward Dunlop Medical Research Foundation
Sanofi

Elsevier
Ovid Technologies
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Anaesthesia
Tu01

Ian Harley

Clinical predictors of perioperative MET calls

Tu02

David Taylor

Tu03

David Taylor

Tu04

David Taylor

Tu05

David Taylor

Tu06

David Taylor

Tu07

David Taylor

Cold-calling follow-up in emergency medicine research: difficulties,
dangers and lessons learned
Variables associated with completeness of medical record
documentation in the emergency department
Barriers to providing optimal care of psychiatric patients in the
emergency department
Misappropriation of medications in the emergency department: how
much and of what "goes missing"?
Analgesia in the emergency department: why some patients just don't
get it.
The qSOFA tool has limited usefulness in screening for patients at risk
of death or prolonged ICU stay

Critical care and Emergency Medicine

Endocrinology
Tu08
Tu09

Ali Ghasem-Zadeh
Ali Ghasem-Zadeh

Tu10

Andrew Ellis

Tu11
Tu12
Tu13
Tu14
Tu15

Audrey Eer
Elif Ekinci
Elif Ekinci
Michele Clarke
Olivia Ooi

Tu16
Tu17

Priscilla Yong
Raine Liu

Tu18
Tu19
Tu20
Tu21
Tu22

Sandra Iuliano
Xiaofang Wang
Niloufar Torkamani
Niloufar Torkamani
Renata Libianto

Tu23
Tu24
Tu25

Sofia Nahavandi
Tony Verberne
James Barker

Microstructural Decay in Spinal Cord Injury
Microarchitectural Deterioration in Patients with Chronic Kidney
Disease
A Dilute-Derivatise-and-Shoot LCMSMS Method for the Measurement
of Free Metanephrines in Spot Urine.
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Medical and psychosocial characteristics of trans and gender diverse
individuals accessing cross-sex hormone therapy at specialist
endocrinology clinics
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Dairy Fat Intake is Associated with Favourable Serum Lipid Levels in
Institutionalised Elderly
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author.
Short-term Blood Pressure Variability and Nocturnal Dipping in Diabetic
Patients with and without Chronic Kidney Disease
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Medicolegal
Tu26

Amanda Charles

Reporting deaths to the Coroner- why do it? Clinicians understanding of
their role
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Geriatrics
Tu27

Paul Yates

Tu28

Paul Yates

Tu29

Paul Yates

Predicting Survival to Hospital Discharge in Palliative Care Unit
Inpatients Referred to the Aged Care Assessment Team for Residential
Aged Care Facility Placement - A Retrospective Audit
Orthogeriatric Service in a Regional Hospital:
A Four Month experience
Use of CT Brain Imaging in Patients from Residential Aged Care Facilities
Presenting With Falls

Immunology
Tu30

Ashleigh Poh

Tu31

Jennifer Huynh

Haematopoietic Cell Kinase Activity In Myeloid Cells Promotes
Colorectal Cancer Progression
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Infectious Diseases
Tu32

Jason Trubiano

This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Neurosciences
Tu33
Tu34
Tu35
Tu36

Caitlin Bennett
Emilio Werden
John Mitsios
Michael Hildebrand

Tu37
Tu38
Tu39

Mira Semmelroch
Mohamed Salah
Khlif
Natalia Egorova

Tu40

Paul Yates

Tu41

Remika Mito

Tu42

Yuanchun Wang

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Ultra-Sensitive Quantitative Detection of Somatic Mosaic Mutation in
"Double Cortex" Syndrome
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Longitudinal atrophy of the left inferior frontal gyrus in post-stroke
aphasia
Vascular Risk Measures and Longitudinal Aβ Accumulation: Results
from the AIBL Study of Ageing
Fibre-specific white matter changes in Alzheimer's disease: novel
insights from higher-order diffusion-weighted imaging
Transcranial Doppler Diagnosis of Posterior Circulation Vasospasm
following Subarachnoid Haemorrhage

Nursing
Tu43
Tu44

Andrea Driscoll
Jennifer Coleman

Tu45
Tu46

Kate Schimmelbusch
Robyn Peel

Understanding health literacy of patients diagnosed with heart failure
Lost to follow-up in MS - a nursing initiative to identify and contact
treatment-suitable MS patients
Patient Controlled Analgesia Competency Trial
Education to Empower - How an educational team helped change a
culture and improve patient care

Physiotherapy
Tu47
Tu48
Tu49

Sue Williams
Cathy Said
Karen Borschmann

Tu50

Liam Johnson

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Promoting recovery in motor control and walking ability may reduce
bone loss in paretic legs in adults surviving six months after stroke
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
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Respiratory and Sleep Medicine
Tu51

Lauren Booker

Tu52

Nicole Sheers

What impact does shift work disorder have on depression and anxiety
severity amongst healthcare shift workers?
Respiratory function, peak cough flow and history of respiratory tract
infection in people with neuromuscular disease

Hepatobilliary
Tu53

Brooke Chapman

Malnutrition in liver transplant recipients is associated with poor
outcomes after orthotopic liver transplantation: A potential target for
pre transplant intervention

Nutrition
Tu54

Brooke Chapman

Tu55
Tu56

Brooke Chapman
Brooke Chapman

Malnutrition is an Independent Predictor of Immune Dysfunction in
Cirrhotic Patients
10 Years of Home Parenteral Nutrition at an Australian Tertiary Centre
21st Century Malnutrition: When Bariatric Surgery Precipitates
Decompensated Liver Disease and Intestinal Failure

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Tu57

Lisa Hui

Tu58

Lisa Hui

Tu59

Lisa Hui

Tu60
Tu61

Prerna Diksha
Brittany Green

Tu62

Sharni Wilkes

Tu63

Teresa MacDonald

Tu64

Teresa MacDonald

Tu65

Marina Katerelos

Preventing congenital cytomegalovirus infection; potential for
improvement in maternity health providers' knowledge and practice
Measuring fetal brain and lung transcripts in amniotic fluid
supernatant: A comparison of digital PCR and RT-qPCR
Prenatal diagnosis and socioeconomic status in the noninvasive
prenatal testing era: a population-based study
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Is symphyseal-fundal height or third-trimester ultrasound more
sensitive at identifying the small for gestational age (SGA) fetus in
patients at term?
Neuropsychiatric Symptoms and Mild Behaviour Impairment in
Memory Clinic Attendees
Reduced third trimester growth velocity among fetuses of a normal
birthweight is associated with placental insufficiency.
Measuring PlGF and sFlt-1 at 36 weeks' gestation to predict small-forgestational-age infants or late-onset preeclampsia

Renal

Pre-eclampsia is associated with changes in the abundance and
phosphorylation of sodium transporters in urinary exosomes

Cardiology
Tu65A Sarah Howe
Tu66

Claire Mahon

Tu67

Francis Ha

Tu68

Francis Ha

Follow-Up Audit Results of the New Protocol for TR Band Removal Post
Coronary Angiography
A Prospective Project For Improving Renal Outcomes Among Patients
Receiving Radio-Contrast Media (CM) During Cardiac Catheterisation:
Initial Results
The benefits of a single trial 6 minute walk test on exercise confidence
are not sustained long-term in chronic heart failure patients
The effects of the 6 minute walk test on exercise confidence in chronic
heart failure patients
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Tu69

Hannah Brownstein

Tu70

Kimberley Chan

Tu71

Kimberley Chan

Tu72

Kimberley Chan

Tu73

Pieter Neef

Tu74
Tu75
Tu76

Adam Parslow
Andrew Scott
David Lau

Tu77
Tu78
Tu79
Tu80

Jessica Duarte
Mariah Alorro
Mercedes Davalos
Stefan Bader

Tu81

Brian Ngo

Tu82

George Kastrappis

Tu83

Madeleine Tancock

Tu84

Paul Johnson

Tu85

Shane Qin

CT Coronary Angiography in a case of Acute Coronary Syndrome:
choosing wisely
Inpatient medication changes and 30-day readmissions in acute
decompensated heart failure
Patient characteristics affecting 30-day readmission rates in acute
decompensated heart failure
The reliability and validity of a standardised method for assessing
autonomic function by heart rate variability analysis (HRV) in acute
coronary syndrome (ACS) patients
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Oncology
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Genomic characterisation of 24 biliary tract cancer cell lines reveals
clinically actionable therapeutic targets
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Stat3 inhibition in combination with immunotherapy in colon cancer
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Anti-metastasis therapy via nanoparticle mediated drug delivery

Surgery
Bladder cancer diagnosis during haematuria investigation - implications
for practice guidelines
The effects of SAR131675 a VEGFR3 inhibitor on colorectal liver
metastasis.
Drug treatments induce tumor and host cell changes enabling a fraction
of tumor cells to survive and give rise to recurrence.
Clinical outcomes of double screw fixation with autologous bone
grafting for scaphoid fracture non-unions
Pancreatic Cancer Screening in a High-Risk Population

Pharmacy
Tu86

Claire Keith

Tu87

Frida Djukiadmodjo

Non-cytotoxic hazardous medicines: an evidence-based, practical
approach to handling

Quality

Discharge summaries: an untapped resource for optimising Adverse
Drug Reaction identification
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Tu01

Ravinder Sandhu, Ian Harley , Param Pillai.
Clinical predictors of perioperative MET calls
Anaesthetic Department, Austin Hospital
Introduction
A MET (Medical Emergency Team) call occurs when the physiological
parameters of a patient exceed specified ranges and a team of doctors and
nurses is dispatched to assess the patient and implement treatment with the
aim of preventing further deterioration.
Aim
We postulated that looking for common factors (anaesthetic, surgical and
patient) might help identify issues that lead up to or predispose to MET calls
within 36 hours of surgery (MET 36) In the future this might enable prevention
of patient deterioration and save MET resources.
Methods
Data collected at MET calls as well as clinical notes written by the attending
ICU registrar and intraoperative anaesthetic charts were analysed.
Deidentified MET call data is published on the intranet, the ICU registrars
notes are also available to authorised persons via the intranet and the
anaesthetic notes are accessible via the Scanned Medical Record.
Results
Distribution of why MET was called.
Cause of physiological variance.
Management of patient.
Patient factors – ASA score, emergency/elective, temperature at end of
surgery, age.
Anaesthesia factors – Type of anaesthesia, fluid and vasoconstrictor use.
Surgical factors – Duration of surgery, speciality.
Other – Time of surgery, time of MET, ward etc..
Postoperative MET calls are most commonly for hypotension and tachycardia.
The underlying causes are frequently hypovolaemia, atrial fibrillation and
sepsis. Older age groups with more serious comorbidities and particular
anaesthetic techniques feature commonly. MET calls occur much more
frequently after hours independent of time of surgery.
Conclusions
The high incidence of MET calls for certain indications and the surgical and
patient factors in these patients warrants further investigation. This will begin
with determining the incidence of these factors in the general surgical
population of patients for comparison.
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Tu02

Taylor DMcD1,2, Dombagolla M1,2, Lai F1,2, Kant J1,2, Hendarto A1,2
Cold-calling follow-up in emergency medicine research: difficulties,
dangers and lessons learned
1. Emergency Department, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. University of Melbourne
Aim
Little is known about the outcomes of the 'cold-calling' follow-up technique
(telephone call without prior warning). We aimed to determine the difficulties
of 'cold-calling' and its effects on the patient and data quality.
Methods
We undertook a prospective, observational study in a large tertiary referral ED
(February-May 2017). Most data were collected while the patient was in the
ED but they were not approached. 48 hours post-discharge, patients were
'cold-called', had the study explained, and surveyed about their ED
management. The 'cold-call' technique aimed to minimize potential bias
associated with an expected follow-up call.
Results
Follow-up data were successfully obtained from 651/1105 (58.9%) patients.
Of the remainder, 255 were lost to follow-up, 106 met exclusion criteria
(communication difficulty, no telephone, duplicate patient), 40 had an incorrect
telephone number, 19 declined to participate, 5 were deceased and 29 had
other reasons. Follow-up call difficulties included being mistaken for
telemarketers, disbelief that the hospital was calling, frustration that test
results and outpatient appointment times could not be provided, abuse about
ED management, and numerous outpourings of sadness and loneliness. One
husband advised that our patient was 'at her last moments'. No formal
complaints were lodged.
Conclusion
'Cold-calling' precludes the opportunity to check contact details, determine
preferred call times and carefully screen for exclusion criteria. These factors
reduce the follow-up rate and increase the resource required to achieve the
study sample size. 'Cold-calling' has the potential for patient distress. It may
result in a trade between biases and should be used cautiously.
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Tu03

Lai F1,2, Taylor DMcD1,2, Kant J1,2, Dombagolla M1,2, Hendarto A1,2
Variables associated with completeness
documentation in the emergency department

of

medical

record

1. Emergency Department, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. University of Melbourne
Aim
The completeness of medical record documentation is often suboptimal in the
ED yet the variables associated with completeness are not known. We aimed
to determine the variables associated with documentation completeness in a
large, tertiary referral ED.
Method
We audited 1200 randomly selected medical records of patients who
presented with either abdominal pain, cardiac chest pain, shortness of breath
or headache between May-July 2013 and May-July 2016. Data were collected
on patient and treating doctor variables. Documentation completeness was
assessed using a specifically designed 0-10 point scoring tool. A maximum
score was achieved if each of 10 pre-determined important items, specific to
the presenting complaint, were documented (5 of medical history and 5 of
physical examination). Data were analysed using multivariate regression.
Results
The presenting year, day and time, patient age and gender, preferred
language, interpreter requirement, discharge destination and doctor gender
were not associated with documentation completeness (p>0.05). Patients with
triage category 3 or pain score of 6-7 had higher documentation scores
(p<0.05). Scores decreased as doctor seniority increased. Compared to
interns, the registrars (effect size -0.72, 95%CI -1.02 to -0.42, p<0.01) and
consultants (-1.62, 95%CI -1.95 to -1.29, p<0.01) scored significantly less.
The headache patient subgroup scored significantly less than the other
patient subgroups (-0.35, 95%CI -0.63 to -0.08, p=0.01). For all presenting
complaint subgroups, history items were better documented than examination
findings (p<0.001).
Conclusion
Research should determine if the supervision responsibilities of senior doctors
affect documentation and if medico-legal and patient care implications exist.
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Tu04

Dombagolla M1,2, Taylor DMcD1,2, Lai F1,2, Kant J1,2, Hendarto A1,2
Barriers to providing optimal care of psychiatric patients in the
emergency department
1. Emergency Department, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. University of Melbourne
Aim
The management of patients with psychiatric illness in the ED can be
challenging. We aimed to determine the barriers to optimal care of patients
with psychiatric illness.
Methods
We undertook a prospective, observational study in a large, tertiary referral
ED with a 24 hours acute psychiatric nursing service (February-April, 2017).
Following the discharge of an acute psychiatric patient, the attending
psychiatric nurse completed a validated questionnaire to determine the
barriers to optimal care they encountered with their patient.
Results
Data were collected on 104 patient encounters. The most common
environmental/resource barriers were limited space (30.8% of cases), limited
time (25.0%) and ED overcrowding (22.1%). The most common ED staff
barriers were insufficient staff knowledge and education regarding mental
illness (25.0%), negative staff attitudes (17.3%) and avoidance of psychiatric
patients (16.3%). The most common patient barriers were dual diagnoses
(26.0%), difficulty differentiating between mental illness and social
disorganization (25.0%) and presentation issues complicating management
(22.1%). The day of presentation, main patient diagnosis and place of
disposition were significantly associated with the total number of barriers for
each patient (p<0.05). Most barriers were reported on weekdays, for patients
with substance abuse disorders or psychosis and for those discharged to
home or an inpatient psychiatric ward.
Conclusion
Barriers to optimal psychiatric care in the ED are common and vary
considerably. Our ED is using these findings to inform workplace reform and
education strategies aimed at eliminating or mitigating the observed barriers
to optimal care of our patients with psychiatric illness.
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Tu05

Hendarto A1,2, Harding A1,3, Hunter M1, Taylor DMcD1,2
Misappropriation of medications in the emergency department: how
much and of what ‘goes missing’?
1. Emergency Department, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria;
2. Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne;
3. Pharmacy Department, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria
Aim
Although there is considerable anecdotal evidence that medications 'go
missing' from the ED, this problem has been poorly investigated. We aimed to
determine the nature and extent of apparent misappropriation of medications
from the ED.
Methods
We undertook a retrospective audit of medications procured and administered
in 2016, within a tertiary referral ED. Procurement data were obtained from
our MERLIN pharmacy 'drug management system'. Administration data were
extracted from our Cerner Millenium electronic prescribing system. A
discrepancy rate was defined as the percentage difference of a medication
procured that could not be accounted for by electronic administrations. The
study also comprised a nested intervention trial where all Panadeine Forte
tablets were stored in a separate locked cupboard within the locked imprest
room.
Results
Discrepancy rates for paracetamol 500mg and 665mg tablets were 23.3% and
54.9%, respectively. Following the Panadeine Forte intervention, the
discrepancy rate for this medication fell from 70.5% to 8.8%. Orally
administered medications with the potential for misappropriation had high
discrepancy rates: caffeine (90.6%), cephalexin (62.9%), ondansetron
(50.1%), pantoprazole (42.9%), amoxycillin (41.1%), metoclopramide (41.0%)
and the 'morning after pill' (36.4%). Parenterally administered medications
had lower discrepancy rates: ceftriaxone (7.9%) and ampicillin (3.4%).
Conclusion
Discrepancy rates for many medications, especially those administered orally,
are high. Further research is required to determine where these medications
'go missing'. Although speculation, possibilities include misappropriation
during delivery and storage, wards borrowing stock, discharge medication
taken from the main imprest and not the 'after-hours' cupboard, and verbal
orders not followed up with Cerner prescriptions.
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Tu06

Kant J1,2, Taylor DMcD1,2, Lai F1,2, Dombagolla M1,2, Hendarto A1,2
Analgesia in the emergency department: why some patients just don’t get
it.
1. Emergency Department, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. University of Melbourne
Aim
Pain management in the ED is often suboptimal with many patients not
receiving analgesia. We aimed to determine the reasons why patients do not
receive analgesia and why some refuse it.
Methods
We undertook a prospective observational study in a large, tertiary referral ED
(February-May 2017). A convenience sample of 651 consecutive adult
patients with a triage pain score of ≥4 were enrolled. Data were collected from
the medical record, treating nurse surveys, and at patient follow up 48 hours
post-discharge.
Results
The reasons why some patients did not receive analgesia differed
considerably between nurses and their patients. The most common reasons
cited by both groups were patient refusal and that the pain was not bad
enough. Among patients who actually did/did not receive analgesia, 205/479
(42.8%) and 56/172 (32.6%) were very satisfied with their pain management,
respectively (p=0.02). Reports of whether analgesia was received differed
between 78 (12.0%) nurses and their patients (p<0.001). Among patients who
reported receiving/not receiving analgesia, 215/492 (43.7%) and 41/148
(27.7%) were very satisfied, respectively (p<0.001). Patients mainly refused
analgesia because their pain was not bad enough, recent analgesia intake,
concerns of side effects, interactions and masking diagnoses. The satisfaction
of patients who refused did not differ from those who did not receive analgesia
for other reasons (p=0.9).
Conclusion
Patient refusal and mild pain are the common reasons for patients not
receiving analgesia. As analgesia receipt is associated with patient
satisfaction, better communication is required to ensure patients are aware of
their analgesia receipt status.
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Bellomo R1,2, Krishnan V3, Khor R4, Lowe S5, Taylor DMcD2,6
The Austin Health Data Warehouse validates the qSOFA tool for screening
patients at risk of death or prolonged ICU stay
1. Department of Intensive Care, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne;
3. MKM Health, Victoria, Australia;
4. Oncology Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
5. Clinical Informatics Unit, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
6. Emergency Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
Aim
Among patients with suspected infection (body fluid cultured, antibiotics
administered), a qSOFA positive status (at least two of GCS<15, SBP<100 mmHg,
RR>22 breaths/min) may help predict mortality. We aimed to validate qSOFA as a
predictive tool in an Australasian setting.
Methods
We undertook a retrospective cohort study in a tertiary-referral hospital using a novel
data warehouse technique. All patients, aged ≥18 years, presenting to the ED
(December 2014 – May 2017, inclusive) were screened for suspected infection.
qSOFA positive and negative patients were compared for mortality and for combined
mortality or prolonged ICU stay.
Results
11,205/165,912 (6.8%) patients had suspected infection. Of these, 2,429 (21.7%)
and 8776 (78.3%) were qSOFA positive and negative, respectively. More qSOFA
positive patients died: 310/2,429 (12.8%) versus 196/8,776 (2.2%), p<0.001. More
qSOFA positive patients either died or had a prolonged ICU stay: 417/2,429 (17.2%)
versus 372/8,776 (4.2%), p<0.001. For both death and death/prolonged ICU stay,
the qSOFA tool had low sensitivity and positive predictive values and high specificity
and negative predictive values (Table).
Table. qSOFA performance as a screening tool (95%CIs)
positive
sensitivity
specificity
predictive
value
death
0.61
0.80
0.13
(0.57, 0.66)
(0.79, 0.81)
(0.11, 0.14)
death or
0.53
0.81
0.17
prolonged ICU
(0.49, 0.56)
(0.80, 0.81)
(0.16, 0.19)
stay

negative
predictive
value
0.98
(0.97, 0.98)
0.96
(0.95, 0.96)

Conclusion
qSOFA positive status is associated with higher rates of mortality and prolonged ICU
stay. The predictive usefulness of qSOFA positive and negative status are weak and
strong, respectively.

Tu08
Microstructural Decay in Spinal Cord Injury
Ali Ghasem-Zadeh1, Roger Zebaze1, Andrew Nunn2, Maya Panisset2, Xaio-Fang Wang1,
Mary P.Galea3, Ego Seeman1,4
1Departments

of Medicine and Endocrinology, Austin Health, University of Melbourne,
Melbourne, Australia,
2 Victorian Spinal Cord Service, Austin Health, University of Melbourne, Melbourne,
Australia,
4Department of Medicine, Royal Melbourne Hospital, University of Melbourne,
Australia
4Institute for Health and Aging, Australian Catholic University, Melbourne, Australia

Background Spinal cord injury (SCI) causes rapid bone loss due to a reduction in
bone formation at the basic cellular unit (BMU) level and increased rate of bone
remodelling at the surface level, changes that result in microstructural deterioration
and increased fracture risk. There is lack of information concerning the effects of
paralysis on bone microstructure. We hypothesised that SCI individuals have i) a severe
trabecular bone microstructural deterioration ii) higher cortical porosity in comparison
to controls.
Methods
We studied 31men with chronic complete SCI (age 43.5±14.2 yrs,
duration of paralysis of 1.7-22 yrs), and 90 age and sex-matched healthy ambulatory
controls, recruited at Austin Health, University of Melbourne. Images of the nondominant distal tibia were obtained using high-resolution quantitative computed
tomography (HR-pQCT, Scanco, 82 micron isotropic voxel size). Manufacturer’s and
StrAx algorithm (StraxCorp, Melbourne, Australia) were used to quantify trabecular and
cortical compartments indices.
Results
Compared with controls, SCI cases had 2.2(95% CI 1.8 to 2.6), 1.7SD (1.31
to 2.13), 2.3SD (1.95 to 2.78) and 1.74 SD (1.32 to 2.15) higher porosity in the total
cortex, compact cortex, inner and outer transitional zones and 1.7SD (-2.15 to -1.3)
lower matrix mineralisation density. Total and cortical vBMD were reduced by 2.22 SD
and 2.25 SD, respectively, all (p<0.01). Trabecular bone volume fraction was 1.8 SD (2.21 to -1.38) lower in cases due to1.74 SD (-2.17 to -1.34) lower number of trabeculae
and 2.3SD (1.81 to 2.78) higher separation. Trabecular bone surface and connectivity
density were decreased by 0.9(0.5 to 1.3) and 1.4 SD (1.1 to 2.2), respectively (all
p<0.01).
Conclusion We infer that spinal paralysis produces profound and rapid loss of cortical
and trabecular bone suggesting antiresorptive therapy should be commenced at the
time of presentation.
279/300 words
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Tu09
Microarchitectural Deterioration in Patients with Chronic Kidney Disease
Ali Ghasem-Zadeh, Rizwan Jaipurwala, Peter Mount, Xiaofang Wang, Leniod Churilov,
Sandra Iuliano, Roger Zebaze, Cherie Chiang, Ego Seeman

Introduction
Bone density measurements using DXA lacks sensitivity in identifying
persons sustaining fractures because most fractures occur in persons without
osteoporosis. Identifying these at-risk individuals is an unmet need. High porosity is a
consistent observation in animal models of renal disease.
Material and Methods One hundred and one (52 male) subjects with CKD (79 transplants,
22dialysis) and 188(76 males) healthy age-sex matched were recruited for measurements bone
microarchitecture by HR-pQCT. Distal radius image of 31 CKD cases women (59 yrs, 22-81)
were analysed by StrAx 1.0 software for cortical porosity and matrix mineral density and
compared with 112 sex and age-matched controls (57 yr, 26-79).
Results
Compared to controls, women with CKD had 1.2, 1.34 SD higher total cortex and
compact cortex porosity on distal radius in addition 1.17 ,1.38 SD higher inner and outer
transitional zones, respectively, and 0.95 SD lower matrix mineral density. Men had 1.1 and
1.3SD lower total vBMD and trabecular number, respectively and 1.2 SD higher trabecular
separation (all p<0.001).
Conclusions Negative remodelling balance and increased remodelling rate impair bone
microstructure in CKD patients and antiresorptive therapy may compromise bone’s
‘toughness’ – its ability to absorb energy – predisposing to fractures

220/300
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A DILUTE, DERIVATISE AND SHOOT LC-MS/MS METHOD FOR THE
MEASUREMENT OF FREE METANEPHRINES AND CATECHOLAMINES IN
SPOT URINE
A. G. Ellis1, P. T. Zeglinski1, K.E. Coleman2, M. J. Whiting2,
1
Clinical Pharmacology, Austin Pathology, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084, and
2
Pharmacology Unit, Chemical Pathology, SA Pathology, Adelaide, South Australia 5000.
Andrew.ELLIS@austin.org.au
Introduction
The measurement of catecholamines and their metanephrine metabolites in urine or
plasma is an important diagnostic test to exclude the presence of neuroendocrine
tumours. Because of weak retention and potential ion-suppression, reverse-phase LCMS/MS is not ideal for these polar molecules, so derivatisation by ethylation has been
investigated to provide an alternative approach for their analysis.
Methods
A simple and rapid method involving acetaldehyde and reductive amination was used to
convert urine free metanephrines and catecholamines, and their deuterated analogues as
internal standards, to mono-ethyl or diethyl- derivatives. Using an Agilent 6460 triplequadrupole mass spectrometer, precursor and product ion mass spectra were recorded to
allow multiple reaction monitoring methods for both derivatised and non-derivatised
analytes to be compared under reverse-phase LC-MS/MS conditions with positive
electrospray ionization.
Results
Conversion of biogenic amines to less polar ethyl derivatives increased their mass and
enhanced the intensity of their molecular ions and fragments. Ethylation also improved
the chromatographic properties of the amines, with greater retention and elution from
reverse-phase HPLC columns with a methanol or acetonitrile gradient. The signal
response of tandem mass spectrometric detection was increased up to 50-fold for ethyl
metanephrines compared to non-derivatised compounds. This increase allowed the
omission of solid-phase extraction of urine as a clean-up step prior to analysis. Genderrelated ranges for free urine metanephrines in 198 early-morning spot urines collected
from adult patients with diabetes were similar using either derivatised or non-derivatised
samples.
Conclusion
The LC-MS/MS detection of free urine biogenic amines can be greatly enhanced by ethyl
derivatisation, which is easy and rapid to perform. Advantages for their measurement
are superior chromatography and lower limits of quantitation, so that solid-phase cleanup of urine is not required prior to quantitation. A disadvantage for the clinical laboratory
is the potential toxicity of the derivatising reagents.
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Medical and psychosocial characteristics of trans and gender diverse individuals attending specialist
endocrinology clinics.
2
1,2
2
1,2
Olivia Ooi , Ada S. Cheung , Dahlia Davidoff , Jeffrey D. Zajac .
1
Endocrine Specialist Centre, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
2
Department of Medicine (Austin Health), The University of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Background: Transgender medicine is an understudied area with little evidence to guide clinical
practice. Understanding the medical and psychosocial characteristics of transgender individuals
accessing cross-sex hormone therapy may be useful in tailoring health services to the needs of the transcommunity. We aimed to document the demographics and medical comorbidities of transgender
individuals seeking cross-sex hormone therapy in order to evaluate the quality of transgender healthcare
at a specialist level.
Methods: We performed a retrospective audit of the baseline medical, psychiatric and socioeconomic
comorbidities of 283 transgender adults presenting to two private endocrinology clinics in Melbourne,
Australia between June 2011 and March 2017.
Results: Female-to-male individuals comprised 58% of all referrals, with male-to-female and nonbinary trans individuals comprising the latter 34% and 8% respectively. Median age at presentation was
28 years (range 17-74 years). While the majority (82%) lived in major cities within Victoria, a lesser
proportion lived in regional Victoria (14.5%) and other Australian states (3.5%). 60% were referred
from three LGBTI-friendly general practices in Melbourne. Medical comorbidities were low with the
majority (59.7%) having a Charlson Comorbidity Index of 0, although both male-to-female and femaleto-male individuals were overweight with a baseline median BMI of 25.4 and 26.8 respectively.
Psychiatric comorbidities were highly prevalent; 55% had a previous diagnosis of depression and 35%
for anxiety disorders, however only 37% reported ongoing access to mental health support and
counselling. Whilst all socioeconomic classes were represented, half of our cohort (49%) were either
studying, unemployed or retired and thus did not have a steady income. 6% were homeless or had
previously experienced homelessness. 24% of all transgender individuals were currently smoking,
higher than the Australian population mean.
Conclusion: Higher numbers of female-to-male individuals may be seeking specialist healthcare due to
restricted access to PBS-funded testosterone treatment without prior endocrinologist consultation.
Location of patients throughout Australia may reflect a national lack of specialist transgender health
services. The low levels of medical comorbidity but relatively high prevalence of psychiatric disorders
and socioeconomic disadvantage observed within our cohort supports the need for comprehensive
multidisciplinary public health services for the trans-community.
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Dairy Fat Intake is Associated with Favourable Serum Lipid Levels in Institutionalised Elderly

Y Liu1, S Poon1, E Seeman1,2, D Hare3, S Iuliano1
1

Department of Endocrinology, University of Melbourne/ Austin Health
2

Centre for Ageing, Australian Catholic University
3

Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia

Corresponding Author
Sandra Iuliano
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ABSTRACT
Background: Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is common in the elderly. The consumption of dairy foods
(milk, cheese and yoghurt) is encouraged in the elderly as they provide protein and other important
nutrients, however they also contain saturated fats considered detrimental to cardiovascular health. The
effect of dairy fats on CVD risk is not clearly established.
Aim: To determine the relationship between dairy fat and serum lipid levels in Australian aged-care
residents.
Design: 354 residents (70% females), mean age 85.5 years, were recruited from 57 aged-care facilities in
Melbourne, Australia. Dietary intake was determined over 2 days using a validated visual estimation of
plate waste. Fat content of all foods, and dairy foods were determined using a computerised nutrition
analysis software (XYRIS, Australia). Fasting serum total cholesterol (TC), low-density lipoprotein (LDLC), and high-density lipoprotein (HDL-C) were measured, and the TC:HDL-C ratio calculated.
Associations were determined using multiple linear regression model adjusting for CVD confounders, using
STATA/IC 13.0.
Results: No relationships were observed between total fat or saturated fat intakes from all foods, and serum
lipid levels, but inverse relationships were observed between dairy fats and serum lipids. For every 1g
increase in dairy fat or dairy saturated fat intake, the TC:HDL-C ratio was reduced by -0.0412 (95% CI: 0.0728, -0.0096, p=0.011) and -0.0602 (95% CI: -0.1087, -0.0117, p=0.015), respectively, adjusted for
confounders. Among participants without a diagnosis of CVD (n=176), dairy fat (-0.0480; 95% CI: -0.0845,
-0.0114; p=0.011) and dairy saturated fat (-0.0704; 95% CI: -0.1254, -0.0153; p=0.013) and servings of
dairy food (-0.4115; 95% CI: -0.7490, -0.0519; p=0.025) were inversely related to serum TC; while dairy
total fat (-0.0426; 95% CI: -0.0809, - 0.0044; p=0.030) and dairy saturated fat (-0.0649; 95% CI: -0.1253,
-0.0046; p=0.035) were inversely associated with TC:HDL-C ratio in those with a history of CVD.
Conclusions: Dairy fats are associated with a reduced TC:HDL-C ratio, a specific and sensitive indicator
for CVD risk. Provision of adequate dairy foods to institutionalised elderly may improve intakes of key
nutrients without detriment to cardiovascular health.
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Short-term Blood Pressure Variability and Nocturnal Dipping in Diabetic
Patients with and without Chronic Kidney Disease
Renata Libianto, Christopher O’Callaghan, Scott Baker, Sara Baqar, Thuy Vu, George Jerums, Richard
J MacIsaac, Elif I Ekinci

Background:
Patients with diabetes have increased blood pressure variability (BPV) and lack of nocturnal blood
pressure dipping which are independently associated with excess mortality [1,2]. Furthermore, the
presence of chronic kidney disease (CKD) increases the risk of death in patients with diabetes [3].
Patients with diabetes and CKD have higher blood pressure, but blood pressure fluctuations in this
group of patients are not well characterised. We hypothesised that patients with diabetes and CKD
have higher BPV and are more likely to demonstrate a lack of nocturnal blood pressure dipping
(NBPD), than their counterparts without CKD.

Methods:
Clinical and biochemical data were collected from patients attending diabetes clinic at Austin Health.
Stage 3 CKD or greater (from here on referred to as “CKD”) was defined as a CKD-EPI eGFR of
<60ml/min/1.73m2. Patients had a 24h ambulatory blood pressure measurement performed within
one year either side of the eGFR measurement. BPV was calculated using standard deviation (SD)
and coefficient of variation (SD/mean*100). Night-to-day systolic BP ratio of >90% suggested
abnormal NBPD.

Results:
Of the 124 patients, 31% had CKD and 65% were non-dippers. Those with CKD were more likely to be
female, had prior macrovascular complications, and were taking antihypertensives. The mean±SD
24h systolic blood pressure was 134±14mmHg and 129±13mmHg in patients with and without CKD,
respectively. Average systolic blood pressure, but not its SD, differed significantly between day and
night time. There was a negative correlation between eGFR and 24h systolic BP (p=0.001), but no
association was found between eGFR with BPV. A negative correlation was found between eGFR and
night-to-day systolic BP ratio (Figure 1), whereby lower eGFR was associated with higher night-today systolic BP ratio (i.e. with lack of NBPD). This relationship remained significant after adjusting for
age and sex.

Conclusion:
Amongst patients with diabetes, the presence of CKD was associated with higher blood pressure and
abnormal NBPD, but not with BPV. Some of the factors that regulate BPV, such as autonomic
function, may also influence NBPD, whilst other factors such as behaviour and arterial stiffness [4]
are less likely to do so. Further study is needed to characterise blood pressure fluctuations in
diabetic patients with CKD, who constitute a high risk group.
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References:
[1] Wan et al, Diabetes Care 2017
[2] Astrup et al, Journal of Hypertension 2007
[3] Sallinero-Fort et al, Journal of Diabetes and its Complications 2016
[4] Schillaci et al, Hypertension 2012

Figure 1
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Charles A1,2, Cross, W,2, Griffiths, D ,2,
¶
Title of abstract Reporting deaths to the Coroner- why do it? Clinicians
understanding of their role.

¶
1. Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. Faculty of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, Monash University,
Clayton, Vic, Australia
¶
Aim
To determine factors that may impact on the reporting of deaths to the
coroner that meet the reportable criteria
Methods
The study utilises a mixed methods research approach incorporating an
integrative design whereby both qualitative and quantitative approaches are
combined.
Twenty two semi structured interviews were performed by clinicians and were
recorded and transcribed . The interview questions were designed to
determine the clinician’s understanding of deaths that are reportable to the
coroner and why this reporting is required1, 2. This study was performed in a
tertiary referral hospital in Melbourne, Australia, and the health service offers
a variety of acute and subacute services, across several sites.
Results
Two main themes were identified, with several sub themes. These themes
were a lack of awareness (of clinicians) and the need for educational support¶
Conclusion
The role of the coroner is not understood by clinicians3,4. There is confusion
amongst clinicians of which deaths meet the reportable criteria.
References
1.Charles A, Ranson D, Bohensky M, Ibrahim JE. Under-reporting of deaths to the
coroner by doctors: a retrospective review of deaths in two hospitals in Melbourne,
Australia. Int J Qual Health Care 2007; 19: 232-236.
2. Charles A, Cross W, Griffiths, D. What do clinicians understand about deaths
reportable to the Coroner? Journal of Forensic and Legal Medicine, 2017; 51 76-80.
3. Neate SL, Bugeja LC, Jelinek GA, et al. Non-reporting of reportable deaths to the
coroner: when in doubt, report. Med J Aust 2013; 199: 402-405.
4. Start RD, Delargy-Aziz Y, Dorries CP, et al. Clinicians and the coronial system:
ability of clinicians to recognise reportable deaths. BMJ 1993; 306: 1038-1041.
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Abstract

Background: Geriatricians in Aged Care Assessment Teams (ACAT) are often asked to assess
Palliative Care Unit (PCU) inpatients for Residential Aged Care Facility (RACF) placement. The
placement process is demanding on patients and families, and many patients die prior to
successful discharge.

Objectives: To identify factors that predict survival to hospital discharge, and examine the
utility of two prognostic tools – the Palliative Prognostic Score (PaP) and Palliative
Prognostic Index (PPI) – to aid ACAT decision-making regarding RACF approval to minimise
unnecessary distress to patients and families.

Methods: Data from a retrospective file audit of all patients referred to the ACAT team from
a tertiary hospital PCU for the years 2014-2015 was analysed using binary Logistic
Regression for univariate and multivariate analysis.

Results: 48.2% of patients died prior to hospital separation. Multivariate analysis identified
non-malignant terminal diagnosis, a higher Karnofsky Performance Scale score, and a
favourable PPI survival category as predictors of survival to discharge. A modified PaP
prognostic category of “30-day Survival Probability <30%” predicted death as an inpatient
with a sensitivity of 20.7% and a specificity of 97.4%.

Conclusions: This study confirms that a high percentage of patients of PCU patients referred
for RACF placement die prior to hospital discharge. It identifies factors that predict survival
to discharge, and ways that the PaP and PPI tools may be used to inform decisions about
RACF approvals.
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Background
Hip fractures are associated with increased mortality and morbidity. In Australia, osteoporotic hip
fractures accounted for an estimated 16,518 hospital admissions from 2006 to 2007. This number is
predicted to rise especially in the older population. Those living in remote Australia tend to be
younger at the time of their fracture relative to their metropolitan counterparts.
Multidisciplinary orthogeriatric services are well established and recommended in national
guidelines for the care of patients with hip fractures, but limited evidence is available for this model
of care in regional hospitals and for patients undergoing elective joint replacements.
Methods
A retrospective audit with comparison to a historical control cohort was conducted in a regional
health service in Victoria to review clinical outcomes during the first four months of a newly
established orthogeriatric service, which included the care of patients with hip fractures and
undergoing elective lower limb joint replacement surgery.
Results
Baseline characteristics were similar in each cohort, but those studied were younger, with less
comorbidity as compared to other studies. Overall length of stay (LOS) was shorter than in previous
studies and there was no difference in LOS in the two cohorts. Overall perioperative complications
were not different, but a significantly higher incidence of delirium (p < 0.001) and atelectasis (p <
0.001) was detected in the group receiving orthogeriatric management. In patients undergoing the
elective joint replacement, there was a significant reduction in those with anaemia requiring red
blood cell transfusion (p = 0.04)
Conclusion
Patients treated in this orthogeriatric service were younger and had fewer comorbidities than in
previous studies of similar services in metropolitan hospitals. The orthogeriatric service did not alter
perioperative complications overall, but may have led to an improvement in transfusion rates in
those undergoing elective joint replacements. Higher rates of delirium and atelectasis were found in
the orthogeriatric service cohort, likely due to improved detection. Further prospective research
could identify if the characteristics of patients admitted with hip fracture are different in regional
settings. The audit provides the basis for future benchmarking against national standards.
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Title Use of CT Brain Imaging in Patients from Residential Aged Care Facilities Presenting
With Falls
Authors
Dr Eleanor Tan, Dr Paul Yates
Aims
To review current practice relating to use of Computed Tomography
Brain (CTB), and identify features that predict high risk of intracranial injury in residential aged
care facility (RACF) residents presenting to the Emergency Department (ED) after headstrike
or unwitnessed fall.
Methods
A retrospective audit of RACF patients presenting to ED over a 6-month
period. Multivariate logistic regression was used to determine association between high-risk
criteria (Canadian Head CT Rule and New Orleans Criteria) and imaging findings, patient
management and mortality.
Results
320 cases were identified, of which 212 (66.3%) underwent CTB. 29
(13.7%) cases demonstrated an acute abnormal finding, most commonly intracranial
haemorrhage (n=13).
Features associated with decision to scan
Headstrike
Headache
Increased confusion
Focal neurology
Evidence of head/neck injury

Odds ratio
16.20
6.45
2.01
4.92
6.47

95% CI
7.20-36.46
1.49-27.89
1.09-3.72
1.12-21.60
3.68-11.40

p-value
<0.001
0.013
0.025
0.035
<0.001

Features associated with positive scan
Increased confusion
Decrease in GCS
Focal neurology

Odds ratio
2.30
4.03
3.72

95% CI
1.02-5.19
1.25-13.02
1.26-10.86

p-value
0.045
0.020
0.016

Overall mortality was 4.4%. Mortality was associated with ≥2 episodes of vomiting,
increased confusion, decrease in GCS, and use of antiplatelet or anticoagulant
medications (all p<0.05).
Conclusions
Some, but not all features “traditionally” linked with risk for intracranial
haemorrhage were associated with a positive CTB finding in this cohort, suggesting that
specific criteria for the older residential aged care population may be beneficial. Larger
prospective studies are required to further validate these findings.
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Ashleigh Poh1,2, Christopher Love2, Adele Preaudet2, Guillaume Lessene2,
Frederick Masson1, Tracy Putoczki2, Robert O’Donoghue1,2, Matthias Ernst1,2

Haematopoietic Cell Kinase Activity in Myeloid Cells Promotes Colorectal
Cancer Progression
1. The Olivia Newton John Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia
2. The Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, Parkville, Vic., Australia
AIM
Activation of the myeloid-specific Src-family kinase Hematopoietic Cell Kinase
(HCK) promotes proliferation and survival of immune cells, and triggers
haematological malignancies as a tumour cell-intrinsic oncogene. However, the
role of HCK in the tumour stroma of solid cancers remains unexplored.
METHOD AND RESULTS
We analysed the expression level of HCK in matched biopsies from sporadic
colorectal cancer patients and observed elevated HCK phosphorylation in more
than half of tumours compared to unaffected colons. Analysis of corresponding
RNAseq data revealed a striking correlation between tumours with high HCK
gene expression and a gene signature of tumour-promoting alternativelyactivated macrophages.
To functionally assess this observation, we subjected HckCA mice that express
a constitutively active form of the kinase (HckCA) to a chemically-induced model
of sporadic colorectal cancer. HckCA mice developed more and larger tumours
compared to wild-type animals, and this was associated with a significant
increase in alternatively-activated macrophages in tumours of HckCA mice.
Likewise, adoptive bone-marrow transfer experiments enhanced tumour
formation and alternative macrophage differentiation in wild-type mice
reconstituted with HckCA bone-marrow, with a reciprocal decrease of these
parameters in HckCA mice reconstituted with wild-type bone-marrow.
Accordingly, pharmacological inhibition of Hck activity suppressed alternative
macrophage polarisation and the growth of grafted colorectal tumours.
CONCLUSION
Together, our findings suggest that increased Hck activity in the tumour stroma
promotes the progression of solid cancers by modulating the phenotype of
tumour-associated myeloid cells. Thus, Hck represents a rational therapeutic
target for macrophage re-education in solid cancers by limiting the polarisation
of tumour-promoting alternatively-activated macrophages.
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Ultra-Sensitive Quantitative Detection of Somatic Mosaic Mutation in “Double
Cortex” Syndrome
Michael S. Hildebrand1, John A. Damiano1, Hongdo Do2,3,4, Ezgi Ozturk5,
Rosemary Burgess1, Nigel C. Jones5, Alexander Dobrovic2,3,4, Samuel F. Berkovic1
1Epilepsy

Research Centre, Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne, Austin
Health, Heidelberg, VIC, 3084, Australia; 2 Translational Genomics and Epigenomics
Laboratory, Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, VIC, 3084,
Australia; 3 School of Cancer Medicine, La Trobe University, Bundoora, VIC, 3095,
Australia; 4 Department of Pathology, University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC, 3010,
Australia; 5 Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne, Royal Melbourne
Hospital, Parkville, VIC, 3052, Australia
Aim: Somatic mutation of the lissencephaly-1 gene (LIS1) is a cause of subcortical band
heterotopia (SBH; “double cortex”). The severity of the phenotype depends on the
frequency of mutation in brain tissue. Detecting and quantifying low frequency somatic
mosaic mutations is challenging using traditional molecular assays such as sub-cloning.
Methods: Here we utilized droplet digital PCR (ddPCR), an ultra-sensitive method for
low-level mutation detection, previously used to elucidate and determine allele
frequency of tumor mutations. We used this method in concert with classical genotyping
techniques – SnapShot assays and pyrosequencing – to detect and characterize the
tissue mosaicism of a somatic mutation (LIS1 c.190A>T; p.K64X) in a proband with
posterior bilateral SBH and left temporal lobe epilepsy. The high sensitivity of ddPCR
allowed us to readily detect the mutation at low levels in the proband’s brain tissue.
Results: Remarkably, even though the DNA sample derived from formalin-fixed
paraffin-embedded (FFPE) brain tissue was low quality, detection at 5% mutant allele
frequency was achieved, and even lower frequencies would have been detectable using
this approach. This low mutation frequency in brain was consistent with the relatively
subtle malformation resolved by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). The presence of
the mutation at low-level in other tissues from the proband permitted us to predict the
time of mutagenesis.
Conclusions: This sensitive methodology will have utility for a variety of other brain
malformation syndromes associated with epilepsy where somatic mutations are
involved in causation.
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Egorova N1, Khlif M S1, Werden E1, Bird L1, Brodtmann A1
Longitudinal atrophy of the left inferior frontal gyrus in post-stroke
aphasia
1. The Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health; Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia;
Aim
Previous studies of post-stroke aphasia focused on functional and structural
brain reorganization that signals recovery (1). However, the hallmark of stroke
is accelerated neurodegeneration (2–4). The aim of this study was to
investigate 1) whether post-stroke aphasia is associated with long-term brain
atrophy, extending beyond the lesion, and 2) whether post-stroke
neurodegeneration associated with language deficit is general or specific to
the language network.
Methods
Using FreeSurfer (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/), we longitudinally
quantified structural brain volume changes (3 to 12 months) across the whole
brain in stroke participants (N=135) with and without aphasia, assessed using
the Token Test at 3 months post-stroke, as well as in a control group (N=40).
Results
Stroke participants with aphasia symptoms at 3 months showed significant
atrophy (>2%, p=0.0001) of the orbital part of the left inferior frontal gyrus.
This brain volume change was not observed in either control or non-aphasic
stroke participants, showing significant group differences, accounting for age,
sex, NIHSS at baseline, education and total intracranial volume (p=0.0003,
significant at the Bonferroni-corrected level of p<0.0006). No significant
difference in language decline rates was observed between groups.
Conclusion
We conclude that post-stroke language deficits are associated with
accelerated structural decline beyond the lesion location specific to the
language network.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Saur D, Lange R, Baumgaertner A, Schraknepper V, Willmes K, Rijntjes M, et
al. Dynamics of language reorganization after stroke. Brain.
2006;129(6):1371–84.
Brodtmann A, Pardoe H, Li Q, Lichter R, Ostergaard L, Cumming T. Changes
in regional brain volume three months after stroke. J Neurol Sci. 2012
Nov;322(1–2):122–8.
Werden E, Cumming T, Bird L, Veldsman M, Pardoe HR, Jackson G, et al.
Structural MRI markers of brain aging early after ischemic stroke. Neurology.
2017;89:116–24.
Kooi Ong L, Rohan Walker F, Nilsson M. Is Stroke a Neurodegenerative
Condition? A Critical Review of Secondary Neurodegeneration and Amyloidbeta Accumulation after Stroke. AIMS Med Sci [Internet]. 2017;4(1):1–16.
Available from: http://www.aimspress.com/article/10.3934/medsci.2017.1.1
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Vascular Risk Measures and Longitudinal Aβ Accumulation: Results
from the AIBL Study of Ageing
Introduction
Interventions to delay or prevent the onset of dementia have potential to considerably reduce its
future prevalence. Hence, the interface between risk factors for vascular disease and
development of dementia is of great interest, because many vascular risk factors (VRF) are
amenable to intervention. We used longitudinal Aβ PET imaging to identify whether VRF
factors were associated with increased accumulation of Aβ over six years’ follow-up.
Methods
140 cognitively-normal participants from the AIBL Study with 11C-PiB and 18F-NAV (with
near-identical imaging characteristics to PiB) PET imaging at 18-monthly intervals over six
years. Only participants with three or more PET assessments were included in analysis. Linear
mixed models regression was performed for Aβ SUVR (dependent variable) and number of
VRF (sum of Hypertension, Hypercholesterolaemia, Diabetes Mellitus, Obesity, Smoking),
Framingham Coronary Risk Profile (FCRP, tertile) or Metabolic Syndrome (METS,
present/absent), covarying for age, gender and APOE ε4 status.
Results
With each modality of VRF assessment (tertile of VRF composite, FCRP and METS), greater
vascular risk was associated with greater accumulation of Aβ over time compared with
intermediate or low risk groups (p < 0.05 for each). APOE ε4 carriers with highest VRF had
steepest slopes of Aβ increase, whereas APOE ε4 non-carriers with lowest risk profiles
demonstrated the least accumulation of Aβ.
Conclusion
In an observational study of cognitively-normal controls, presence of greater vascular risk was
associated with greater accumulation of an Aβ PET biomarker over six year follow-up. Whether
intervention to mitigate vascular risk could modify these associations warrants further study.
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Mito R1, Raffelt D1, Dhollander T1, Vaughan D2, Brodtmann A1, Rowe C3, Villemagne V3,
Connelly A1
Fibre-specific white matter changes in Alzheimer’s disease: novel insights from
higher-order diffusion-weighted imaging
1. Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
2. Department of Neurology, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
3. Department of Molecular Imaging & Therapy, Centre for PET, Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Victoria, Australia
Background
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is considered a large-scale network disconnection syndrome,
which is presumably associated with substantial disruption to white matter (WM) connectivity.
Previous studies have investigated microstructural changes to WM with voxel-based
analyses of diffusion MRI data; however, such studies fail to account for multiple fibre
orientations within voxels, and thus suffer from poor interpretability. Here, we perform fixelbased analysis (FBA1; whereby “fixel” refers to a specific fibre population within a voxel) to
investigate fibre-specific WM degeneration in AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
Methods
Diffusion MRI data was acquired from AD (n=49), MCI (n=33) and healthy elderly control
(n=95) subjects, as part of the Australian Imaging, Biomarkers and Lifestyle (AIBL) study. A
comprehensive metric assessing microscopic changes in fibre density and macroscopic
changes in fibre-bundle cross-section (FDC) was obtained for each WM fixel, and compared
across groups at the whole-brain level, and subsequently across specific fibre tracts-ofinterest. We further investigated if changes in FDC were related to amyloid-b accumulation
in MCI patients, by comparing Ab+ (n=20) and Ab- (n=13) MCI participants.
Results
Whole-brain FBA exhibited significant
FDC reductions in AD compared to
controls, across various fibre tracts
(cingulum bundle, uncinate, inferior
fronto-occipital,
arcuate
fasciculi,
splenium and genu of corpus callosum;
see Fig. 1). Upon tract-of-interest
analysis, MCI patients exhibited
significant FDC reductions in the bilateral posterior cingulum and right uncinate fasciculus.
When MCI patients were subdivided by Ab status, only the Ab- MCI group exhibited
significant FDC decrease in the left posterior cingulum.
Conclusion
The results suggest substantial reductions in structural connectivity of WM pathways arises
in AD and exhibit the value of FBA in identifying fibre-specific changes, even in crossingfibre regions. While disruptions in the posterior cingulum and uncinate were shown to be
associated with cognitive impairment, they do not appear to be associated with high Ab
accumulation.
References
1. Raffelt, D.A., et al. Investigating white matter fibre density and morphology using fixel-based
analysis. NeuroImage 2017; 144: 58-73.
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Transcranial Doppler Diagnosis of Posterior Circulation
Vasospasm following Subarachnoid Haemorrhage
Introduction
Cerebral vasospasm is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality after subarachnoid
haemorrhage. Transcranial Doppler is a non-invasive diagnostic modality for vasospasm
monitoring. Most studies have focused on the anterior circulation and transcranial Doppler
criteria for the posterior circulation vasospasm are poorly defined. The purpose of this study
is to define the optimal grading criteria for basilar artery and vertebral artery vasospasm
based on absolute flow velocity as well as the ratio between intracranial and extracranial
flow velocity. Our hypothesis is that TCD can distinguish between >50% and <50% narrowing
vasospasm in posterior circulation.

Method
We evaluated retrospectively (between March 2017 and February 2007) and prospectively
(between March 2017 and April 2017) all patients with aneurysmal SAH who were admitted
to the Austin hospital and underwent transcranial Doppler examination of the posterior
circulation. Patients with transcranial Doppler and angiograms less than 24 hours apart
were identified to assess the correlation between Doppler and angiographic vasospasm.
Data analysis involved plotting receiver operating characteristic curves to find the optimal
threshold for distinguishing between <50% narrowing vasospasm and >50% narrowing
vasospasm. Study approval was received from the Austin Health Ethics Committee.

Result
32 patients with SAH (mean age 54; 75% female) were included and 57 pairs of TCD and
angiographic studies (56 basilar arteries and 99 vertebral arteries) were evaluated. 17.9% of
basilar arteries and 13.1% of vertebral arteries demonstrated >50% narrowing on
angiograms. Two receiver operating characteristic curves were plotted for basilar artery and
two were plotted for vertebral artery. The area under curve based on velocity criteria was
0.8402 for basilar artery and 0.5707 for vertebral artery. The area under curve based on
ratio criteria was 0.8576 for basilar artery and 0.6789 for vertebral artery. The optimal
criteria for basilar artery were identified (velocity >103 cm/s; ratio >2.9) with sensitivity and
specificity of 90% and 84.78% respectively. The criteria for vertebral artery (velocity >92
cm/s; ratio >3.3) demonstrated a sensitivity of 38.46% and a specificity of 100%.

Conclusion
The optimal criteria for basilar artery vasospasm monitoring following subarachnoid
haemorrhage have been successfully identified. However, the diagnostic criteria for
vertebral artery vasospasm require further research.
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Understanding health literacy of patients diagnosed with heart failure

Background Health literacy is defined as the ability to access, understand and use
information to manage health. For patients with heart failure (HF), low health literacy
can impact upon the self-management of their condition. Understanding the health
literacy needs of HF patients enables appropriate targeting of information provision
and support. The aim of this study is to understand the health literacy of individuals
and to determine health literacy priorities from a patient and HF nurse perspective.

Methods Using the health literacy questionnaire (HLQ), data were collected from a
convenience sample of 60 patients attending two Melbourne-based HF outpatient
services. The HLQ provides a detailed description of health literacy across nine
independent scales. Cluster analysis was undertaken to group patients according to
different patterns of HLQ scale scores (‘profiles’) seen in the sample. Short vignettes
were written to represent different health literacy profiles and discussed in workshops
with HF nurses from each service.

Results Participant mean age was 69.0 (±15.0) years, 28.3% were female. Lower
HLQ scores were seen for scales relating to information provision, namely having
sufficient information to manage health, and finding and appraising information. Lower
scores were also seen for navigating health services and for actively managing health.
Six vignettes were written, representing the range of health literacy profiles evident in
the sample. In workshops with 15 HF nurses, locally-relevant solutions to identified
health literacy needs were generated.

Conclusions A multidimensional assessment of HF patients’ health literacy needs can
inform the development of tailored interventions that may improve self-management in
this cohort of patients known for their poor adherence to treatment
Authors: Beauchamp A, Meagher S, Kennedy R., Driscoll A
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Coleman J, 1, Macdonell R,1,2,
Lost to follow-up in MS - a nursing initiative to identify and contact
treatment-suitable MS patients
1. Dept of Neurology, Austin Health Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
2. University of Melbourne
Aim
Disease modifying treatment (DMT) for multiple sclerosis (MS) is indicated
during the disease's inflammatory (relapsing-remitting) phase1,2. Our
experience of past-patients re-presenting at an MS stage beyond which DMT
was effective prompted a quality improvement project to identify and contact
DMT-suitable MS patients who had become lost to follow-up (LTF). Goals
were to reconnect amenable patients with specialist MS monitoring and
improve understanding of patients’ reasons for discontinuing specialist care.
Methods
An inductive methodology was employed to identify and contact patients with
relapsing remitting MS who were under 55 years old and had not seen a
neurologist for at least two years. Mixed research methods included: content
analysis of patients' medical records, correspondence/liaison with affiliated
private neurologists, and semi-structured telephone interviews by an MS
nurse.
Results
From our database pool of 894 MS patients, 30 of 41 meeting search criteria
were contactable: 16 were seeing a private neurologist; 13 had no current
neurologist; one diagnosis had changed to not MS.
Of the 16 being managed by a neurologist, 10 were on DMT, two didn’t
disclose, two had ceased, two were treatment-naïve. Of the 13 without
neurologists, three took GP-prescribed DMT, three had discontinued, seven
were treatment-naïve. Of the patients with no neurologist, eight (62%)
accepted assistance to reconnect with a neurologist, four (31%) continued GP
monitoring, and one (8%) declined medical input.
Nineteen (66%) of the MS patients contacted disclosed a history of significant
periods without MS specialist care - attributed variously to: competing
personal priorities (co-morbidities, family); faith in attitude/exercise/diet or GP;
anxiety (re disease or treatments); perceived neurologist-judgmentalism (re
DMT-resistance); retirement of trusted neurologist; pregnancy.
Conclusion
In MS patients suitable for DMT, we identified risk factors for patients to
become LTF, and showed that contact from an MS nurse can facilitate
reconnection with MS specialist services and treatment.
References
1. Coles AJ, Compston A, et al. The window of therapeutic opportunity in multiple
sclerosis Evidence from monoclonal antibody therapy. JNeurol 2005; doi: 10.1007/s
00415-005-0934-5.
2. Giovannoni et al. Brain health: time matters in multiple sclerosis. Mult Scler Relat
Disord.[2016 Sep 9] Suppl 1:S5-S48. doi: 10.1016/j.msard.2016.07.003.Epub 2016
Jul 7
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Yeomans M, 1, Pontonio F, 1, Howard M,2, McKinley Z1,3, Daniels K,2
Fowler, A3, Schimmelbusch K,1,2
Patient Controlled Analgesia Competency Trial
1.Acute Pain Service, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2.Clinical Education Unit, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
3.Ward 8 East, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
Aim
Studies have shown that real patients make highly valued and indispensable
contributions to undergraduate education, providing a safe, low anxiety
learning environment where novices can learn from immediate feedback,
while building competency and confidence.
The individual practical competency assessments of Patient Controlled
Analgesia (PCA) historically required nurses to be away from the clinical
environment. With such large cohorts of graduate nurses, these assessments
are often not only labour intensive and but have had no valid measures to
ensure competency.
The aim of the review and trial was to investigate whether differing
assessment techniques influenced the confidence levels of the novice,
graduate nurses on surgical ward placements.
Method
Following the Acute Pain Service run Pain Study Day, the 52 surgically placed
Graduate nurses employed by Austin Health in 2017 were split into 2 groups.
Both groups had access to the electronic resources and were required to
complete the online e-learning quiz. The differences between the 2 groups
was that one group completed the traditional practical session in the Clinical
Simulation Centre, whereas the other group completed the observational
assessment while undertaking care for patients with a Patient Controlled
Analgesia device. The nurses were then asked to self-evaluate confidence
levels in their competency & capability to care for this cohort of consumers.
Results
28 Graduate nurses (52%) returned feedback survey’s asking them to rate
their confidence levels caring for and undertaking various tasks related to the
care of patients with PCA’s. 96% of surveyed graduate nurses indicated that,
regardless of the assessment technique all either strongly agreed or agreed
that they felt confident to complete the various tasks of assessment. 100%
indicated that the education and support they received in caring for a patient
with a PCA had been adequate for ongoing development.
These results indicate that the historical process of assessing graduate
nurses in non-clinical situations can be expanded to include the clinical
environment. While not only ensuring the continued safety of the patient from
the bedside, the observational assessment also allows senior ward nursing
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staff to feel empowered and up skill with assessment techniques and
experience.
Conclusion
PCA competency assessments on novice nursing staff can result in the same
self-perceived levels of confidence despite the varying assessment
techniques.
References
Oermann, M. Use of Delibrate Practice in teaching in nursing. 2014. Elsevier. Nurse
Education Today 35 (2015) 535-536
Bokken, L., Rethans, J., Scherpbier, A., Van Der Vleuten, C. 2008. Strengths and
Weaknesses of Simulated and Real Patients in the Teaching of Skills to Medical
Students: A Review. Society for Simulation in Healthcare. Vol.3, No.3 Fall
McCabe, D., Gilmartin, M., Goldsamt, L. 2015. Student Self Confidence with Clinical
Nursing Competencies in a high-dose simulation clinical teaching model. New York
University College of Nursing. Journal of Nursing Education and Practice. 2016. Vl.6,
No. 8.
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Education to Empower – How an educational team helped change a culture
and improve patient care
Robyn Peel, Mara Manfrin, Pari Louis, Miriam Kirkpatrick
AIM
Empower nurses at HRH to deliver the best evidenced based care, an exceptional
patient experience and increase their knowledge and skills through a supportive,
collaborative educational program that addressed their needs. Educators would work
in partnership with ward nurses to identify and address skills and knowledge gaps.
This would result in improved patient care measured by nurse sensitive indicators
i.e. falls and pressure injuries and increased staff engagement.
METHODS
 Development of an education model (see below)
 Measuring improvements in patient care using BAT data and ward
dashboards
 Assessing staff engagement in hospital wide survey results

Education to Empower
Using the evidence

Working as a Team

The right education
at the right time

Embedding National
standards into
clinical care

Safe
Learning
Environment

Supporting further
education

Clinical
Reasoning

Creating a culture
of research

Creating
enthusiasm

Patient experience is
exceptional

Robyn Peel May 2017 V1

RESULTS
 Increased staff satisfaction – up approx. 20% from 2013 - 2016
 70% reduction in pressure injuries
 28% reduction in falls – one ward won the falls award for reduction of falls in
the past year
 50% reduction in other clinical incidents
 Development of communities of practice where there is sharing knowledge,
skills and ideas in the common pursuit of improved patient care
CONCLUSION
This model has helped with improvements in patient care and increased staff
engagement. As time goes on we see greater improvements and engagement. We
will continue to refine the model to provide education that contributes to an
exceptional patient experience
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Promoting recovery in motor control and walking ability may reduce bone loss
in paretic legs in adults surviving six months after stroke
Borschmann K1,2, Iuliano S3, Ghasem-Zadeh A3, Pang MYC4 and Bernhardt J 1,2
1
School of Health Science, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Australia.
2
Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health, University of Melbourne,
Heidelberg, Australia. 3Department of Medicine, Austin Health, University of
Melbourne, Heidelberg, Australia and 4Department of Rehabilitation Sciences, Hong
Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, Hong Kong
Aims: Exercise may preserve cortical bone of stroke-affected (paretic) legs at >1
year after stroke, yet little is known about post-stroke skeletal changes. We
investigated the magnitude of skeletal change and relationships with physical activity
and motor control within 6-months of stroke. We hypothesised that cortical thickness
would reduce significantly more in paretic compared to non-paretic legs.
Method: A prospective observational study. Participants, medically stable and nondiabetic but unable to walk were assessed within two weeks of first stroke, then at 1,
3 and 6 months. Assessments: bone structure (primary outcome=cortical thickness)
and volumetric BMD of both legs at the distal tibia (high resolution peripheral
quantitative computed tomography, HR-pQCT), lean mass (dual energy
absorptiometry), bone metabolism (osteocalcin, N-terminal propeptide of type 1
procollagen (P1NP), C-terminal telopeptide of type 1 collagen (CTX)), physical
activity (number of times to stand-up, 8am-5pm, PAL2 accelerometer), motor control
(Chedoke McMaster).
Results: 22/37 participants recruited had suitable images of both legs at baseline
and 6-months for inclusion in primary analysis. People included were younger than
those not included (66.0 (SD 12.1) years vs 75.3 years (SD 8.3), p=0.03). Those
included= 40.9% females, National Institutes Health Stroke Scale 12.6 (SD 4.8).
Cortical thickness reduced more in paretic than non-paretic legs (mean difference= 3.9%, 95% CI (-6.2, -1.5), p=0.002). Cortical area (p=0.002) and mass (p=0.004)
also reduced more in paretic legs. Less reduction in paretic leg cortical thickness
occurred in people who regained independent walking (n=16) compared to those
who did not (n=6) (median -0.02% (IQR -0.07, -0.003) vs -0.11% (-0.18, -0.06),
p=0.02). Higher baseline physical activity was inversely associated with changes in
bone metabolism: P1NP (r= -0.47, p=0.01), osteocalcin (r= -0.51, p=0.01) and CTX
(r= -0.53, p=0.01).
Conclusion: Targeting rehabilitation to improving leg motor control and walking within
6-months of stroke may reduce paretic leg bone loss.
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Authors: Lauren Booker 1,2,3, Tracey Sletten 1,2, Shantha Rajaratnam 1,2,
Pasquale Alvaro, Maree Barnes 3, Alison Collins 3, Chingli Chai-Coetze4,
Steve Lockley2, Mark Howard 1,2,3.
Title of abstract: What impact does shift work disorder have on depression
and anxiety severity amongst healthcare shift workers?
1.

2.

3.
4.

Monash University, School of Psychological Sciences, Faculty of
Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, Monash University, Clayton
Campus, Clayton, Victoria, Australia.
CRC for Alertness, Safety and Productivity (Alertness CRC), Monash
Institute of Cognitive and Clinical Neurosciences, Notting Hill,
Victoria, Australia.
Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Austin Health, Austin Hospital,
Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia.
Flinders Medical Centre, Flinders Drive, Bedford Park, South
Australia, Australia.

Aim: To evaluate the association between depression, anxiety and shift work

disorder (SWD) in healthcare shift workers. Some individuals cannot adapt as well as
others to their shift work schedules and consequently experience chronic sleep
insufficiency, excessive daytime sleepiness or insomnia, known as SWD. SWD is
under-recognised and lacks research regarding its impact on the individual and [1-4].
Classification and validation tools have only recently been developed in this area,
with SWD introduced in to the International Classification of Sleep Disorders:
Diagnostic and Coding Manual (ICSD-2) in 2005 [5] and validated tools developed in
2012 [6, 7].
Method: A cross-sectional sample of healthcare shift workers was collected at
Austin Health. Participants completed an online questionnaire consisting of questions
including the SWDQ to measure the risk of SWD, PHQ-9 to measure depression and
GAD-7 to measure anxiety. Participants were grouped into two groups; high risk and
low risk for SWD. Depression and anxiety scores were compared between the two
groups to measure associations.
Results: Analysis was conducted on 191 participants from16 wards at Austin
hospital, Victoria. 97% were female, with average age of 35.50 (SD=11.97) and 33%
(95% CI, 25.9-41.3) were at high risk for SWD. There was a significant difference in
depression scores between those at high risk (M=7.62, SD= 4.12) and low risk
(M=3.75, SD=3.36), t(191)=6.83, p < 0.001.There was also a significant difference in
anxiety between high SWD risk (M=5.71,SD=3.88) and low SWD risk
(M=2.67,SD=3.32), t(191)= 5.52, p< 0.001. The severity of the scores where clinically
significant with the high SWD group having nearly double the depression and anxiety
severity. These results contribute to previous knowledge of SWD by showing that the
effects of SWD is not isolated to individual’s sleep but can also impact on their
mental state.
Conclusion: SWD is common amongst healthcare shift workers. Individuals at high
risk for SWD are at significantly higher risk of depression and anxiety compared to
low risk.
What impact does shift work disorder have on depression and anxiety severity amongst
healthcare shift workers page 1
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Sheers NL,1,2,3 Howard MH,1,2,3 Rautela L,1,2 Chao C,1,2 Rochford PD,1,2 Nicholls C,2
Berlowitz DJ.1,2,3
Respiratory function, peak cough flow and history of respiratory tract infection in
people with neuromuscular disease
1. Victorian Respiratory Support Service, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic
2. Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Vic
3. The University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic
Aim:
To determine the relationship between vital capacity, peak cough flow (PCF) and past
history of respiratory tract infection in people with neuromuscular disease.
Design:
Cross sectional baseline data from a randomised controlled trial investigating the effects of
regular respiratory physiotherapy in neuromuscular disease.
Method:
Baseline respiratory function variables (vital capacity, unassisted and assisted PCF) were
measured with a calibrated pneumotachograph (Hans Rudolph 3700 series). Assisted PCF
was performed following a maximal insufflation via breath-stacking with a manual
resuscitator bag. Self-reported history of chest infection requiring either general practitioner
prescribed antibiotic use or hospital admission within the preceding 12-months was
obtained retrospectively by a researcher blinded to lung function results. Descriptive
statistics and Pearson’s correlations were performed. Independent sample t-tests were
used to assess between group (with or without chest infection) differences in pulmonary
function.
Results:
Baseline data from 35 participants is presented. Mean (SD) vital capacity, unassisted and
assisted PCF were 1509 (966) mL, 173 (61) L/min and 179 (54) L/min respectively. Ninetyfive percent of participants had an unassisted PCF less than 270 L/min. Twenty people
reported no infection in the past 12-months. There were group differences in unassisted
PCF between people who had versus had no recent infection (mean (SD) = 146 (47) vs 194
(63) L/min, p=0.017). There was a moderate correlation between vital capacity and
unassisted PCF (r = 0.70, R² = 0.48).
Conclusion:
Lower PCFs were observed in people who had experienced a respiratory infection,
consistent with cough being an important risk indicator. The majority of participants had a
PCF lower than 270 L/min, the proposed threshold for prevention of respiratory tract
infection, however despite this most individuals had not had a recent infection.
Acknowledgements:
This research has received funding from the Physiotherapy Research Foundation (Seeding
grant), NHMRC/MNDRIA (Postgraduate Scholarship) and IBAS (Research grant).
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Brooke Chapman1, Su Kah Goh2, Sarah Romero3, Jacqueline Luke4,
Peter Angus3, Paul Gow3, Robert Jones3, Chris Christophi2,
Vijayaragavan Muralidharan2 & Adam Testro3
Malnutrition in liver transplant recipients is associated with poor
outcomes after orthotopic liver transplantation: A potential target for pre
transplant intervention
1Nutrition & Dietetics Department, Austin Health, Melbourne
2Department of Surgery, Austin Health, Melbourne
3Liver Transplant Unit, Austin Health, Melbourne
4Physiotherapy Department, Austin Health, Melbourne
Background and Aims:
Malnutrition is highly prevalent in patients awaiting orthotopic liver
transplantation (OLT), and is associated with increased morbidity and
mortality after major surgery. This study investigates the impact of malnutrition
on clinical outcome after OLT.
Methods:
A retrospective review of prospectively maintained data on 390 adult patients
undergoing OLT between January 2009 and June 2016 was undertaken.
Patients with fulminant liver failure or those requiring re-transplantation were
excluded. Nutritional status was assessed by subjective global assessment
(SGA) and functional muscle assessment by handgrip strength (HS) and 6minute walk test (6MWT). All assessments were made at the time of wait
listing, with SGA and HS repeated at OLT. Study outcomes included ICU
length of stay (LOS), overall hospital LOS, episodes of infection until hospital
discharge, episodes of rejection and biliary strictures within 90 days,
readmission within 90 days as well as graft and patient survival.
Results:
Final analysis included 321 patients (69% male, 52.2±11.3years). Malnutrition
(SGA B+C) was identified in 67% of patients at time of wait listing for OLT.
There was a progressive decline in nutritional status following a median
waiting time of 4.4 months with 77% of patients malnourished at OLT. Of
these, 18% (n=58) were severely malnourished (SGA C). Malnutrition at wait
listing was significantly associated with severity of liver disease (higher MELD
and Child-Pugh scores), reduced HS and 6MWT results (all p<0.05).
Severe malnutrition at OLT was associated with longer ICU LOS (147hrs vs
89hrs, p=0.008), increased hospital LOS (40d vs 16d, p<0.01) and increased
incidence of infection (55.2% vs 33.8%, p=0.014) when compared to wellnourished patients. Occurrence of rejection (p=0.536), biliary anastomotic
strictures (p=0.126) and readmission (p=0.766) were not associated with
malnutrition at OLT. Overall patient survival at 5 years was 90%, and not
associated with nutritional status (p=0.271).
Conclusion:
This study validates the high prevalence of malnutrition in patients undergoing
OLT and is the largest study to date demonstrating the effect of nutritional
status and muscle function on early post-OLT morbidity and mortality.
Aggressive strategies to combat malnutrition and deconditioning in the pretransplant period may lead to improved patient outcomes and economic
benefits after OLT.
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Chapman B1, Sood S2, Le S2,3, Visvanathan K4, Gow P5, Angus P5 & Testro A5
Malnutrition is an Independent Predictor of Immune Dysfunction in Cirrhotic
Patients
1Department

of Nutrition and Dietetics, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia
of Gastroenterology, Royal Melbourne Hospital, Melbourne, Australia
3Department of Gastroenterology, Monash Health, Clayton, Australia
4Innate Immune Laboratory, St Vincent’s Hospital, Fitzroy, Australia
5Liver and Intestinal Transplant Unit, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Australia
2Department

Background and aims
Cirrhosis associated immune dysfunction (CAID) contributes to the high morbidity
and mortality from infections in individuals with cirrhosis. Malnutrition is highly
prevalent in those with cirrhosis, and may be partly responsible for this immune
dysfunction. QuantiFERON-monitor (QFM, Qiagen, USA) is a novel immune function
assay that measures IFN-gamma production following dual stimulation of both the
innate and adaptive immune systems. We aimed to identify whether immune
dysfunction in cirrhosis is associated with malnutrition.
Methods
We prospectively measured QFM in 81 cirrhotic patients awaiting liver
transplantation as part of the first clinical trials assessing QFM before and after
transplantation. Low QFM is suggestive of immunosuppression. Nutritional
assessment and measures of muscle function were conducted at time of QFM
measurement to determine degree of malnutrition and sarcopenia in cirrhotic
patients. Subjective global assessment (SGA) was performed to classify patients as
‘A’ (well nourished), ‘B’ (moderately malnourished) or ‘C’ (severely malnourished);
and handgrip strength measured functional muscle strength. Groups were compared
using the Kruskall-Walls Test and multivariate linear regression with backward
regression.
Results
Fifty-seven patients (70%) were male, median age 54 years. The most common
aetiology was HCV (n=35) and 29 had hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Median
MELD score was 20 and Child-Pugh of 10. Fifty-five patients (68%) were
malnourished (SGA B+C). Median QFM decreased as malnutrition increased; 211
IU/mL in SGA A (n=26, 32.1%), 137 IU/mL in B (n=41, 50.6%) and 26.6 IU/mL in C
(n=14, 17.3%). On univariate analysis, both SGA (p=0.009) and HGS (p=0.02) were
significantly associated with QFM, along with MELD score (p=0.0001). On
multivariate analysis, severe malnutrition (SGA C, p=0.03) and MELD (p=0.001)
were both independent predictors of immune function.
Conclusion
Severe malnutrition (SGA C) plays a significant role in the immunosuppressed status
of patients with cirrhosis, even after taking into account the severity of liver disease.
Nutrition remains an integral factor in the management of individuals with cirrhosis,
and continues to be one of the most modifiable aspects. Improving nutritional status
may lead to improved immune function in cirrhosis, and associated rates of reduced
infection.
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Chapman B1, Apostolov R2, Pavlovic J2, Hamilton K1, De Cruz P2 & Testro A2
10 Years of Home Parenteral Nutrition at an Australian Tertiary Centre
1Department
2Liver

of Nutrition and Dietetics, Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia
and Intestinal Transplant Unit, Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia

Introduction and aim
The use of home parenteral nutrition (HPN) for patients with intestinal failure (IF)
varies widely among countries. The aim of this study was to provide a description of
the HPN patient population at our institution over the time period during which the
intestinal transplant (ITx) program for Australia was implemented at our centre.
Methods
Retrospective electronic medical record review of all patients with IF discharged on
HPN from 1st Jan 2007-31st Dec 2016. Data were reported as per ESPEN
classification, with additional PN-related complication and patient outcomes.
Results
Forty-six patients (61% female, 48.9±16.5years) were discharged on HPN over the
10-year period. ITx was introduced at our centre in 2009. Leading causes of IF were
short bowel syndrome (67%) followed by dysmotility (13%), fistulae (9%),
mechanical obstruction (7%) and mucosal disease (4%). Median duration of TPN
was 350 days (range 44-9125 days). Thirty-two patients (70%) experienced at least
one severe complication related to their TPN; primarily line sepsis (n=32), followed
by liver disease (n=17) and thrombosis (n=11). Complications were more prevalent
as length of HPN therapy increased. Incidence of septic complications related to
central lines was high at 2.56 infections/1000 HPN days. While receiving HPN, 17
patients with IF (37%) died. Only 3 deaths were HPN related (2 sepsis, 1 central
venous thrombosis), the remainder due to underlying disease. Fourteen patients
(30%) underwent nutritional, medical and surgical intestinal rehabilitation and
weaned from TPN; 3 (7%) had intestinal transplant, 5 (11%) have reduced their PN,
and; 7 (15%) remain on full HPN. The number of patients discharged on HPN per
year has more than doubled during the observed period, and patients’ remaining
active on HPN has increased 4-fold.
Conclusion
These tertiary centre–based data confirm that point prevalence of IF has increased
in the short term, since the introduction of the Australian ITx program at our centre.
Intestinal rehabilitation and transplantation to reduce PN dependence has proven
successful in the majority of cases. Nationwide collaboration to capture quality
indicators and resource utilisation data is now required to facilitate improvements in
the quality of care for patients on HPN in Australia.
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Chapman B1, Hamilton K1, DeCruz P2, Starkey G2 & Testro A2
21st Century Malnutrition: When Bariatric Surgery Precipitates Decompensated
Liver Disease and Intestinal Failure
1Department of Nutrition and Dietetics, Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia
2Liver and Intestinal Transplant Unit, Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia
Introduction
Bariatric surgery (BS) using restrictive and malabsorptive techniques remains the
most effective treatment option for morbid obesity. Intestinal failure (IF) and
decompensated chronic liver disease (CLD) are rare post-operative complications of
BS. We reviewed a cluster of 3 post-bariatric surgery cases presenting to our centre
with IF and decompensated CLD to identify perioperative factors that may be
associated with these life-threatening complications.
Methods
A retrospective review of referrals to our IF unit in 2016 was performed to identify
patients with a history of BS. Patient demographics, anthropometry, nutritional
indices, liver function, nutritional management and outcomes were reviewed.
Results
Cases: Three of 10 patients who commenced HPN at our institute in 2016 presented
with IF and decompensated CLD following BS. All patients were female (49-60
years) with co-existing liver failure (2 NASH, 1 HCV). All operative procedures were
malabsorptive: jejunoileal bypass (n=2), and; biliopancreatic diversion (n=1); mean
BMI at surgery 44kg/m2. Mean time between BS and liver disease diagnosis was 9.6
years; development of decompensated CLD occurred on average 2.3 years later,
and; referral to our service with rapid weight loss and IF arose on average 2.4 years
thereafter. At presentation, patients exhibited severe malnutrition, sarcopenia and
micronutrient deficiencies. Parenteral nutrition and vitamin/mineral supplementation
was implemented in each case. All patients underwent diet modification and medical
therapy to enhance enteral absorption, and 2 of 3 patients remain HPN dependent.
Postulated mechanisms for decompensated CLD and IF: (i) Malabsorption from
BS resulted in rapid weight loss and progression to cirrhosis in patients already
suffering NASH/HCV related liver fibrosis. (ii) The increased energy demands of liver
disease precipitated liver decompensation due to malabsorption, and; (iii) IF
developed as patients were unable to meet their CLD driven energy demands.
Conclusion
IF and decompensated CLD are rare but life-threatening complications of
malabsorptive BS. The risk of these complications likely relates to the degree of preoperative fibrosis. Such patients should be monitored closely post-operatively as
CLD and IF can occur many years after surgery. Management options should be
tailored to the severity of CLD and degree of malnutrition. Early diagnosis may avert
liver disease progression via “prophylactic” reversal surgery alone in well patients. In
malnourished patients with advanced liver disease, TPN followed by reversal surgery
may be required. Liver transplant and reversal should be reserved for those with
irreversible liver disease.
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Shand AW1,2, Luk W2, Nassar N1, Hui, L3,4, Dyer K2, Rawlinson W5,6
Preventing congenital cytomegalovirus infection– potential for
improvement in maternity health providers’ knowledge and practice
1. Menzies Centre for Health Policy, University of Sydney, NSW
2. Dept of Maternal Fetal Medicine, Royal Hospital for Women, NSW
3. Mercy Perinatal, Mercy Hospital for Women, Heidelberg VIC
4. Dept of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Melbourne VIC
5. South Eastern Laboratory Services, Prince of Wales Hospital, NSW
6. School of Medical Sciences, University of New South Wales, NSW
Aim
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) is the most common congenital infection, and a wellrecognized cause of neurodevelopmental disability and sensorineural hearing
loss. A new international recommendations state that all pregnant women
should be educated about congenital CMV infection and personal preventive
measures.1 The aim of this study was to assess the knowledge, practice and
attitudes of clinicians regarding congenital CMV infection and its prevention.
Methods
An online survey link was distributed in Oct 2015 to (i) specialist obstetricians,
diplomates (general practitioners), and trainees of the Royal Australian New
Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists; (ii) midwives at two
hospitals: the Royal Hospital for Women, Sydney, New South Wales (NSW)
and the Mercy Hospital for Women, Melbourne, Victoria; (iii) midwives in NSW
and Victoria via the NSW Clinical Midwife Consultants network and the
Victorian Research Midwives network.
Results
There were 774 survey participants: (37.3% specialists, 17.3% diplomates,
16.8% trainees, 28.6% midwives). Clinicians had variable knowledge of fetal
sequelae, transmission routes and prevention. Overall, 30.2% felt confident
about discussing CMV in pregnancy and this differed significantly by
profession (7.4% of midwives vs 47.1% of specialists, P<0.0001). Only 8.8%
of respondents routinely discussed CMV prevention with pregnant women.
The majority (69.3%) agreed that professional societies should make practice
recommendations, and 88% thought more patient information was needed.
Conclusion
Australasian maternity clinicians lack confidence and knowledge about
congenital CMV. Less than 1 in 10 routinely provide advice on prevention.
There is urgent need for clinical guidance and patient resources to reduce the
burden of disease and to meet contemporary best practice recommendations.
Reference
1. Rawlinson WD, et al. Congenital cytomegalovirus infection in pregnancy and the
neonate: consensus recommendations for prevention, diagnosis, and therapy. Lancet
Infect Dis 2017. DOI: 10.1016/S1473- 3099(17)30143-3.
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Hui L, 1,2, Beard S,1,2, and Hannan NH1,2,
Measuring fetal brain and lung transcripts in amniotic fluid supernatant:
A comparison of digital PCR and RT-qPCR
1

Mercy Perinatal, Mercy Hospital for Women, Heidelberg VIC.
Translational Obstetrics Group, Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
University of Melbourne, Heidelberg VIC.
2

Aim
Amniotic fluid (AF) cell-free RNA is a promising source of information
regarding fetal physiology. Digital PCR (dPCR) is a direct approach to nucleic
acid detection that reports absolute transcript copy number. The aim of this
study was to compare quantification of cell-free fetal brain and lung RNA
transcripts in AF by reverse transcription-qPCR and dPCR.
Material and Methods
Prospective hospital-based study performed in 2016-2017. Pulmonary genes
were quantified in term AF samples collected at elective Cesarean birth;
neurodevelopmental genes were measured in preterm samples (<34 weeks)
obtained from women undergoing clinically-indicated amniocentesis. Genes
were selected with the following criteria: (i) prior detection in microarray
studies of AF supernatant, fetal organ-specific expression (defined as
expression > 10 multiples of the median in a publicly-available gene
expression atlas1, and gene up-regulation in term or preterm fetuses as
previously reported.2
Results
All 11 women in the term cohort had three lung surfactant protein transcripts
(SFTPB, SFTPC, SFTPA1) and reference gene (ACTB) successfully amplified
from their AF supernatant using RT-qPCR and dPCR. SFTPC was the most
abundant lung transcript, present in higher concentrations than the reference
gene in 7 of 11 samples. Three neurodevelopmental gene transcripts
(neurexin 3 (NRXN3), neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor type 3 (NTRK3),
and zinc finger and BTB domain containing 18 (ZBTB18) were detected in 10
preterm pregnancies by both methods, but at very low concentations (< 10
copies/ul on dPCR).
Conclusion
This study confirms the presence of several potential mRNA markers of lung
and brain development with dPCR and RT-qPCR. Transcripts of presumed
fetal brain origin are present in very low copy numbers, which presents
challenges to their feasibility as biomarkers of neurodevelopment.
References
1. Wu C, et al. BioGPS: an extensible and customizable portal for querying and
organizing gene annotation resources. Genome Biol 2009;10: R130.
2. Hui L, Wick HC, Edlow A, Cowan J, Bianchi DW. Global gene expression analysis
of term amniotic fluid cell-free fetal RNA. Obstet Gynecol 2013; 121:1248-12.
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Hui L, 1,2,3 Barclay J,1 Poulton A,1 Hutchinson B1,2, Halliday J1,4
Prenatal diagnosis and socioeconomic status in the noninvasive
prenatal testing era: a population-based study
1. Murdoch Childrens Research Institute VIC
2. Mercy Perinatal, Mercy Hospital for Women, Heidelberg VIC
3. Dept of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Melbourne
4. Dept of Paediatrics, University of Melbourne
Aim
Advances in technology bring great benefits, but they also carry the potential
to widen socioeconomic disparities in health. The recent introduction of cellfree DNA-based prenatal screening for fetal chromosome abnormalities (also
known as noninvasive prenatal testing, NIPT) has raised concerns over its
potential to exacerbate inequities in access. The aim of this study was to
analyze screening test indications for, and diagnostic yield of, prenatal
diagnostic testing (PNDx) via amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling in
Victorian women according to socioeconomic status.
Methods
State-wide data on PNDx and karyotype results for 2014-2015 were analysed.
Women having PNDx before 25 weeks gestation for an increased aneuploidy
risk result on combined first trimester screening (CFTS), second trimester
serum screening (STSS), or noninvasive prenatal testing (NIPT) were
included. PNDx numbers and karyotype results were analysed by screening
indication and maternal Index of Relative Socio-economic Advantage and
Disadvantage (IRSAD), the latter determined by postcode.
Results
There were 145,206 births during the 24-month study period; 1906 women
underwent PNDx for a screening test indication, most commonly CFTS
(70.1%), followed by NIPT (17.8%) and STS (12.0%). Covariates positively
associated with NIPT-indicated PNDx, compared with CFTS-indicated testing,
were socioeconomic advantage, metropolitan status, advanced maternal age
and early gestation. The most advantaged women in the top IRSAD quintile
had significantly higher adjusted odds of NIPT-indicated testing compared
with disadvantaged women in the lowest quintile (aOR 5.72, 95% CI 2.9511.09, p < 0.001). The diagnostic yield of PNDx increased with socioeconomic
advantage, rising from 14% in the lowest IRSAD quintile to 31.2% in the
highest (p < 0.0001).
Conclusion
Population-based data confirm the emergence of significant disparities in
screening indications for PNDx and hence, in diagnostic yield, according to
socioeconomic status in Australian women. This finding has important ethical
and policy implications for prenatal screening in our state.
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Green  B,  Hui  L,  Brownfoot  F  
University  of  Melbourne,  Mercy  Hospital  for  Women  
  
Is   symphyseal-fundal   height   or   third-trimester   ultrasound   more   sensitive   at  
identifying  the  small  for  gestational  age  (SGA)  fetus  in  patients  at  term?  
  
Background:    
Small   for   gestational   age   (SGA)   is   the   leading   risk   factor   for   stillbirth.   If   identified  
antenatally,   adequate   monitoring   and   timely   delivery   can   be   instituted,   halving   the  
stillbirth   rate.   SGA   can   be   detected   using   clinical   assessment   or   on   ultrasound.  
Controversy  exists  regarding  which  method  is  optimal  at  detecting  SGA  at  term.    
  
Aim:    
To   compare   the   accuracy   of   clinical   acumen   using   symphyseal-fundal   height   and  
single  third-trimester  ultrasound  in  detecting  SGA  at  term.    
  
Materials  and  Methods:  
We  conducted  a  retrospective  cohort  study  at  a  single  tertiary  hospital  in  Melbourne  
(Mercy   Hospital   for   Women)   between   2011-2014.   Primary   outcome   was   whether  
clinical   acumen   was   more   accurate   than   ultrasound   at   identifying   SGA,   defined   as  
birth   weight   less   than   the   10th   centile   (GROW   birth   weight   calculator).   Secondary  
maternal   outcomes   included   mode   of   delivery   and   post-partum   haemorrhage,   and  
neonatal  outcomes  included  admission  to  special  care  nursery  or  intensive  care.      
  
Results:    
532   women   were   included;;   265   were   induced   for   clinical   suspicion,   62   were  
delivered   following   an   ultrasound   indicating   SGA   and   205   were   induced   for   clinical  
suspicion  despite  normal  growth  on  ultrasound.    
  
Ultrasound  more  accurately  detected  SGA  with  85.7%  concordance  with  birth  weight  
compared  with  44.1%  for  clinical  suspicion,  and  67.8%  clinically  suspected  despite  a  
normal  ultrasound.      
  
Significantly  fewer  women  had  a  normal  vaginal  delivery  when  diagnosed  with  SGA  
by   clinical   suspicion,      49.4%   compared   to   67.7%   in   those   with   SGA   on   ultrasound,  
and  61.4%  with  normal  growth  on  an  ultrasound.  Fewer  instrumental  births  occurred  
when   SGA   was   detected   on   ultrasound,   at   4.8%   compared   to   20.0%   for   clinical  
suspicion,   and   13.7%   for   clinical   suspicion   despite   normal   growth   on   ultrasound.  
Proportions   of   emergency   lower   uterine   segment   caesarean   section   (LUSCS)   and  
elective   LUSCS   were   similar.   Method   of   induction   was   analogous   between   groups,  
as   were   rates   of   postpartum   haemorrhage,   and   neonatal   admission   to   special   care  
nursery  or  neonatal  intensive  care  unit.    
  
Conclusion:  
While   ultrasound   is   more   accurate   at   identifying   small   for   gestational   age  
pregnancies,  a  large  proportion  of  those  that  are  clinically  suspected  to  be  SGA  are  
growth  restricted  at  birth.  Therefore,  clinical  evaluation  should  still  be  considered  to  
identify  patients  at  risk  of  SGA  despite  a  normal  ultrasound.    
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S. Wilkes1, C. Mandrawa2, C. Yeo1, D. Sinnott1, M. Mortby3, P. Yates2.
Neuropsychiatric Symptoms and Mild Behavioural Impairment in Memory
Clinic Attendees.
1. The University of Melbourne
2. Department of Geriatric Medicine, Austin Health, Heidelberg.
3. The Australian National University
Background:
Neuropsychiatric symptoms (NPS) are a heterogenous group of non-cognitive
and behavioural symptoms often present in those with dementia. It is
increasingly appreciated that NPS may be present during the pre-dementia
prodrome, prior to the emergence of cognitive symptomatology. The term
‘Mild Behavioural Impairment’ (MBI) has been recently described to
characterise significant behavioural symptoms in the absence of cognitive
impairment or established psychiatric disease. The Neuropsychiatric Inventory
Questionnaire (NPI-Q) is a measure of NPS that is widely used in those with
established dementia. In 2017, the Mild Behavioural Impairment checklist
(MBI-C) was proposed to better-identify NPS in populations without dementia
(e.g. cognitively-normal or mildly-impaired).
Aim:
To determine the prevalence of NPS in a Memory Clinic setting using the NPIQ and MBI-C, as well as routine care (clinical assessment and collateral
source interview).
Methods:
NPI-Q and MBI-C were completed in 60 patients attending the Memory Clinic.
Carer burden was assessed in 32 cases. Prevalence using different
assessment tools was compared using Chi-square test. Correlation between
NPI-Q and MBI-C sub-domains was assessed using Spearman Correlation.
Results:
Prevalence of NPS using NPI-Q was 81.7% (n=49) and MBI-C was 85%
(n=51). Overall 90% (n=54) presented with one or more NPS. 11/32 (34.3%)
of carers reported significant burden associated with NPS.
Conclusion:
NPS were present in the majority of Memory Clinic patients. Use of NPI-Q and
MBI-C resulted in similar identification of NPS. Future studies are needed to
determine the validity of the MBI-C in the prodromal stages of dementia and
its potential advantages against the commonly-used NPI-Q.
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MacDonald T1,2,3, Hui L1,2,3, Tong S1,2,3, Robinson A1, Dane K1, Middleton
A1, Walker S1,2
Reduced third trimester growth velocity among fetuses of a normal
birthweight is associated with placental insufficiency.
1. Mercy Perinatal, Mercy Hospital for Women, Heidelberg, VIC Australia;
2. Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Melbourne;
3. Translational Obstetrics Group, University of Melbourne, VIC Australia
Aim
While being small-for-gestational-age due to placental insufficiency is the
single biggest risk factor for stillbirth, 50% of stillbirths occur in appropriatefor-gestational-age (AGA, ≥10th centile) fetuses(1). It is plausible that low
growth velocity may reflect placental insufficiency in these fetuses born AGA,
and that this cohort may contribute to the burden of ‘unexplained’ stillbirths’.
Therefore, we investigated the relationship between third trimester fetal
growth velocity, and antenatal, intrapartum and neonatal indicators of
placental insufficiency.
Methods
We performed a prospective cohort study of 308 nulliparous women who
subsequently gave birth to AGA infants. Ultrasound at 28 and 36 weeks’
gestation determined estimated fetal weight (EFW) and abdominal
circumference (AC). We correlated relative EFW and AC growth velocities
(change in centile over eight weeks) with clinical indicators of placental
insufficiency: (i) fetal cerebroplacental ratio (CPR) at 36 weeks (CPR<5th
centile reflects cererbral redistribution of blood flow, a fetal adaptation to
hypoxia) (ii) intrapartum acidaemia under the hypoxic challenge of labour
(umbilical artery pH<7.15 at birth); and (iii) low neonatal body fat percentage
(BF%) reflecting reduced nutritional reserve in utero.
Results
Decreasing EFW velocity correlated with cerebral redistribution (P=0.01),
intrapartum acidaemia (P=0.02), and low BF% (P=0.047). Decreasing AC
velocity was also associated with pH<7.15 (P=0.03) and low BF% (P=0.02). A
loss of >30 EFW centiles over eight weeks was associated with a relative risk
(RR) of CPR<5th centile at 36 weeks of 2.8 (P=0.03). Loss of >30 AC centiles
was associated with eight-times the risk of low BF% (RR=8.1, P=0.002). Loss
of >35 EFW or AC centiles was associated with three-fold increased
intrapartum acidaemia risk (EFW-RR=3.51, P=0.03; AC-RR=3.01, P=0.049).
Conclusion
Reduced third trimester growth velocity among AGA fetuses is associated
with antenatal, intrapartum and neonatal indicators of placental insufficiency.
These fetuses potentially represent an important unrecognised cohort at
increased risk of stillbirth.
References
1.
Gardosi J, Madurasinghe V, Williams M, Malik A, Francis A. Maternal and
fetal risk factors for stillbirth: population based study. BMJ. 2013;346:f108.
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MacDonald T1,2,3, Tran C4, Kaitu’u-Lino T2,3, Brennecke S2,5, Hiscock R2,
Hui L1,2,3, Dane K1, Middleton A1,2, Cannon P2,3, Walker S1,2,3, Tong S1,2,3
Measuring PlGF and sFlt-1 at 36 weeks’ gestation to predict small-forgestational-age infants or late-onset preeclampsia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mercy Perinatal, Mercy Hospital for Women, Melbourne, Australia;
Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Melbourne;
Translational Obstetrics Group, University of Melbourne;
Department of Laboratory Services, Royal Children’s Hospital, Melbourne;
Department of Maternal-Fetal Medicine, Royal Women’s Hospital.

Aim
Fetal growth restriction (FGR), a disorder of placental dysfunction, is the
single biggest risk factor for stillbirth(1) and has pathophysiology in common
with preeclampsia. Angiogenesis-related factors in maternal plasma with
predictive value for preeclampsia(2) may also detect FGR. We therefore
determined the diagnostic performance of soluble fms-like tyrosine kinase 1
(sFlt-1), placental growth factor (PlGF), and the sFlt-1:PlGF ratio, measured at
36 weeks, in identifying women who subsequently give birth to small-forgestational-age (SGA, birthweight <10th centile) infants; and validated the
predictive performance of these plasma analytes for late-onset preeclampsia.
Methods
A prospective, nested 1:2 case-control study was performed including 102
cases of SGA infants and 207 matched controls; and 39 preeclampsia cases.
We determined the sensitivity of sFlt-1, PlGF and the sFlt-1:PlGF ratio, for
detecting SGA infants or preeclampsia, at a 10% false positive rate (FPR).
Results
Median 36 week PlGF levels were significantly lower in women with SGA
newborns (178.5pg/ml) compared to normal birthweight controls (326.7pg/ml,
P <0.0001). sFlt-1 levels were higher among women with SGA infants, but this
was not significant when cases of concurrent preeclampsia were excluded.
The sensitivity of PlGF to detect the SGA was 28.8%; and the sFlt-1:PlGF
ratio demonstrated better sensitivity for preeclampsia than either analyte
alone, detecting 69.2% of cases, for a 10% FPR.
Conclusion
Plasma PlGF at 36 weeks’ gestation is significantly lower in women who
subsequently give birth to a SGA infant. While the sensitivity and specificity
profile of PlGF currently limits translation into clinical practice, our findings
support a blood-based biomarker approach to detect late-onset FGR. The 36
week sFlt-1:PlGF ratio detected more than two thirds of preeclampsia cases,
and could be a useful screening test to triage antenatal surveillance.
References
1.
Gardosi J, Madurasinghe V, Williams M, Malik A, Francis A. Maternal and
fetal risk factors for stillbirth: population based study. BMJ. 2013;346:f108.
2.
Zeisler H, Llurba E, Chantraine F, Vatish M, Staff AC, Sennstrom M, et al.
Predictive Value of the sFlt-1:PlGF Ratio in Women with Suspected Preeclampsia.
The New England journal of medicine. 2016;374(1):13-22.
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PRE-ECLAMPSIA IS ASSOCIATED WITH CHANGES IN THE ABUNDANCE
PHOSPHORYLATION OF SODIUM TRANSPORTERS IN URINARY EXOSOMES
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Department of Nephrology, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic. Mercy Hospital for Women, Heidelberg, Vic. University
4
of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic. Kidney Laboratory, IBAS at Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic.

Background: PE (pre-eclampsia) is characterised by hypertension, systemic vasoconstriction,
proteinuria and renal sodium retention. It is unknown whether expression or phosphorylation of the
distal renal tubular sodium transporters (NKCC2, NCC and ENaC) changes in women with PE.
Methods: A cross-sectional study of 18 PE patients, 22 normotensive pregnant women (NP) and
20 normal women (NC) was performed. Exosomes were isolated from urine by ultracentrifugation.
Expression of sodium transporters was analysed by Western Blot corrected for expression of the
exosome marker CD9. Statistical comparisons were made by ANOVA and a post-hoc test.
Results: Expression of NKCC2 was increased 1.6-fold in PE (ANOVA p=0.046, post-hoc=ns).
Phosphorylation on the SPAK/OSR1 activation site T101/105 was reduced 1.9-fold (ANOVA
p=0.030; PE vs NP p<0.05) while phosphorylation of the activating PKA S130 site was increased
2.8-fold (ANOVA p<0.001; PE vs NP p<0.01) in PE compared to NP. There was no difference in
expression of NCC but phosphorylation of the SPAK/OSR1 site T60 was reduced 2.5-fold
(ANOVA p=0.008; PE vs NP p<0.05). Expression of the alpha (ANOVA p<0.001; PE vs NP
p<0.01) and full-length gamma ANOVA (p<0.001; PE vs NP p<0.05) subunits of ENaC was
increased 6.0-fold and 2.7-fold, respectively, in PE compared to NP. There was a non-significant
trend to increased expression of the cleaved 50 kD form of gamma ENaC in PE (ANOVA p=0.06).
Conclusions:
This data suggests increased activity of ENaC and the NKCC2 transporters in PE, and reduced
signalling through the WNK/SPAK/OSR1 pathway. The role of renal sodium uptake in the
pathogenesis of PE may have been underestimated.
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Follow-Up Audit Results of the New Protocol for TR Band Removal Post
Coronary Angiography.
Howe,S 1, Martin,L 1, Naismith,C 1, Clarkson,K 1, Horrigan,M 1,
Farouque,O 1.
1. Cardiology Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria.
Background/Aim:
The radial artery is the preferred vascular access site for coronary
angiography. Transradial bands (TR) band are a common haemostatic device
applied to the wrist post sheath removal. Manufacturer guidelines recommend
deflation of the TR band over 4 hours. In April 2016 our department carried
out a pilot study examining the efficacy of a 2-hour accelerated release
protocol. A reduced total time to wean was demonstrated with no significant
increase in radial access site bleeding. As a result this new protocol was
implemented for all day procedure coronary angiography. The following
outlines the audit findings post protocol change.
Methods:
This audit examined 178 consecutive patients post pilot study having radial
coronary angiography as a day procedure. The same baseline demographics,
clinical and procedural characteristics were collected. Vascular complication
rates such as re-bleeding, radial access site haematoma and pain/numbness
were recorded.
Results:
The mean age of the cohort was 65 ± 11(mean ± SD) years, with 128 (72%)
males. The intra-procedural heparin dose administered was 4809 ± 868 u/s
(mean ± SD). Ten patients (6%) recorded a platelet count less than 150
x10*9/L. The total time to wean (TTTW) the haemostatic device was 159 ± 49
minutes (mean ± SD), which was similar to the treatment group in the study
(152 ± 59 minutes mean ± SD). Re-bleeding rates at the access site were
10% (n=17); radial access site haematomas were 6% (n=11); and the rate of
access site pain/peripheral numbness was 2-5% (n=3-9) respectively.
Conclusion:
The results of this follow-up audit have demonstrated that the accelerated
release TR band protocol continues to reduce TTTW with minimal impact on
vascular complications rates. We will continue to audit this protocol, with plans
to expand the original randomized control trial to a cohort of patients requiring
higher doses of heparin for coronary intervention.
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Lee Moore, Claire Mahon, Evelyn Zgoznik, Lorelle Martin, Carolyn Naismith,
Mark Horrigan
A Prospective Project For Improving Renal Outcomes Among Patients
Receiving Radio-Contrast Media (CM) During Cardiac Catheterisation:
Initial Results
Cardiac Cath Lab, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic, Australia
AIM: Iodinated contrast used in cardiac imaging is nephrotoxic. Contrast
induced acute kidney injury (CI-AKI) is a complication of cardiac
catheterisation, increasing the risk of cardiovascular events, end-stage renal
disease, prolonged length of stay and mortality. A retrospective audit found
greater than expected incidence of CI-AKI following contrast media (CM)
administration. This prospective investigation aims to better understand our
clinical practice to reduce the frequency of CI-AKI in our population.
METHODS:
All patients receiving contrast media were reviewed according to a protocol
documenting clinical characteristics, previous CM history, fasting and
hydration status and procedural CM dose. Plasma creatinine levels and
urinary micro-albumin status were tested prior to index procedures and
afterwards, during pre-specified time periods. For this analysis, the RIFLE
criteria were used to define CI-AKI.
RESULTS: 571 consecutive patients, median age 66 ± 12 years, were
included. 70% males, 31% diabetic, and 60% were treated hypertensives.
16% had received CM in the 30 days prior to catheterization. Patients fasted
for a median of 702 (451-892) minutes and received 100 (25 –150) mL of CM during
procedures, 53% of which utilised radial access. Pre-existing kidney injury
was present in 25% of patients.
We demonstrated a 4-10% incidence of new CI-AKI in this cohort according to
the RIFLE classification (serum creatinine levels and eGFR respectively).
Outpatients were less likely to have CI-AKI (55% vs 22%; p=0.03).
CONCLUSIONS: This ongoing prospective study is defining a contemporary
Cath Lab population receiving CM and is documenting the frequencies of preexisting and new kidney injury. Continuing investigation will seek potential
interactions between duration of fasting, duration and volume of IV hydration,
and baseline clinical characteristics on renal outcomes with the aim of
effectively understanding and managing AKI risk.
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Ha FJ, 1,2, Toukhsati SR,1,2, Moncur L,
2,, Hare DL 1,2

2,

Freijah IR 2, Sheed A2, Cropper P

The benefits of a single trial 6 minute walk test on exercise confidence
are not sustained long-term in chronic heart failure patients
1. University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
2. Department of Cardiology, Austin Health, Australia
Aim
The aim of this study was to determine whether the benefits of a 6 minute
walk test (6MWT) on exercise confidence in chronic heart failure (CHF)
patients would be maintained 9 months post-intervention.
Methods
Consenting CHF patients attending an out-patient appointment completed the
Cardiac Depression Scale (CDS) and an Exercise Confidence Survey (range
0-100; higher scores indicate greater confidence) at baseline, following
completion of a supervised 6MWT, and at follow up 9 months later.
Results
Most of the 106 CHF patients (82% males, mean age = 63.58 ± 12.50 years)
had non-ischemic CHF aetiology (66%) and were NYHA class I (33.7%) or II
(55.8%). A significant improvement in mean Baseline Exercise Confidence
(F(1, 90) = 4.2, p<0.01), Running Confidence (F(1,51) = 4.77, p<0.05) and
Lifting Confidence (F(1,90) = 3.74, p < 0.01) adjusted for age, gender, NYHA
class and CDS score, was observed in patients with low to moderate
confidence following the 6MWT. Mixed model ANCOVAs indicated that these
benefits were not sustained 9 months post-6MWT (p > 0.05).
Conclusion
These findings reveal a short-term benefit of the 6MWT on exercise
confidence in CHF patients, however, this effect does not persist long-term.
Future research should develop a 6MWT dose response curve to determine
the number of exposures required to maintain exercise confidence and
explore the extent to which confidence translates to changes in exercise
behaviours.
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Ha FJ, 1,2, Toukhsati SR,1,2, Moncur L,
2,, Hare DL 1,2

2,

Freijah IR 2, Sheed A2, Cropper P

The effects of the 6 minute walk test on exercise confidence in chronic
heart failure patients
1. University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
2. Department of Cardiology, Austin Health, Australia
Aim
Adherence to exercise is associated with exercise confidence, which can be
improved with exercise training programs. The aim of this study was to
compare the effects of a 6 minute walk test (6MWT) to an educational control
condition on exercise confidence in chronic heart failure (CHF) patients.
Methods
Consenting CHF patients attending an out-patient appointment completed the
Cardiac Depression Scale (CDS) and an Exercise Confidence Survey (range
0-100; higher scores indicate greater confidence) at baseline. Patients were
assigned to a supervised 6MWT (n = 106) or an educational control condition
(n = 23) as a function of their study enrolment date. Patients assigned to the
educational control group were asked to read the Heart Foundation’s “Living
well with chronic heart failure” booklet for 10 minutes.
Results
Most of the 133 CHF (84.2% males, mean age = 63.32 ± 12.41 yearshad nonischemic CHF aetiology (67%) and were NYHA class I (39%) or II (52%).
One-third of patients (32.1%) were depressed (CDS ≥ 95). Mean Baseline
Exercise Confidence was inversely associated with age (p<0.001), gender
(p<0.001), NYHA class (p<0.001), and depression (p<0.001). Following
adjustment for age, gender, NYHA class and CDS score, mixed model
ANCOVA revealed a significant benefit of the 6MWT on Running Confidence
compared to the educational control condition (F(1,120) = 4.97, p < 0.05).
Conclusion
These results confirm the benefits of a 6MWT on aspects of exercise
confidence in chronic heart failure patients. Future research should expand
the control cohort and consider the persistence of this benefit.
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CT Coronary Angiography in a case of Acute Coronary Syndrome: choosing wisely
Stephanie Wakeling, Hannah Brownstein, Ahmed Al-Kaisey and Dharsh Fernando.
Department of Cardiology, Austin Hospital, Melbourne.
A 31-year-old female presented to the Emergency Department with right upper quadrant
pain and nausea. She had a past medical history of recurrent pericarditis. She was on no
medications and there was no history of illicit drugs or significant smoking.
Intravenous Ondansetron was administered to treat her nausea. Immediately post IV
Ondansetron, she developed central crushing chest pain with ECG showing widespread ST
depression and ST elevation in aVR. Intravenous morphine and sublingual glyceryl trinitrate
were administered followed by resolution of pain and ECG changes. She was admitted to the
coronary care unit for observation. Further testing revealed elevated cardiac enzymes
(troponin I peak of 628 ng/l) and a non-diagnostic CT abdomen.
She remained clinically stable with no further chest pain. Transthoracic echocardiography
showed normal left ventricular function with no pericardial effusion. CT Coronary
Angiography was performed demonstrating normal coronary arteries, with a Calcium Score
of zero. The patient was diagnosed with Ondansetron induced coronary spasm causing an
acute coronary syndrome. The patient remained stable and was discharged on Aspirin for
follow up with cardiology outpatients.
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Chan RK1, O’Brien J1, Hare DL1,3, Johnson D1, Burrell L1,3, Farouque O1,3,
Driscoll A1,2
Inpatient medication changes and 30-day readmissions in acute
decompensated heart failure
1. Austin Health
2. School of Nursing and Midwifery, Deakin University
3. School of Medicine, University of Melbourne
Aim
Heart failure (HF)-related admissions are costly to the Australian healthcare
system. Medications are often changed during inpatient stays and there are
data to show optimising pharmacotherapy improves not only cardiac
endpoints but reduces short term readmission rates. However, changing
multiple medications in the acute period may cause adverse physiological
effects and confuse patients, leading to readmissions.
Methods
We prospectively collected data on patients admitted to a single tertiary health
service with acute decompensated HF (ADHF) over three one month periods
from 2014-2016 as part of the VCOR-HF snapshot. All patients were followed
up at 30 days.
Results
In total, 193 patients were admitted over the 3 1-month snapshot periods. 79
(40.9%) had imaging-confirmed evidence of HF-rEF. 49 (62.0%) were male.
Average age was 79.5±11.2 years. On discharge, patients were prescribed on
average 10.6±4.4 medications. 79.5% of patients with heart rate >60 were on
beta blockers. 83% and 55.5% of patients with an eGFR >60 were discharged
on ACE/ARBs or aldosterone antagonists, respectively. Patients readmitted
within 30 days did not have significantly more number of recommended HFrEF medication changes (p=0.121) and were not prescribed significantly more
medications on discharge (p=0.305).
Conclusion
Starting or stopping a recommended HF medication does not affect 30-day
readmission rate, nor do the cumulative number of changes. The total number
of medications prescribed at discharge also does not affect 30-day
readmission rates.
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Chan RK1, O’Brien J1, Hare DL1,3, Johnson D1, Burrell L1,3, Farouque O1,3,
Driscoll A1,2
Patient characteristics affecting 30-day readmission rates in acute
decompensated heart failure
1. Austin Health
2. School of Nursing and Midwifery, Deakin University
3. School of Medicine, University of Melbourne
Aim
Heart failure (HF) is a major cause of morbidity and mortality in Australia. HFrelated readmissions are costly to the Australian healthcare system, many of
which are within 30 days of discharge. Identifying factors that put patients at
risk of readmission would be useful for hospital resource planning.
Methods
We prospectively collected data on all patients admitted to Austin Health,
Melbourne with a discharge diagnosis of acute decompensated HF (ADHF)
over three one month periods from 2014-2016 as part of the VCOR-HF
snapshot. All patients were followed up at 30 days.
Results
In total, 193 patients were admitted with ADHF. 96 (49.7%) were male.
Average age was 79.5±11.2 years. 48 (24.9%) were readmitted to hospital
within 30 days, similar to other studies’ findings. Of those readmitted, the
mean readmission time was 14.4±8.3 days. Of the comorbidities recorded
only angina (p=0.002) and previous MI (p=0.005) caused a significant
increase in 30-day readmissions. Interestingly, diabetes (p=0.261),
depression (p=0.869), dementia (p=0.298) or COPD (p=0.093) did not have a
significant relationship to 30-day readmissions. Increased Charleston
Comorbidity Score significantly increased 30-day readmissions (p=0.017).
Lower heart rate <70BPM at discharge (p=0.111) or a loss of weight during
admission (p=0.781) also did not significantly affect readmissions.
Conclusion
Comorbidities related to ischaemic heart disease have a significant effect on
30-day readmission rates and should prompt a focus on effectively treating
patients with this comorbidity. Commonly accepted patient observations
thought to reflect treatment efficacy do not seem to affect short-term
readmission rates in this cohort.
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Chan RK1, Toukhsati S1, Toia D1, Hare DL1,2
The reliability and validity of a standardised method for assessing
autonomic function by heart rate variability analysis (HRV) in acute
coronary syndrome (ACS) patients
1. Austin Health
2. School of Medicine, University of Melbourne
Background
Heart rate variability (HRV) can be used as a surrogate measure of autonomic
nervous system (ANS) function. HRV analysis algorithms have two aims: 1.
Accurately identify QRS complexes and 2. Distinguish between ‘sinus’ and
‘ectopic’ beats. HRV has traditionally been used in elite sports where ectopic
beats are rare. However, in patients with cardiac disease the rate of ectopics
is much higher. Traditional ‘eyeball’ methods of identifying ectopics have wide
inter-rater reliability.
Aim
The aim of this study was to evaluate the reliability and validity of a
standardised method of ectopic beat classification in HRV analysis in
comparison to the generally used detection method.
Methods
Standardised 30-minute electro-cardiograms were recorded on patients within
4 weeks of ACS between 9am-12pm using LabChart Pro 7 (ADI) and
analysed using LabChart Pro 8 with HRV Analysis Module 2.0.1. For each
trace, ectopics were detected using either: 1) standard modular and manual
detection by an experienced clinician, or; 2) three standard deviations (±3SD)
of the Average RR, in addition to a complexity score for each beat. Ectopicfree data were used in all subsequent analyses.
Results
Time (Average RR, SDNN, RMSSD) and frequency domain (LF power, HF
power and LF/HF ratio) measures were extracted from each trace. Lin’s
concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) demonstrated excellent reliability:
1) between standard detection method and the new method by the same
clinician (N = 20 HRV traces; CCC range = .96 – 1.0), and; 2) between two
experienced clinicians using the new method (N = 48 HRV traces; CCC = 1.0)
in all time and frequency domain measures.
Conclusion
A new method of ectopic detection in HRV analysis shows excellent
concordance with standard detection methods. However, the new method
also shows excellent inter-rater reliability. This method of ectopic detection
removes potential human error and improves the reproducibility of HRV
autonomic assessment.
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Genomic characterisation of 24 biliary tract cancer cell lines reveals clinically actionable
therapeutic targets
David Lau1,2,3, Dmitri Mouradov4, Wiphawan Wasenang5, Yvonne Yeung1, Merridee Wouters1,
Andrew Weickhardt1,2,3, Mehrdad Nikfarjam3, Dan Croagh6, David Williams1,3, Niall Tebbutt1,2,3, Oliver
Sieber4, John Mariadason1,2
Affiliations
1 Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research Institute
2 La Trobe University
3 Department of Medical Oncology, Austin Health
4 Walter and Eliza Hall Institute
5 Khon Kaen University, Thailand
6 Monash Health
Background
Advanced biliary tract cancer (BTC) has a poor prognosis with limited treatment options. Our goal
was to characterise the genomic landscape of 24 biliary tract cancer cell lines to determine if they
are representative of primary disease and to identify genetic changes which can be therapeutically
targeted.
Method
Twenty-one sporadic and 2 liver fluke-associated biliary tract cancer cell lines were sourced from
academic and commercial cell repositories, and genomically characterized by whole exome
sequencing, RNA-seq analysis and DNA copy number analysis. Potential therapeutic targets were
validated in-vitro using cell proliferation assays.
Results
The dominant somatic mutations detected were C>T/G>A followed by T>C/A>G and C>A/T>G
substitutions. The most frequently mutated genes were TP53 (67%), MUC4 (44%), KRAS (38%),
SMAD4 (23%) which is in keeping with published studies of primary biliary tract cancer. KRAS and
SLCO1B1 were found to be frequently amplified whilst FHIT, CDKN2B, WWOX and MACROD2 were
recurrently deleted. Cell cells harbouring ERBB2 amplification/mutations, or overexpression of
FGFR3/4 were sensitive to small molecule inhibitors targeting these agents.
Conclusion
Our findings reveal that the most frequently observed genomic alterations observed in primary
biliary tract cancers are preserved in cell lines, validating their use as accurate model systems to
study this disease. ERBB2 and FGFR3/4 are potentially clinically relevant therapeutic targets in this
disease.
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Stat3 inhibition in combination with immunotherapy in colon cancer
Mariah Alorro1,2, Moritz Eissmann1,2 and Matthias Ernst1,2
1

Cancer and Inflammation Laboratory, Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research
Institute, Heidelberg, VIC 3084
2
School of Cancer Medicine, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Vic 3086
Aim: Aberrant activation of the transcription factor Stat3 promotes tumorigenesis
through increased tumour cell proliferation and survival, but also through protumorigenic manipulation of the tumour-infiltrating immune cells. We have previously
shown that ubiquitous knock-down of Stat3 in the gp130F/F gastric cancer mouse
model results in significant reduction of tumour burden (Alorro et al., 2017, Genesis).
Here we aimed to i. investigate the effects of combining Stat3 inhibition with the
immune checkpoint blockade anti-PD-1, and ii. study the effect(s) of the treatment
on tumour cells and the different tumour-infiltrating immune cells of the tumour
microenvironment.
Methods: This project utilised the CAGsrtTA3;STAT3.1348 mouse that allows for
the inducible silencing of Stat3 using RNAi technology. To investigate the role of
Stat3
suppression
among
the
non-tumoural
compartment,
the
CAGsrtTA3;STAT3.1348 were engrafted with MC38 (colon cancer) cells, where
Stat3 reduction only occurs among the non-tumoural compartment. Furthermore,
Stat3 suppression was combined with the immune checkpoint blockade anti-PD-1
antibody or isotype control treatment.
Results: Stat3 reduction alone and anti-PD-1 treatment alone, as well as
combination of anti-PD1+Stat3 reduction resulted in lower tumour burden relative the
isotype control. Reduced tumour burden was associated with increased tumourinfiltrating CD8 T cells in both single and combination treatments. Anti-PD-1 single
treatment and the combination therapy resulted in increased activated CD8 T cells,
and less tumour-infiltrating immune suppressive regulatory T cells.
Conclusion: This study demonstrates the therapeutic benefits of Stat3 inhibition
among the non-tumoural compartment, and confirmed the efficacy of PD-1 inhibition
against colon cancer. Stat3 suppressed mice did not exhibit reduced PD-1
expression and regulatory T cell tumour-infiltration; both characteristics of anti-PD-1
treatment, suggesting a separate mechanism for tumour reduction. Interestingly the
combination treatment showed no additive effect. However this study provides
insight into the effects of Stat3 inhibition, warranting further investigation on its
mechanisms and clinical potential.
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Anti-metastasis therapy via nanoparticle mediated drug delivery
Stefan Bader1, Lars Esser2,3, John F. Quinn2,3, Christopher Porter3, Angus Johnston2,3 and Robin L.
Anderson1*
1. Metastasis Research Laboratory, Translational Breast Cancer Program, Olivia Newton-John
Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Victoria 3084, Australia
2. ARC Centre of Excellence in Convergent Bio-Nano Science and Technology, Monash
Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences, Monash University, Parkville, Victoria 3052, Australia
3. Drug Delivery, Disposition and Dynamics, Monash Institute of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
Monash University, Parkville, Victoria 3052, Australia
Metastatic disease is the major cause of cancer-related death in patients with solid tumours such as
breast cancer. The mainstay of current treatments for metastatic disease is chemotherapy (e.g.
doxorubicin) that is often limited by systemic toxicity. To improve drug efficacy, there is an urgent
need for a mechanism to target tumour cells with minimal damage to normal tissues. Preliminary data
show that the Unfolded Protein Response (UPR) chaperone glucose-regulated protein 78 (GRP78) is
overexpressed on the cell surface of multiple metastatic breast tumour tissues including spine, lung
and heart.1 Targeting GRP78 on the surface of metastatic cancer cells with a GRP78 binding peptide
fused to an apoptotic moiety exhibited promising effects in in vivo models of metastatic breast cancer1
and a phase I trial of an IgM antibody targeting GRP78 (PAT-SM6) in subjects with relapsed or
refractory multiple myeloma showed modest clinical activity.2 We have demonstrated previously that
nanoparticles (NPs) can be targeted to colorectal cancer cells3 and doxorubicin-loaded NPs exhibited
similar toxicity to treatment with doxorubicin alone in in vitro studies with SY5Y neuroblastoma
cancer cells.4
The aim of this study is to develop and test a tumour specific drug delivery system using NPs that
selectively target metastatic tumour cells by virtue of their high levels of surface-localised GRP78.
The project will include the design, generation and characterization of a library of NPs with optimal
size and binding affinities for selective uptake by tumour cells and for optimal drug releasing
properties within cells. Furthermore, selectivity towards tumour cells of GRP78 targeting NPs
containing doxorubicin and the mode of internalisation and release of the doxorubicin will be tested.
Having determined the biodistribution, toxicity and half-life of GRP78 targeting NPs, the efficacy in
preclinical models of metastatic cancer, using either doxorubicin or an antagomir against microRNA21 as the therapeutic agent, will be analysed.
To date, a library of multiple NPs of different sizes and containing different length polyethylene
glycol (PEG) – side chains was generated and chemically characterized. NPs were loaded with
Cyanine5 (Cy5) to analyse their cancer cell attachment properties. All Cy5 – loaded NPs
demonstrated in vitro cancer cell association to murine and human breast cancer cell lines 4T1.2 and
MDA-MB-231, respectively. To increase the NP specificity and induce GRP78–dependent cell
attachment and internalization, attachment of the GRP78 binding peptide to the surface of the NPs
will be explored.
1

Miao, YR. Clinical Cancer Research 2013, 19, 2107-2116. 'Inhibition of established micrometastases by
targeted drug delivery via cell surface-associated GRP78'

2

Rasche, L. Haematologica 2015, 100(3), 377-384. 'GRP78-directed immunotherapy in relapsed or refractory
multiple myeloma – results from a phase 1 trial with the monoclonal immunoglobulin M antibody PAT-SM6’
3

Johnston, AP. ACS Nano 2012, 6, 6667-6674. 'Targeting cancer cells: controlling the binding and
internalization of antibody-functionalized capsules'

4

Liu, J. Macromolecular Rapid Communications 2012, 33, 760-766. 'Synthesis of functional core, star
polymers via RAFT polymerization for drug delivery applications'
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Bladder cancer diagnosis during haematuria investigation - implications for practice
guidelines
Ngo B1, Papa N1, 2, Perera M2, Bolton D1, 2, Sengupta S1, 2
1. Department of Urology, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
2. Department of Surgery, The University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, Australia
Introduction
Bladder cancer is the 8th most common cancer in Australia, and patients typically present with
haematuria, although only a minority will have underlying malignancy. Previous literature has
identified inconsistent evaluation of haematuria in patients, for which widely varying haematuria
guidelines worldwide, as well as a paucity of local Australian guidelines, may be contributory
factors.
Aim
To identify predictors of bladder cancer diagnosis following evaluation of haematuria in order to
inform an appropriate approach to haematuria in Australia.
Methods
We undertook a retrospective cohort study identifying adult patients undergoing cystoscopic
procedures at our institution for investigation of visible haematuria over a twelve-month period in
2015. Patients with a known history of bladder/renal/urinary tract cancer were excluded. Patient
data including demographics were collected. Histology results were obtained for those who
underwent tumour resection or biopsy.
Results
Our sample comprised 231 patients, of whom 39 (17%) were found to have bladder cancer, the
youngest of these being 54.7 years old. Age at cystoscopy was the only independent predictor
of bladder cancer diagnosis following multivariable analysis. The predicted probabilities of
bladder cancer after adjustment for gender, socioeconomic status and smoking status were:
<1% at age <45 years, 13% at age 65 and 26% at age 80.
Conclusion
Patients presenting with haematuria need to be promptly and appropriately investigated in order
to diagnose underlying malignancy if present. Some guidelines encourage investigating all
patients with haematuria, although this imperative must be balanced against limited resource
availability, leading others to be more selective. Our findings support the routine investigation of
visible haematuria in patients aged >45 years, with a more individualised approach in younger
patients and those with non-visible haematuria, in keeping with the most recent BAUS/NICE
guidelines.
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The effects of SAR131675 a VEGFR3 inhibitor on colorectal liver metastasis.
George Kastrappis, Theodora Fifis, Linh Nguyen, Marcos Perini and Chris Christophi.
Department of Surgery, The University of Melbourne, Austin Health

Background and aims:
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cancer in Australia. Surgical resection of the
tumour is the only potentially curative treatment currently, but only about 25% of patients are
eligible for surgery. Alternative treatments are therefore needed to improve the survival rates of
these patients. SAR131675 is a specific VEGFR-3 inhibitor which inhibits the formation of lymphatic
vessels. The aim of this study is to determine the effects of SAR131675 on colorectal liver metastases
in an orthotopic mouse model
Methods:
CRC liver metastasis was induced in CBA mice by intrasplenic injection of a mouse colorectal tumour
cell line (MoCR) followed by splenectomy once the cells entered the portal circulation. At day 10
after tumour induction SAR131675 was administered orally, daily until day 21 at which point mice
were killed and liver tissues collected. Stereology was performed to investigate the tumour burden
on the liver. Immunohistochemistry staining to detect podoplanin (lymphatics marker), CD34
(angiogenesis marker), Ki-67 (proliferation marker), caspase-3 (apoptosis marker), f4/80
(macrophage marker) and VEGFR3 are currently used to detect the mechanisms of the drug effects.
Results:
SAR131675 showed a significant decrease in tumour burden and number of tumours compared to
control animals. The immunohistochemistry results for the markers listed are currently been
collected for analysis.
Conclusion:
SAR131675 showed a significant decrease in tumour burden in the liver but the mechanisms of its
action are still unclear.
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Tancock M1, Mitchell-Russell B1, Fifis T1, Christophi C1
Drug treatments induce tumor and host cell changes enabling a fraction
of tumor cells to survive and give rise to recurrence.
1.The University of Melbourne, Department of Surgery, Austin Health
Background and Aims:
Current cancer drug treatments are capable of reducing the tumor bulk, often
to undetectable levels with current technology. A small percentage of tumor
cells however survive the treatment to give rise to recurrent disease. We have
shown treatment surviving tumor cells display morphological changes linked to
drug resistance. In addition we found local and systemic changes in host cells
and growth factors that could contribute to the resistance of the surviving tumor
cells. This study aims to determine if changes can be induced in tumor cell
cultures in response to drug treatment and/ or cytotoxic stressful conditions
(hypoxia), if treated cells secrete factors that contribute to treatment resistance
and if serum from drug treated animals would confer drug resistance to tumor
cell cultures.
Methods:
1. A mouse colorectal cancer (CRC) cell line (MoCR) was cultured in the
presence of current chemotherapeutic drugs (5-FU, Irinotecan and Oxaliplatin)
or a vascular targeting agent (Oxi4503) under normoxia or hypoxia. The culture
media: conditioned media (CM) collected and analysed by ELISA, for growth
factors/ cytokines at the end of the culture period.
2. Tumor cell cultures were set up as above but in addition CM collected from
the treated cultures above or serum from mice with established tumors treated
with Oxi4503, were added to determine whether factors released after initial
treatment could enhance tumor survival, as measured by MTT and wound
healing assays.
Results:
CM from the hypoxic cultures significantly enhanced tumor cell survival and
there was increased levels of TNF-α, IL-6 and VEGF-A in these samples.
Oxi4503 treated serum also significantly rescued tumor cell survival from
cytotoxic treatment. EGF, TNF-α and IL-6 were significantly upregulated in
these samples.
Conclusion:
Cytotoxic treatment induces changes in tumor cells and the tumor
microenvironment causing upregulation of inflammatory and angiogenic
cytokines/growth factors which play an important role in enabling a fraction of
tumor cells to become resistant and survive the treatment.
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Johnson P, 1,2, Hardidge A, 1,2, Ek E, 2,3,4
Clinical outcomes of double screw fixation with autologous bone
grafting for scaphoid fracture non-unions
1. The University of Melbourne
2. Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
3. Dandenong Hospital, Monash Health, Vic., Australia
4. Melbourne Orthopaedic Group, Melbourne, Vic., Australia
Aim
Management of scaphoid non-union is challenging, with stability of the fixation
being a key factor in achieving union. We hypothesise that the use of two
compression screws for fixation of scaphoid non-union provides equivalent or
better union rates, when compared to the current gold standard single screw
fixation.
Methods
We retrospectively reviewed 13 consecutive patients from March 2014 to
December 2016, who had scaphoid waist non-unions with cavitatory bone
loss, who underwent internal fixation using two 2.2mm compression screws.
All procedures were performed by a single surgeon, using an open dorsal
approach and autologous non-vascularised cancellous bone grafting from the
distal radius. All patients were splinted postoperatively, but allowed to start
early active range of motion. With an average 12.8 months follow up, patients
were reviewed radiologically and clinically to assess for fracture union,
complications, residual pain, wrist function, and return to work and
recreational activities.
Results
All of the patients were male, and the average age at surgery was 21.6 years
(range 14.9 – 28.4). The average time to surgery from the initial injury was
10.2 months (range 2.1 – 32.3). Eleven of thirteen patients (84.6%) achieved
union, which was confirmed radiologically at an average of 2.9 months (range
1.4 – 9.2). Of the two patients that failed, one patient underwent a revision
procedure with vascularised bone grafting due to persistent non-union at 10.6
months. The other patient has returned to full function with no pain and is
being observed.
Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that double screw fixation for scaphoid non-union
fracture is a safe and effective technique. This will potentially allow for earlier
active range of motion and return to pre-morbid function, without compromise
to union rates.
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Qin S1,5, Christophi C1,5, John T2,5, Delatycki M2,5, Efthymiou M3, Vaughan R3,5,
Collins A4, Dimotivis R4, Nikfarjam M1,5

Pancreatic Cancer Screening in a High-Risk Population
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Department of Surgery, Heidelberg, Vic, Australia
Clinical Genetics Service, Heidelberg, Vic, Australia
Endoscopy, Heidelberg, Vic, Australia
Bowen Centre, Heidelberg, Vic, Australia
University of Melbourne

Aim
This study aims to analyse whether pancreatic cancer or any precursor lesions were
picked up through a short-term screening program for individuals at high-risk for
pancreatic cancer. High-risk groups include familial pancreatic cancer (FPC) and
certain inherited genetic syndromes.

Methods
Patients from a high-risk group were recruited by a variety of methods to Austin
Health over a 4-year period. They were screened at a quaternary centre. The study
population consisted of the familial pancreatic cancer group and the inherited gene
mutations carriers including familial atypical multiple mole melanoma syndrome
(FAMMM), Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS), Lynch syndrome, BRCA1&2, PALB2 and
hereditary pancreatitis. Endoscopic ultrasound was used to screen these patients
with regular follow-up on an annual basis if no findings or 6-monthly if a concerning
lesion was found. No participants had EUS performed previously.

Results
A total of 74 individuals aged 27-72 years were screened by EUS over a 4-year
period. This included 64 FPC participants, 4 CDKN2A, 3 BRCA2 and 2 PALB2
mutation carriers, and 1 PJS participant. The majority displayed parenchymal
changes of the pancreas. 24 lesions consisting of 23 cystic lesions and 1 solid lesion
were detected in total. Nearly all the cystic lesions were intraductal papillary
mucinous tumours (IPMNs). These patients are still under surveillance and no
surgical resections have been performed. Our results are modest compared to
previous surveillance studies for detecting significant lesions but the lesion severity
is unknown unless surgical resection is performed and sent for pathological testing,
and we have adopted a more conservative approach in the management of these
high-risk individuals.

Conclusion
Many precursor pancreatic lesions were detected with EUS in this Australian highrisk population. Further continuous surveillance needs to be undertaken to see
whether the current lesions display any significant changes that would require
surgical intervention.
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Non-cytotoxic hazardous medicines: an evidence-based, practical approach
to handling
Claire Keith1, Jane Booth1, Francine Tanner1, Jim Siderov1, Parnaz Aminian1
1. Austin Health Pharmacy Department
Aim:
We describe the development of a guideline that identifies risks associated with
handling non-cytotoxic hazardous medicines and provides practical guidance for
inpatient care.
Method:
A survey of nurses and pharmacists working in Victorian hospitals was conducted. It
tested the hypothesis that occupational exposure to hazardous medicines was a
concern and that current handling practices were inconsistent between areas.
A review of the primary, tertiary and grey literature was undertaken to identify
existing recommendations for handling non-cytotoxic hazardous medicines.
A guideline for identifying and handling non-cytotoxic hazardous medicines was
developed based on the concerns raised in the survey, the results of the literature
review and expert consensus.
Results:
In the survey of 111 staff, various practices for handling the exemplar drug
(mycophenolate) were described. Two-thirds of staff reported that they found existing
guidance, where available, confusing.
A literature review located 14 guidance documents for handling hazardous
medicines. Of these, five included a list of hazardous medicines; other guidelines
used the list from US CDC National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH). Guidelines were often concordant in their recommendations. Where there
were differences in recommendations for a specific medicine, the risks were
examined in closer detail, other references consulted and a consensus reached by
the review group.
Medicines were categorised into four groups:





Group A: Cytotoxic medicines
Group B: Hazardous non-cytotoxic medicines
Group C: Medicines that primarily pose a risk to pregnant women or those
trying to conceive
Group D: Medicines that are irritant to mucous membranes or airways

Recommendations for safe handling practices were developed based on those
identified in the literature review. Recommendations were synthesised into a single
page chart for quick reference at the point of care.
Conclusion:
The safe handling of hazardous medicines causes confusion for staff. An evidencebased consensus guideline was developed to provide a uniform and practical
approach.
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Frida Djukiadmodjo1,3, Jane Booth2,3, Claire Keith2,3
Discharge summaries: an untapped resource for optimising Adverse Drug Reaction
identification
1. Department of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, Austin Health
2. Pharmacy Department, Austin Health
3. Adverse Drug Reaction Committee, Austin Health

Aim:
To describe adverse drug reaction (ADR) report data after the introduction of a clinical
coding surveillance system to complement clinician reporting, considering differences in
reaction severity and patient follow-up.
Methods:
The organisation has a well-established system for clinician reporting of ADRs. ADR reports
are reviewed by a multi-disciplinary committee who assign ratings of causality and severity
and decide whether any follow-up is required. In 2017 a complementary pathway was
introduced for generating ADR reports. International Statistical Classification of Diseases
(ICD-10) coding data from electronic discharge summaries began to be used to identify new
ADRs. ADR data from before and after the introduction of coding surveillance were
compared.
Results:
Two six-month periods were compared. In the first, 104 ADRs were reported by clinicians. In
the second, when coding surveillance was introduced, 281 ADR notifications were
generated. Of these, 109 reports were from clinicians, 113 were from coding and 59 were
detected in both systems. The review of this volume of ADR notifications was possible
because of the organisation’s use of electronic medical records.
The proportion of reactions rated as at least “moderate” severity was the same for both
periods (78.9% vs. 82.6%; difference 3.7%; 95% CI -6—13.4%; p=0.49). There was no
difference in the proportion of reactions that resulted in an ADR Committee intervention
(55.8% vs. 48.0%; difference 7.8%; 95% CI -4.1—19.6%; p=0.22). The increase in reports in
2017 was not solely due to coding-derived reports; the mean number of reports per month
from clinicians increased from 17.3 to 28.0 (difference 10.7; 95% CI 8.5—12.9; p<0.01).
Each month, it took 20 hours to generate an additional 15.5 moderate or severe ADR reports
from coding.
Conclusion:
Clinical coding surveillance for ADRs complements the existing voluntary reporting process.
Additional ADRs were detected that impacted patient morbidity and safety.
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Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Title of Project: Improving Care for Cognitively Impaired Patients
Ward/Dept/Service Area: Ward 9, Repat Campus
Project Team Members’ Names & Roles: Genevieve Jepsen (NUM), Victoria
Clague (Acting NUM), Dr Michael Murray (Consultant Geriatrician).
After receiving feedback from family and carers of patients in the Ward 9 CAM unit, we
wanted to improve the care of cognitively impaired patients in this unit. Specifically we
wanted to:
 Manage patients with cognitive impairment and challenging behaviours using nonpharmacologic strategies
 Create a ward environment that was inclusive, welcoming and homely
 Open up the doors to the CAM unit so this area is no longer a locked unit.
 Open the balcony doors, add a balcony garden and encourage patients to walk
outside and enjoy the outdoors
 Educate staff on the best approach to caring for cognitively impaired patients.
The family and carers of the patients in the Ward 9 CAM unit were involved by:
 Initial feedback from family members was the driving force behind the project and
their suggestions and comments were included in the project aims.
 Family members were actively engaged throughout the process and encouraged to
walk with their loved ones around the unit, outside on the balconies and also to
share a meal with them in the dining room.
 Family members and patients (where applicable) were invited to submit feedback
(formal or informal) regarding the changes made to patient care.
We have improved the experience of patients in the Ward 9 CAM Unit by:
1. Using non-pharmacologic strategies to manage cognitively impaired patients is
now standard care. Patient outcomes have improved as follows:
•
Psychotropic medications are now given by exception only.
•
The rate of code grey incidents on Ward 9 has dropped by 86%.
•
The rate of falls on Ward 9 has reduced by 54%.
2. The CAM unit doors remain open and the patients are free to walk around entire
ward space, including dining room, TV viewing area and balconies.
3. Families, carers and staff
report an 2017
improvement
patients Page
happiness
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wellbeing - via Survey Angel, My Says and informal feedback.

Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Title of Project: Making Sense of My Journey Group
Ward/Dept/Service Area: Pastoral Care & Education, Ward 17
Project Team: Cath Slarks- Pastoral Care Worker, Lisa ParkinsonNurse
Project Aim:
To validate and explore the in-patient’s journey with a future and
recovery focused approach. Providing an opportunity to express
the emotional and spiritual impact experienced on ward 17
making discharge less daunting.
How were consumers involved? A focus group of in-patients were
invited to discuss what would be meaningful for them and what
the group might involve. Using the consumer information a plan
for the group was developed. A survey was developed and given to
the in-patients once they had participated in the group to evaluate
its effectiveness and the written resources provided in the group.
How has the patient experience been improved?
In-patients find support and encouragement through the group &
are able to explore matters of meaning in relation to their journey.
Some participant survey responses:
“Everything very useful group for my situation. Very inspirational.”
“I enjoyed the openness, non judgemental, honesty and
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Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Title of Project: Consumer Satisfaction of Meal Service at Transition Care Program
(TCP) Residential Care Facility (Twin Parks)
Service Area: Aged Care Services/Transition Care Program
Project Team: Tracey Herring (Team Leader), Sam King and Liza Alpers (Dietitians)

What did your project set out to achieve?
The TCP team had received feedback from some clients at Twin Parks that they were
unhappy with the evening meal. We aimed to get a true indication of client
satisfaction with the meal service to then improve patient experience.

How were consumers involved?
Twenty TCP clients were interviewed in November and December 2016. The majority
of interviews (4 with interpreter) were completed by a non TCP/Twin Parks staff
member. During the open ended interviews, photos of the meals were utilised and
questions about meal times, environment, temperature, visual appeal, taste and ideas
for improvement were asked.

Consumer Experience:
Unexpectedly, we found that a majority of clients (75%)
rated the meals positively, and that likes and dislikes of
the dishes varied so much that there wasn’t a clear
pattern. The main issues consumers identified with
meals were:
• Needing more time to finish (50%)
• Sometimes too cold (35%)
• Sometimes too small (15%)
• Wanting more variety (30%)

How has the patient experience been improved?
After results and recommendations were presented to Twin Parks, the following
changes to meals have been made. There is a plan to involve consumers in evaluating
these changes within the next 6 months.

More time allowed for meals (involving staggered meal tray collection). Size of
meal (and option for seconds) offered at this time.

Meal temperature checked prior to serving.
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Alternative meal option
offered daily.

Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Title of Project: Home Dialysis Social Group
Ward/Dept/Service Area: Home Therapies Centre (HTC)
Project Team Members’ Names & Roles: Jacinta Nicholson, CNS
What did your project set out to achieve (the aim)?
People on home dialysis said sometimes they feel isolated .
Staff can be asked, “does everybody else feel this way?”
“The staff are great, but sometimes they just don’t get it”.
Staff listened and created a home dialysis social group.
The initiative aims to:
• Prevent social isolation of people on home dialysis.
• Create a home dialysis community, where patients and their carers
can develop friendships and support networks.
• Encourage a strong partnership between HTC staff and those on
home dialysis.
How were consumers involved? (ie: focus group,
working party, steering committee member,
surveyed, interviewed, etc)
Consumers and their supporters were invited to
attend ‘Home Dialysis Social Group’.
How has the patient experience been improved?
Our consumers said :“When is the next one?”
“Very good”
“Next time, can we talk about….”
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Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Title of Project: Consumer Participation in Simulation Education
Ward/Dept/Service Area: Simulation Centre, Clinical Education Unit (CEU), Austin Health
Project Team Members’ Names & Roles: Robyn Purcell (Simulation Educator), Nancy Sadke

(ED Registrar) Victor Lee (Co-Director of Emergency Medicine Training) and Philip Visser
(Co-Director of Emergency Medicine Training)

What did your project set out to achieve (the aim)?

Simulation education provides a representation of the real world through experiential learning.to
achieve educational goals. It replicates clinical situations in a controlled environment and
provides a powerful opportunity for learners to develop communication skills in areas such as
clinical care and communication. The aim of this project was to increase consumer
involvement in simulation education and to showcase how simulation can improve the delivery
of difficult conversations for health professionals by engaging our Volunteer Simulated
Patients to simulate (act out) being a patient or a family member.

How were consumers involved?

Our volunteers were invited to participate in scenarios involving difficult or challenging
communication with patients or family members. On acceptance they were sent a copy of the
story line. A meeting was set up to ensure the volunteers were comfortable with their roles
within the role play and to discuss how to approach a script. Feedback from the volunteers
about the types of questions a consumer might ask allowed the faculty to gain an understanding
of the medical jargon and processes that need to be addressed for effective consumer
interaction. During the debriefing phase following a simulation, consumer feedback contributed
to the overall learning experience of the health professional.

How has the patient experience been improved?

Whilst it is difficult to directly measure the impact our consumer involvement in simulation
education has on patient experience, the anecdotal feedback from both the consumers and
learners demonstrated an increased awareness of consumer sensibilities and a positive
interactive, learning environment. The Volunteer Simulated Patients added value to the
education sessions by providing a consumer perspective to the scenarios. It is an excellent way
of teaching learners to communicate effectively, gain an understanding of the patient and family
perspective and practice advanced interpersonal skills, such as difficult conversations where the
opportunity in the clinical environment might be limited. The flow on effect is that it improves
the safety and quality of healthcare delivery for our patients.
Volunteer feedback: “As a Consumer Rep, I was so pleased to have been asked that
question. It showed me that staff are considering the views of consumers in Emergency
situations.” - “I was definitely encouraged to tell it as I experienced it.”
Participant/Observer feedback : “Good to involve consumers and demonstrating emotions in
a family” - “A very difficult situation to replicate in Sim, participants did very well with a
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Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Enhancements to electronic patient check-in at Specialist Clinics
Specialist Clinics
Colleen Jackson (Quality and Projects Manager), Cassie Parker
(Data Coordinator), and Katie Clarke (Manager, Specialist Clinics)
What did your project set out to achieve?
1. To make electronic patient check-in simpler and quicker for
consumers registering for a Specialist Clinics appointment
2. To use electronic patient check-in to improve clinic workflows
How were consumers involved?
My Say and feedback:
•
•
•
•

The self check in machines didn’t work
Medicare and DVA cards failed to swipe in the machines
Way finding was difficult
Patient need for pre clinic X-ray wasn’t clearly enough communicated

Demonstrations of what didn’t work.
Consumer interviews on how their experience could be improved.
‘User experience’ (UX) with the new screen interface.
How has the patient experience been improved?
 All check in machines have been replaced by kiosks that are far
superior in regards to touch and speed. The patient can now
check in easily and quickly.
 A new screen provides an opportunity to key in Medicare/DVA
card numbers where they fail to swipe.
 A new screen provides a map to assist way finding.
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Consumer Engagement Awards

CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Clinic 4 East Clinic Extension Project
Specialist Clinics: Melanie Ralph (Project Manager), Jen Maffei
(Nurse Manager), Susan Fiori (Admin. Manager) Colleen Jackson
(Quality and Projects Manager) and Katie Clarke (Dept. Manager)
What did your project set out to achieve?
The aim of this project was to create a new clinic space within
Clinic 4 East (Centaur, HRH) for specialist consultations to:
1. Enhance service delivery
2. Improve patient experience
How were consumers involved?
• My Say feedback and complaints and incident reports
• Spot interviews of consumer experience in waiting rooms and
phone interviews of patient experience following attendance
• Consumer representation through:
Planning/construction

Project Group member

Respiratory walk though

Signage working party

Fracture Clinic redesign

Volunteer engagement

How has the patient experience been improved?
We have a completely refitted space that is much more visually
appealing and offers a safe environment for patient attendance
and service delivery.
Repeated concerns about the unacceptable environment and
issues specifically related to check in and fracture clinic workflows
and communication have been addressed to meet consumer
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CONSUMER ENGAGEMENT AWARD
Title of Project: Custom Cutting in the Kitchen!
Ward/Dept/Service Area: Occupational Therapy, Rehabilitation
Project Team Members’ Names & Roles:
Anton Harrington, Allied Health Assistant
Alec Babos and the Woodworking Team at Talbot

What did your project set out to achieve (the aim)?
How were consumers involved? Anton has been working with
patients weekly in the kitchen assisting them to learn how to cook
and become independent with key cooking skills such as chopping.
Anton realised that there was a way to customise a chopping
board that would increase a
persons ability to cook
independently. Anton, a variety
of patients and the
woodworking group at Talbot
were able to design and create
this new an innovative chopping
board. The board cost 1/3 of
the price when compared to
anything off the shelf.
How has the patient experience been improved?
Patients with limited hand and upper limb function are now able
to cut a variety of foot items with greater ease and proficiency.
They can purchase the chopping board from River Enterprises
2017 Tuesday posters
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Cardiology
Th01

Janet Chen

Th02
Th03

Jay Ramchand
Jay Ramchand

One year assessment of left and right ventricular function with midseptal pacing using strain echocardiography
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Oncology
Th04
Th05
Th06
Th07
Th08
Th09
Th10

Ian Luk
Laura Jenkins
Moritz Eissmann
Nima Etemadi
Pathum Thilakasiri
Riley Morrow
Sagun Parakh

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Targeting Jak Kinases For The Treatment Of Colorectal Cancers
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Quantifying the T-Cell Co-Regulator Factor B7-H3 through Molecular
Imaging With 89Zr-DS-5573a in a Xenograft Model

Clinical Haematology
Th11

Sam Grigg

Th12
Th13

Sam Grigg
Sun Loo

Th14

Michael Ashby

Urine cultures at the onset of febrile neutropenia (FN) rarely impact
antibiotic management in asymptomatic patients
Reducing time-to-antibiotics in febrile neutropenia
Augmented ICE in Patients with Poor-Risk Refractory and Relapsed
Lymphoma
A critical review of Pneumocystis Jiroveci Pneumonia (PJP) in clinical
haematology and implications for prophylaxis guidelines

Infectious Diseases
Th15

Karen Urbancic

Th16

Karen Urbancic

Th17

Michael Loftus

Taking the Challenge: A Protocolised Approach to Optimise
Pneumocystis Pneumonia Prophylaxis in Renal Transplant Recipients
Utility of diarrhoea as a predictor of low posaconazole exposure with
the tablet formulation: Austin Health's experience
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Endocrinology and Metabolism
Th18
Th19

Sara Baqar
Sara Baqar

Th20

Jason Wang

Th21

Laurence Weinberg

Th22

Victor Hui

Th23

Jennie Nguyen

Th24

Julia Lee

Th25

Nivaedan
Anandaganeshan

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Anaesthesia
Health economic implications of complications associated with
pancreaticoduodenectomy at a university hospital: a retrospective
cohort cost study
Mild hypercapnia is associated with higher cerebral oxygen
saturation in patients undergoing major surgery: a prospective,
single centre, randomised controlled trial
Anaesthesia Record Keeping at Austin Hospital

Critical Care and Emergency Medicine
An audit of mechanical ventilation strategies during extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation at the Austin ICU between 2009-2016
Increasing rates of quetiapine overdose, misuse and mortality in
Australia
Evaluation of Mechanical Ventilation in patients admitted to the Austin
Hospital ICU with severe Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS)
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Th26

Teri Redmond

Th27

Paolo Ancona

Th28
Th29

Paolo Ancona
Eduardo Osawa

Th30

Eduardo Osawa

Th31

Salvatore Lucio Cutuli

Th32

Salvatore Lucio Cutuli

Th33

Salvatore Lucio Cutuli

Th34

Simone Taylor

Th35

Simone Taylor

Utilisation of Sidestream Capnography in Sedated Patients in the
Emergency Department.
Characteristics and outcomes of patients admitted to ICU with
Guillain-Barre syndrome in Australia and New Zealand: a
retrospective cohort study
What is the normal regional cerebral oxygen saturation?
Pharmacokinetics of intravenous bolus versus continuous
magnesium infusion after cardiac surgery: a before-and-after study
Urinary oxygenation in septic patients: a prospective observational
study
Pharmacodynamics of furosemide and acetazolamide in critically ill
patients: preliminary findings from a pilot randomized controlled
trial
The haemodynamic effects of a 500 ml bolus of Hartmann's in postcardiac surgery ICU patients: an observational study.
Challenging the concept of fluid responsiveness in ICU patients with
acute circulatory failure: a systematic overview of recent evidence
Who should we see? Identifying patients at risk for medicationrelated problems associated with ED care?
Thunderstorm asthma management during a code brown: impact on
electronic prescribing and clinical documentation

Pharmacy
Th36

Alison Tyedin

Proactive pharmacist-assisted warfarin management: reducing
missed doses and improving continuum of care.

Geriatrics
Th37

Daniel Sinnott

Th38

Robert Rametta

Audit of a memory clinic and predictors of discontinuation of
cholinesterase inhibitor therapy in dementia patients.
Predictors of adverse outcomes among patients referred for
Geriatric Evaluation and Management and Rehabilitation.

Medical Imaging
Th40
Th41
Th42

Ruth Lim
Suraindra Rajadurai
Jessica Welch

Th43

Kunthi Pathmaraj

Th44
Th45

Luke Baker
Numan Kutaiba

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Enhancing contrast resolution of PET/CT images to increase lesion
detectability
[18F]-Dihydro-Testosterone PET/CT imaging protocol for patients
with advanced prostate cancer
FDG PET/CT scan lends clarity in management of Patient Diagnosis
Tomography of the brain for elderly patients in the emergency
department.

Hepatobilliary
Th46
Th47

Numan Kutaiba
Dinali Fernando

Th48

Lakmie Gunarathne

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Alagebrium inhibits progression of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
to steatohepatitis and liver fibrosis by blocking AGE/RAGE pathway
in mice
Development of portal hypertension and identification of drug
targets in cirrhotic and non-cirrhotic portal hypertensive rats
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Gastroenterology
Th49

Aidan Martinelli

Education about smoking for Crohn's disease patients

Respiratory and Sleep Medicine
Th50

Jennifer Cori

Th51

Jennifer Cori

Th52

Ksenia Chamula

Th53

Marlena Ahrens

Th54

Phoebe Naughton

Th55
Th56
Th57

Robert O'Donoghue
Liam Hannan
Linda Rautela

Th58

Marnie Graco

Th59
Th60

Yet H Khor
Joanne Avraam

Th61

Danique Vlaskamp

Th62
Th63
Th64
Th65

Kathleen Bagot
K. Boysen
Michael Harvey
Olivia Galante

The differential effects of shift work and obstructive sleep apnea on
sleepiness, mood and cognition.
Hypocapnia has minimal effect on genioglossus muscle afterdischarge elicited by arousal from sleep.
An Audit of the Activity and Outcomes of the Austin Hospital
Respiratory High Dependency Unit
In search of a feasible and accurate Peak Cough Flow measurement
device for clinical use
Comparison of Data Logger and Self-Report Diary for recording of
Lung Volume Recruitment sessions in people with Neuromuscular
Disease
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Polysomnography titration of nocturnal non-invasive ventilation
Patient satisfaction survey following introduction of a day admission
model for implementation of domiciliary NIV
Validation of a two-stage screening model to predict moderate to
severe obstructive sleep apnea in chronic tetraplegia
Exertional desaturation in interstitial lung disease
The effect of sleep on lung volumes in normal and over-weight men
and women

Neurosciences

SYNGAP1 gene mutations are associated with a broad phenotypic
spectrum
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Variant Interpretation: Gene Hunting in the Epilepsies
Cerebral Microbleeds and Intracerebral Haemorrhage

Occupational Therapy
Th66

Kay Russell

This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Th67A

Joanne Kelley

This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Genetics
Th67
Th68

Georgie Hollingsworth This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Matt Burgess
Impact of Privately Funded Genetic Testing in the Austin Familial
Cancer Clinic of Genetics in the North East

Th69
Th70

Jo Wrench
Charlene Holt

Psychiatry and Psychology

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Quality
Th71

Kathleen Bagot

This abstract is not included at the request of the author

Nursing
Th72

Fran Pearce

Patient experience of "Being Admitted to Rehabilitation"
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Th73
Th74
Th75

Isabelle Gardiner
Mara Manfrin
Rodah Trish Mongo

Th76

Valentin Mandundu

Th77

Bronwyn Moorhouse

This abstract is not included at the request of the author
This abstract is not included at the request of the author
Nurses' perceptions of their role in patient education for spinal cord
injury rehabilitation.
What are the nurse's perceptions of the utilisation and usefulness of
the bedside risk assessment white board in the delivery and
promotion of nursing care on a rehabilitation unit?

Speech Pathology

Impact of Group Art on those with Complex Behavioural Cognitive
and Communicative Needs Following ABI?

Development
Th78

Camilla Reehorst

Investigating the in vivo role of the EHF transcription factor during
development and homeostasis

Spinal
Th79

Catherine Byrne

Th80

Catherine Byrne

Developing a new model of bladder management for spinal cord
injury (SCI)
Understanding drivers of behaviour to support knowledge
translation: the example of urinary catheter management following
spinal cord injury

Renal
Th81

Bryan Yong

Th82

Mardiana Lee

Th83

Maree Ross-Smith

Optimising deceased donor kidney organs outcomes: Matching
donor graft life-years to recipients
Inability to Increase Fatty Acid Oxidation Following Renal Injury
Worsens Renal Fibrosis
Haemodialysis cannulation outcomes with a fistula cannula in
incident haemodialysis patients

Surgery
Th84

Matthew Ng

Th85

Stephen Kunz

Th86

Sukah Goh

Th87

Zara Summers

Can patients expect reliable health information from online searches
on haemorrhoids?
Winter is coming: A prospective trial teaching trauma to medical
students using a Game of Thrones theme
Surveillance of organ health after transplantation using donorspecific cell-free DNA.
Introducing Robotic Colorectal Surgery at Epworth: A case control
study
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Th01

One year assessment of left and right ventricular function with mid-septal
pacing using strain echocardiography
Background: Right ventricular (RV) apical pacing is associated with left ventricular
(LV) dysfunction. Furthermore, we have previously shown a decline in RV systolic
function early after pacemaker insertion with mid-septal pacing. The aim of this
study was to reevaluate biventricular function after one year of mid-septal pacing,
including measurement of global longitudinal strain (GLS).
Methods: 23 patients requiring a permanent pacemaker, with normal baseline
biventricular function, underwent echocardiography prior to implantation and at one
year. We measured LV and RV GLS, LV ejection fraction (EF), tricuspid annular
plane systolic excursion (TAPSE) and velocity (RV S’), as well as grade of tricuspid
regurgitation (TR).
Results: Mean age was 75 9.8 years. 16 (70%) patients had atrioventricular nodal
dysfunction; 7 (30%) had sick sinus syndrome. 7 of 23 patients (30%) required
≥50% ventricular pacing. At one year, there was a significant decline in LV GLS (21.5% vs. 16.6%, p<0.001), RV GLS (-25.8% vs. -21.0%, p<0.001), LVEF (64% vs.
58%, p=0.039) and RV S’ (13.9 vs. 11.6, p=0.008) There was no correlation
between any of these parameters and percentage of ventricular pacing. There was
no change in TAPSE or TR grade between baseline and one year.
Conclusions: At one year, there was a decline in several parameters of
biventricular systolic function that did not correlate with percentage of ventricular
pacing. Further studies are required to evaluate the significance and aetiology of
this finding, and the longer-term effects of mid-septal pacing on LV and RV strain.
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Th07

Targeting Jak Kinases For The Treatment Of Colorectal Cancers
Nima Etemadi, Alex Owen, Michael Buchert, Matthias Ernst
Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research Institute and The School of Cancer
Medicine, La Trobe University
Background: More than 80% of colorectal cancer (CRC) arise from
mutations in the tumour suppressor gene, Apc which cause the activation of
Wnt pathway that drives initiation, growth and progression of CRC. However,
Wnt signalling is also critical for homeostasis of different tissues and targeting
Wnt could cause toxicity. A more promising approach is to identify and target
pathways that are redundant in normal intestinal cells but are required for the
proliferation and survival of tumour cells.
Hyper-activation of Jak-STAT3 signalling is one of the hallmark of a majority
of CRC. However, attempts at developing specific inhibitors of STAT3 have so
far proven challenging. Since a large portfolio of Jak kinase inhibitor drugs
already exists for inflammatory diseases and hematological malignancies, we
aim to repurpose these types of drugs for colorectal cancers.
Aims:
•
Examine the effect of Jak inhibitors on CRC cells in vitro and in vivo.
•
Elucidate the roles of different members of Jak kinase family in CRC
tumourigenesis.
Method:
•
Generating an invasive preclinical model of intestinal and colorectal
cancer.
•
Targeting specific Jak kinases chemically (Jak inhibitr drugs)and
genetically (shRNA and CRISPR) to determine the effect of each Jak
kinases on CRC cell lines and mouse models.
Results:
•
Jak kinase inhibition is more effective on CRC cells which carry Apc
mutation that the ones with wild-type Apc.
•
Inhibiting Jak kinases with dual Jak1/2 inhibitor significantly reduces
the tumourigenesis in various models of CRC.
•
Inhibition of Jak1 is sufficient to reduce the cancer cell growth and
tumourigenesis in CRC.
Conclusion: Our results suggested that Jak1 kinase could be the main Jak
kinase in tumorigenesis of CRC and could be a promising target for treatment
of this type of cancers specifically the ones with Apc mutation. However, more
investigation is required to examine the effect of Jak1 inhibition on tumour
microenvironment and a possibility of combining Jak1 inhibitor with other
standard of the care therapies.
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Th10

Ingrid JG Burvenich1,2*, Sagun Parakh1,2,3*, Fook-Thean Lee1, Nancy
Guo1, Hui K Gan1,2,3,4, Angela Rigopoulos1,2, Graeme O'Keefe3,4, Sylvia J
Gong2,3, Henri Tochon-Danguy3, Masakatsu Kotsuma5, Kenji Hirotani5,
Giorgio Senaldi6, Andrew M Scott1,2,3,4
Quantifying the T-Cell Co-Regulator Factor B7-H3 through Molecular
Imaging With 89Zr-DS-5573a in a Xenograft Model
1. Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. La Trobe University, Bundoora, Vic, Australia; 3. Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Vic., Australia; 4. University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Vic., Australia;
5. Daiichi-Sankyo Co Ltd, Tokyo, Japan; 6. Daiichi-Sankyo Pharma
Development, Edison, NJ, USA
*contributed equally
Aim
Members of the B7-CD28 family regulate T-cell activation and tolerance. B7H3 is a B7 family protein, widely expressed in a variety of cancers and has
shown a potential role in anti-tumour immunity. The aim of this study was to
develop and characterize a molecular imaging probe (89Zr-Df-Bz-NCS-DS5573a) to quantify B7-H3 expression in vivo through life imaging techniques
(PET/MRI) in xenograft models.
Methods
The anti-B7-H3 humanised monoclonal antibody DS-5573a (Daiichi Sankyo)
was radiolabelled with zirconium-89 (89Zr-) using the chelator pisothiocyanatobenzyl-desferrioxamine (Df). B7-H3 binding of 89Zr-Df-DS5573a was assessed through immunoreactivity (IR, Lindmo) and saturation
binding (Scatchard) assays using B7-H3 expressing MDA-MB-231 cells. In
vivo characterization of 89Zr-Df-DS-5573a was performed using biodistribution
and PET/MR imaging studies in a breast cancer xenograft model.
Results
Df-DS-5573a was radiolabelled with 89Zr at an efficiency of 60.3 ± 4.5 % and a
radiochemical purity of 99.3 ± 0.2%. IR was 93.9 ± 1.5 % and the specific
activity was 50.3MBq/mg protein. 89Zr- Df-DS-5573a had a Ka of 4.0 × 109 M-1
and the number of antibody binding sites per cell was 87,000. Stability data
for 89Zr-Df-DS-5573a after 7 days incubation in human serum showed that
radiochemical purity remained high (94.6%) and IR decreased slightly to 81%.
Biodistribution studies in MDA-MB-231 tumour bearing mice showed an
uptake of 32.32 ± 6.55 %ID/g on day 7 p.i. PET/MR imaging on day 7 p.i.
confirmed localization of 89Zr-Df-DS-5573a to MDA-MB-231 tumours.
Conclusion
The chelation of DS-5573a has been performed and conditions for
radiolabelling established achieve high radiochemical purity and stability. IR of
89
Zr-Df-DS-5573a was retained in vitro and 89Zr-Df-DS-5573a demonstrated
specific and prolonged targeting of B7-H3 expressing tumours in vivo. These
results indicate that 89Zr-Df-DS-5573a has potential to target B7-H3
expressing tumours in cancer patients, and is suitable for use in clinical trials.
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Th11

Grigg S 1,2 , Date P 1 , Hawkes E 1,3,4 , Johnson D 1,5 , Grigg A1,3,4
Urine cultures at the onset of febrile neutropenia (FN) rarely impact
antibiotic management in asymptomatic patients
1. Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. Choosing Wisely, Austin Health
3. Department of Clinical Haematology, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia
4. Olivia Newton John Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
5. Department of Infectious Diseases, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia
Introduction
Our unit has a focus on evidence-based approaches to the investigation of FN
and has previously shown that routine CXRs are not generally useful. Urine
cultures are also commonly performed in this context. However specimen
collection may delay the administration of antibiotics and laboratory costs are
not inexpensive. Moreover the impact of culture results on subsequent
antibiotic management is not well documented in patients receiving protocol
specified broad spectrum antibiotics. We assessed this latter issue in a
retrospective review.
Aim
To evaluate the impact of urine cultures on the management of FN in
haematology inpatients at a major tertiary hospital
Methods:
Records of all haematology inpatients over a 5-year period (2011-2015) were
reviewed for episodes of FN (≥37.5°C and neutropenia: <0.5 x 109/L or <1.5 x
109/L and predicted decline to <0.5 x 109/L over the next 48h). For each
episode, demographic data, urinary tract symptoms and signs (absence of
which was termed ‘asymptomatic’), urine culture results and any consequent
change in antibiotic management were collected. A urine culture was
considered positive if >108 organisms/L of a predominant uropathogen were
detected. Empiric antibiotic therapy for FN consisted of IV tazocin or IV
meropenem, gentamicin and vancomycin if systemically compromised.
Results:
433 episodes fulfilled the criteria, in which 365 (84%) had a urine culture.
Cultures were positive in 7 of the 317 (2.2%) asymptomatic patients and in 9
of the 48 symptomatic patients (19%). Only 5 patients (1.4%) had a change in
antibiotic management due a urine culture: 6.3% of symptomatic and 0.6% of
asymptomatic patients respectively.
Conclusion:
Urine cultures rarely impact on antibiotic management in FN patients without
urinary tract symptoms. As a result of this study we no longer perform urine
cultures routinely in FN, restricting this investigation to symptomatic or
catheterised patients.
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Reducing time-to-antibiotics in febrile neutropenia
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
Choosing Wisely, Austin Health
Department of Clinical Haematology, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
Olivia Newton John Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
Department of General Medicine, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia

Introduction
Febrile neutropenia (FN) is the most common medical emergency in patients with
haematological malignancy. Time-to-antibiotics (TTA) after the emergence of first fever
is linearly correlated with prolonged hospital stay (1); the literature is divided on its effect
on early mortality (1, 2). The key performance indicator (KPI) for inpatients at the Austin
Hospital is to receive antibiotics within one hour of onset of fever, which currently
requires medical review prior to initiation.
Aim To audit the TTA in haematology inpatients at a major teaching hospital in
Melbourne as potential rationale to commence a nurse-initiated antibiotic protocol for
patients at high risk of FN.
Method Digital medical records of all haematology inpatients over a five-year period
(Jan 2011 to Dec 2015) were reviewed for episodes of FN (≥37.5°C and neutropenia:
<0.5 x 109/L or <1.5 x 109/L and predicted decline to <0.5 x 109/L over the next 48h).
Exclusion criteria included patients who clinically had non-infectious causes of fever,
absence of documented TTA and those who had antibiotics commenced prior to fever.
Result 280 episodes fulfilled the criteria. The median TTA was 1 hour 23 minutes
(range: 5 minutes to 20 hrs). 74% of patients received antibiotics beyond the KPI of 1
hour and 29% beyond 2 hours. While delay to medical review (median 44 minutes) was
positively correlated with prolonged TTA, there was an additional delay from review to
antibiotic commencement (median 45 minutes). Further analysis of contributory causes
is currently being undertaken. Delayed TTA was not associated with ICU admission.
Only three deaths attributable to infection occurred during admission (TTA 0:07, 1:18,
and 5:30 hrs).
Conclusion Most patients fell outside the one hour KPI for treatment of FN, with
delayed medical review a major contributory factor. This has led to the proposed
development of nurse-initiated, pre-prescribed antibiotic orders for high risk patients
aiming to minimise such delays.
References
1. Perron T, Emara M, Ahmed S. Time to antibiotics and outcomes in cancer patients with febrile
neutropenia. BMC Health Serv Res. 2014;14:162.
2. Rosa RG, Goldani LZ. Cohort study of the impact of time to antibiotic administration on mortality in
patients with febrile neutropenia. Antimicrob Agents Chemother. 2014;58(7):3799-803.
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Sun Loo, Andrew Lim, Andrew Grigg.
Augmented ICE in Patients with Poor-Risk Refractory and Relapsed Lymphoma
Department of Haematology, Olivia Newton John Cancer and Wellness Centre, Victoria,
Australia.
Aim:
Salvage chemotherapy followed by autograft is standard treatment for
relapsed/refractory lymphoma. Response to conventional salvage is poor in patients
refractory to induction or relapsing within 12 months of remission and justify alternative
approaches with new agents or intensified chemotherapy. We report our experience
with augmented ICE (10,000mg/m2 ifosfamide[vs standard:5mg/m2], carboplatin AUC5
and 600mg/m2 etoposide[vs standard:300mg/m2]) in this group.
Method:
Between 2011-2016, 17 patients with diffuse large B-cell (DLBCL)and Hodgkin
lymphoma with refractory disease or relapse within 12 months, or T-cell lymphoma with
advanced IPI at relapse within 24 months received two cycles of inpatient augmented
ICE with G-CSF support. Chemosensitive patients proceeded to autograft.
Results:
The table below describes demographics and outcome. Sixteen of 17 patients
completed both cycles. Median number CD34x10^6/kg collected was 7.1(12 patients
post-cycle one, 5 post-cycle two). Median time between cycles was 20 days. Median
days in hospital were 12 (first cycle) and 10.5 (second cycle).Overall response rate and
transplantation rate was 94%.
DLBCL
Hodgkin
T-cell Lymphoma
Number of patients (n)
11
5
1
Median age
51
23
61
Response rate
10 (91%)
5 (100%)
1 (100%)
(6 CR,4 PR)
(3 CR,2 PR)
(CR)
Transplant
10
5
1
Overall survival
55%
100%
100%
(median follow up 48 months)
Treatment toxicities included grade 4 haematological (febrile neutropaenia in 10 in first
cycle and 8 in second cycle; thrombocytopaenia and anaemia requiring transfusion in
12 and 10 in first cycle, and 8 and 11 in second cycle), reversible ifosfamide
encephalopathy in 3 patients, haemorrhagic cystitis and ifosfamide nephrotoxicity in one
patient each. Two patients required dose reduction between cycles.
Conclusion:
Augmented ICE is associated with a high response rate in poor risk lymphoma at the
expense of moderate toxicity. Whether this approach of chemo-intensification in the era
of new antibody and immunotherapy remains relevant is, however, controversial.
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A critical review of Pneumocystis Jiroveci Pneumonia (PJP) in clinical
haematology and implications for prophylaxis guidelines
Michael Ashby1, Andrew Grigg1
1Department of Clinical Haematology, Austin Health
Aim:
Known risk factors for PJP in haematology patients include long-term corticosteroids
and lymphosuppressive chemotherapy but the evidence for prophylaxis in many
regimens is limited. We examined cases of PJP over five years in clinical
haematology to determine risk factors to update local guidelines.
Method:
Discharge summaries from 2012-2016 were searched and positive PJP polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) microbiology reviewed. Diagnosis of PJP was based on
clinical, radiological and microbiological evidence with infectious disease
confirmation. Prophylaxis guidelines during this period included allogenic and
autologous transplants, dose-intense chemotherapy > RCHOP21, lymphocyte
depleting regimes (e.g. with purine analogues) or corticosteroids equivalent of >=
20mg of prednisolone per day >= 4 weeks.
Results:
Fifteen cases were identified, 13 were PCR positive, and 2 diagnosed clinically (1
PCR negative on BAL, 1 without BAL). Eleven (73%) were in patients with
lymphoma, 8 with NHL including one each of RCHOP q14 and q21 (both age >65)
and higher intensity regimes in 6 (all age <65), 3 with Hodgkin lymphoma (HL)
receiving ABVD (median age 25). The other cases included ALL, post allogenic
transplant, myeloma and ITP. Risk factors included lymphopenia (<0.6) at PJP
diagnosis (11 cases), high dose steroids (7) and age >65 (6). Ten cases occurred
when local prophylaxis guidelines were not followed; the remaining 5 fell outside the
guidelines, including all HL cases, and 2 NHL (both age >65). The median stay in
hospital was 9.5 days with 5 intensive care admissions. All cases were treated with
therapeutic cotrimoxazole, with 3 chemotherapy delays but no deaths due to PJP.
Conclusion:
Previous guidelines do not cover a significant percentage of PJP cases. We have
adjusted our guidelines to add prophylaxis in all lymphoma patients with
lymphopenia (CD4<0.2 or L <0.6) at diagnosis and to consider prophylaxis in those
>65 receiving full dose R-CHOPq21.
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Urbancic K1,2,3, Ierino F4, Phillips EJ5, Mount P6, Mahony AA 1,2,3, Trubiano J2,4
1. Pharmacy Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
2. Infectious Diseases, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
3. Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne, Vic., Australia
4. Nephrology Department, St Vincent’s Hospital, Melbourne, Vic., Australia
5. Infectious Diseases Department, Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Nashville,
Tennessee, U.S.
6. Nephrology Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
Taking the Challenge: A Protocolised Approach to Optimise Pneumocystis
Pneumonia Prophylaxis in Renal Transplant Recipients
Background/Aims:
Aerosolised pentamidine (AP) is frequently used as an alternative to
trimethoprim/sulfamethoxazole (TMP-SMX) for Pneumocystitis jirovecii pneumonia
(PJP) prophylaxis in renal transplant recipients (RTRs) due to TMP-SMX adverse
drug reactions (ADR) labels. Additional costs and reduced efficacy make TMP-SMX
rechallenge an attractive strategy. This study aimed to optimise PJP prophylaxis by
implementing a protocolised approach to TMP-SMX ADR assessment, and to
describe the nature and management of TMP-SMX ADR in this cohort.
Methods:
A TMP-SMX ADR assessment protocol was developed by Infectious Diseases and
Renal units, in consultation with an external expert reviewer, which involved referral
of RTRs being considered for AP (or other PJP prophylaxis alternatives) to the
antimicrobial stewardship team for assessment of TMP-SMX ADR and prophylaxis
plan development. We retrospectively reviewed PJP prophylaxis prescribed 12
months pre- (August 2014 to July 2015) and post- (August 2015 to July 2016)
implementation of the protocol. Patient demographic and clinical data were collected
from medical records.
Results:
119 patients received 208 PJP prophylactic courses during the study period. 42
patients (35%) had 48 pre-existing or new TMP-SMX ADRs documented during the
audit period; 40 (83%) were non-immune mediated ADRs including cytopenia (32/48,
67%), and immune-mediated ADRs including maculopapular exanthems (8/48,
17%). A higher number of patients with documented TMP-SMX ADR were assessed
and underwent rechallenge after protocol implementation (4/22 vs. 23/27;
P=0.0001). Of the 27 rechallenged patients, there was no recurrence of TMP-SMX
ADR in 74%. In the 26% that experienced a new or recurrent ADR, all were mild and
self-limiting (i.e. elevated serum creatinine). There was a non-significant reduction in
RTR AP doses, from 91 (in 21 RTRs) to 68 (in 19 RTRs) after protocol
implementation. As a result, estimated AP administration costs reduced by 25%
(AUD$68,768 vs. AUD$51,387).
Conclusions/Discussion:
The introduction of a centralised approach to TMP-SMX ADR assessment resulted in
a reduction in AP utilization and cost. TMP-SMX rechallenge in the context of both
prior immune and non-immune mediated ADR was successful and should be
considered to optimise PJP prophylaxis in RTRs.
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1. Pharmacy Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
2. Infectious Diseases Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
3. Clinical Haematology Department and ONJCRI, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia
4. Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne, Vic., Australia
5. Infectious Diseases, Alfred Health, Melbourne, Vic., Australia
Utility of diarrhoea as a predictor of low posaconazole exposure with the tablet
formulation: Austin Health’s experience
Aim:
To describe posaconazole (POS) plasma concentrations (PPCs) achieved in
haematology patients receiving POS tablet prophylaxis and assess the influence of
diarrhoea, total parenteral nutrition (TPN) and proton pump inhibitor (PPI) use on
PPCs.
Methods:
A retrospective review was conducted of patients receiving POS tablet prophylaxis
with at least one PPC measured at steady-state (≥day 5) between October 2015 and
September 2016. Demographic and clinical data were collected from medical records
including occurrence of significant diarrhoea, TPN or PPI use in the 48 hours
preceding PPC sampling. Descriptive statistics were used to summarise patient
characteristics. We used mixed-effects logistic regression to quantify the association
between markers of impaired GI absorption (diarrhoea, TPN or PPI use) and
therapeutic PPC (≥0.7mg/L) while accounting for repeated measures from individual
patients.
Results:
43 patients received 90 courses of POS tablet prophylaxis, in whom 221 PPCs were
measured. POS prophylaxis indications included prolonged neutropenia during
consolidation (37% of courses) or induction chemotherapy (34%) for acute
leukaemia, or during allogeneic stem cell transplantation (17%). Overall, the median
(IQR) PPC was 1.23 (0.83-1.96) mg/L with 184 (83%) PPCs ≥0.7 mg/L. 24% (21/86)
of PPCs taken with diarrhoea were subtherapeutic compared to 12% (16/135) without
diarrhoea. The presence of diarrhoea was associated with a lower probability of a
therapeutic PPC (odds ratio [OR] 0.4, 95% CI 0.17-0.91). Neither TPN (OR 0.37,
95% CI 0.11-1.17) nor PPI use (OR 1.19, 95% CI 0.47-3.03) significantly affected
therapeutic PPC attainment. Thirteen POS prophylactic courses (14%) were
interrupted due to proven (6%) or suspected (6%) POS malabsorption, empiric
antifungal therapy (2%), or LFT derangement attributed to POS (1%).
Conclusions:
Excellent PPCs can be achieved in haematology patients with the tablet formulation.
Significant diarrhoea may be a good surrogate for predicting low PPCs and
considering oral dose escalation or intravenous switch.
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Health economic implications of complications associated with
pancreaticoduodenectomy at a university hospital: a retrospective cohort cost study
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Department of Anaesthesia, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg VIC, 3084, Australia
The University of Melbourne, Parkville VIC, 3010, Australia
Department of Finance, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg VIC, 3084, Australia
Chief Medical Office, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg VIC, 3084, Australia
The Florey Institute of Neuroscience & Mental Health, Parkville VIC, 3052, Australia
Business Intelligence Unit, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg VIC, 3084, Australia
Department of Surgery, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg VIC, 3084, Australia

Aim
We aimed to examine the economic burden of complications following
pancreaticoduodenectomy (PD) at Austin Hospital. We hypothesised that hospital costs for
PD are increased with both severity and number of complications. Cost containment is
important in the context of escalating international healthcare expenditure, and PD
represents an ideal target due to its costly and invasive nature.
Method
One hundred consecutive patients undergoing PD between 2011 and 2016 were included.
All patients received routine perioperative care following our institution’s established
Enhanced Recovery After Surgery protocol for PD. Data relating to their preoperative,
intraoperative and postoperative course was retrospectively collected from a prospectively
maintained database. Complications were defined by the Clavien-Dindo classification and
costs were inflated and converted to 2017 USD.
Results
Overall morbidity rate was 81%, and in-hospital mortality was 1%. Baseline characteristics
and intraoperative anaesthesia and surgical variables were similar in complicated and
uncomplicated patients. Among complicated patients, 17 (21%) were Grade I, 50 (62%)
were Grade II, 10 (12%) were Grade III, 3 (4%) were Grade IV and 1 (1%) was Grade V.
Median length of stay was significantly longer for complicated patients (8 days vs. 13 days,
p<0.0001), and increased with severity, except grade V (p<0.0001). Mean total hospital
costs in complicated patients more than doubled those of uncomplicated patients ($28,330
vs. $57,150, p<0.0001). Total hospital costs significantly increased with both severity and
number of complications. This cost increase was influenced by medical consult, pathology,
pharmacy, radiology, ward, intensive care, and allied health costs, but not operating theatre
or anaesthesia costs. These results add to the existing literature linking PD complications
with significant economic and clinical burden, and the significantly increased cost centres
we identified were largely similar to other studies.
Conclusion
The development of complications following PD is common, costly and associated with
lengthier hospitalisation. Hospital costs increased with complication severity, and specific
complications. The in-depth breakdown of hospital costs suggests specific targets for cost
containment. Reducing complications is likely to reduce the economic burden of PD.
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Mild hypercapnia is associated with higher cerebral oxygen saturation in
patients undergoing major surgery: a prospective, single centre,
randomised controlled trial
1. Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, VIC., Australia;
2. University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC, Australia;
3. The Florey Institute of Neuroscience and Mental Health, Heidelberg, VIC,
Australia
Aim
The effects of hypercapnia on regional cerebral oxygen saturation (rSO2)
during surgery are unknown. We hypothesised that, compared with targeted
normocapnia (TN), targeted mild hypercapnia (TMH) during elective major
surgery would increase rSO2.
Methods
We performed a single centre, single blinded, prospective randomised
controlled trial in adult participants undergoing elective major surgery at a
University teaching hospital. TMH (PaCO2 45-55 mmHg) or TN (PaCO2 35-40
mmHg) was delivered via controlled ventilation throughout surgery. Noninvasive near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) based cerebral oximetry was used
to measure rSO2. The primary endpoint was percentage change of rSO2 from
baseline over the duration of surgery. Secondary endpoints included the
incidence of postoperative delirium and length of stay (LOS) in hospital.
Results
We randomised 40 participants [20 to TMH and 20 to TN]. The median (IQR)
PaCO2 in the TMH group was 51.5 mmHg (46.9:60.9) vs. 34.8 mmHg
(32.8:38.1) in the TN group (p<0.001). Percentage change of rSO2 from
baseline oximetry was 19.0% higher in both hemisphere with TMH (p<0.001).
The TMH group had a 0.04% (p<0.001) (left) and 0.05% (p<0.001) (right)
average increase in percentage change of rSO2 over every minute during
surgery compared to the TN group. Postoperative delirium was present in 0
participants in the TMH group and 6 participants (30%) in the TN group
(p=0.022). Length of stay was similar between groups (5 days vs. 5 days; p =
0.988).
Conclusion
This study provides preliminary evidence that in patients undergoing major
surgery, TMH is associated with a larger increase in rSO2 from baseline on
both the left and right cerebral cortex and lower incidence of early postoperative delirium. Our findings provide the rationale for larger studies of TMH
during surgery.
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Hui V1, Desmond F1
Anaesthesia Record Keeping at Austin Hospital
1. Department of Anaesthesia, Austin Hospital
Aim
The anaesthetic record is the only anaesthetic related record that documents the
patient’s perioperative journey. The Australian and New Zealand College of
Anaesthetists (ANZCA) has published a professional document detailing what should
be recorded in an episode of anaesthetic care1. The aim of this project is to
determine Austin Health’s compliance to these college recommendations.
Method
Patients having surgery at Austin Health over a 7 day period were included in this
audit. Exclusions include: gastroscopy, colonoscopy, flexible cystoscopies, local
anaesthetic only procedures without sedation, chronic pain procedures and if the
patient’s medical records were not electronically available. The patient’s anaesthetic
records were retrospectively analysed. The primary outcome was the incidence of
inadequately documented anaesthetic records according to the ANZCA
recommendations. This project received ethical approval from the Austin Health
Human Research Ethics Committee prior to data collection.
Results
During the period of 20th to 26th March 2017 inclusive, 588 patients underwent
surgery or a procedure and 381 were included for this project. Overall, 17% of those
included charts followed the ANZCA recommended guidelines. Inadequately
documented areas of the anaesthetic record and its incidence include: name of
procedure (5%), date of procedure (16%), name of surgeon (57%), ASA score
(20%), allergies (2%), anaesthetic consent (20%), responsible intraoperative
anaesthetist (10%), monitoring (9%), position (5%), vascular access (3%), eye
protection (28%) and airway (8%).
Conclusions
This audit shows Austin Health anaesthetic records are not compliant with the
ANZCA recommended guidelines.
References
1. Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists. The Anaesthesia Record.
Recommendations on the Recording of an Episode of Anaesthesia Care. PS06.
Revised 2006. Accessed from: http://www.anzca.edu.au/documents/ps06-2006-theanaesthesia-record-recommendations-o.pdf (last accessed 25/07/17)
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An audit of mechanical ventilation strategies during extracorporeal membrane oxygenation at
the Austin ICU between 2009-2016
Introduction: Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) is a life prolonging therapy indicated in
severe respiratory or cardiac failure, but no definitive guidelines have been developed for mechanical
ventilation on venovenous (VV ECMO) or venoarterial ECMO (VA ECMO). Current evidence suggests
protective ventilation (tidal volume ≤6ml/kg PBW) or ultra-protective ventilation (≤4ml/kg PBW) for VV
ECMO, but no consensus has been reached.
Objective: To describe mechanical ventilation strategies used during ECMO in the Austin ICU
between January 2009 to December 2016.
Hypothesis: Volume and pressure limited ventilation strategies consistent with international practice
are being used during VV and VA ECMO at the Austin ICU.
Methods: A single centre retrospective observational study of 66 patients initiated on ECMO at the
Austin ICU between 2009-2016 (n = 5 on VV ECMO, n = 57 on VA ECMO) & 4 patients excluded due
to failure or death during ECMO initiation. Demographics, mechanical ventilation parameters and
information on other ICU supportive therapy were collected for the duration of ECMO.
Results: The mean age was 60±14.3 years, with 62.9% male and mean ECMO time of 108.4±106.8
hours. Tidal volume was significantly lower in the VV ECMO group at 5.7±0.9 mL/kg PBW compared
to VA ECMO at 7.5±1.9 mL/kg predicted body weight (PBW) (p=0.002). PEEP was 10 (IQR 0) cm
H2O for VV ECMO and 8 (IQR 5) cm H2O for VA ECMO (p=0.04). The FiO2 was 40% (IQR 20),
respiratory rate was 10 (IQR 4) breaths/min, and peak inspiratory pressures were 25.3±5.7 cm H2O
with no difference between VV and VA ECMO.
Conclusion: The mechanical ventilation strategies for VV and VA ECMO at the Austin ICU between
2009-2016 are consistent with protective mechanical ventilation strategies.

Th24
Abstract submission – ResearchFest

Julia Lee

Background
Quetiapine is an atypical antipsychotic used as treatment for schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, general anxiety disorder and refractory major depressive disorder in Australia. It is
commonly used in overdoses as part of deliberate self-harm, and due to its anxiolytic and
hedonic effects, it is becoming a popular drug for misuse in the wider community. This
study analysed quetiapine-related calls to the Victorian Poisons Information Centre (VPIC),
coronial data from Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine (VIFM) and prescribing data from
the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) to determine current trends in overdose,
misuse and mortality.
Methods
This was a retrospective review of multiple databases. Calls to VPIC from 2006-2016 were
examined. Coronial data from the VIFM was reviewed from 2006-2016. National PBS
prescription data from 2000-2015 was obtained from the Australian Statistics on Medicines
website.
Results
VPIC data indicated a 6-fold increase in the number of quetiapine-related calls over the 11year period of which most were overdose-related (77%). Overdose and misuse calls
increased by 6-fold and 6.6-fold respectively. Antidepressants and benzodiazepines were
the most common co-ingested drugs in overdose. VIFM data also indicated a rise in
quetiapine-related harm; a 7.4-fold increase in quetiapine-related deaths was recorded for
the same period. Similarly, Australian PBS data showed that quetiapine prescriptions
increased 285-fold since 2000. There was a significant positive correlation between the
increase in prescribing and overdose (r=0.75, p<0.001), and prescribing and mortality
(r=0.82, p<0.01).
Conclusions
This study revealed an increasing trend of misuse, non-fatal and fatal overdoses in Victoria
over the last decade. The increasing rates of prescriptions and thus increased quetiapine
availability are likely to have contributed to increased rates of poisoning and mortality.
Further research is warranted to explore the reasons behind increased prescribing,
including off-label use.
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Evaluation of Mechanical Ventilation in patients admitted to the Austin Hospital
Intensive Care Unit with severe Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) - A
retrospective audit
Introduction
Mechanical Ventilation (MV) is a mainstay of management of patients with severe Acute Respiratory
Distress Syndrome (ARDS). The ARDSnet protocol for MV in severe ARDS was developed in order to
minimise Ventilator Associated Lung Injury (VALI), which is associated with poor clinical outcomes.
Objectives
The primary objective was to evaluate the MV strategies employed for patients that satisfy the criteria
for severe ARDS at the Austin Hospital between 2015-2016. Furthermore, comparisons were made to
the ARDSnet protocol.
Methods
We reviewed the medical records of all patients admitted to the Austin ICU between January 2015
and December 2016 with a PaO2/FiO2 <130 submitted to the Australian and New Zealand Intensive
Care Society (ANZICS) Database. Patients who were mechanically ventilated and satisfied the Berlin
Definition for Severe ARDS were eligible for inclusion. Variables collected included patient
demographics, investigation results and MV parameters. Data analysis was conducted to describe the
MV protocol was compared to the recommendations from the ARDSnet Trial.
Results
15 patients satisfied the Berlin Definition for severe ARDS at the Austin ICU and were placed on MV.
The mean VT /PBW was 7.40(± 2.33) ml/kg PBW. Mean PEEP was 10.06 ± 2.82 cmH20 and peak
inspiratory pressure (PIP) was 27.15 ± 4.29 cmH20. Arterial Blood Gas results yielded a median pH of
7.41 (IQR: 0.19) and a mean pCO2 of 48.12 ± 8.93 mmHg. The mean VT/PBW setting was higher
than the range defined in the ARDSnet protocol but all other MV settings were statistically similar.
Conclusion
MV settings used at the Austin Hospital including Low Tidal Volume Ventilation (LTVV) and PEEP are
similar to the protocol prescribed in the ARDSnet trial. The mean VT/PBW was above the
recommended range but the PIP, and therefore the plateau pressures were in accordance with the
recommendations from the ARDSnet trial.
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Teri Redmond, Dr. Shaun Greene, Dr. Yit Leang, Dr. Joe Rotella
Utilisation of Sidestream Capnography in Sedated Patients in the
Emergency Department.
Department of Emergency Medicine, Clinical Toxicology, Austin Health, Vic
Background and Aim
Sedated Emergency Department (ED) patients at risk of hypoventilation and
airway obstruction require close monitoring in a resuscitation area. Noninvasive real-time monitoring of exhaled (end-tidal) carbon dioxide
concentration (capnography) may be non-inferior to standard ventilatory
monitoring (direct observation combined with pulse oximetry). We aimed to
determine whether capnography can provide continuous ETCO2 monitoring in
patients sedated secondary to drug overdose, and whether changes in
ETCO2 consistently predict hypoxic events, potentially enabling early
intervention to prevent more severe adverse events.
Methods
Prospective observational study undertaken in the Austin ED December 2016June 2017. Eligible patients: reduced Glasgow Coma Scale score following
sedative drug poisoning, or following drug administration for CPS. Excluded
patients: <18 years of age, intubated, sedated solely secondary to
alcohol/head injury. Patients were monitored by a study investigator using
standard monitoring in addition to capnography for a one-hour period, with
adverse events recorded using a standardized reporting tool. Data collected:
demographics, sedative agent, oxygen administration, physiological
parameters at baseline and during sedation, loss of capnography signal,
major and minor adverse events including apnoea, hypoxia, hypercapnia,
need for airway intervention. The CPS group were compared with sedated
overdose patients.
Results
Fifty-three patients were recruited (24 CPS, 29 overdose). Capnography
provided a continuous trace in 96.2% of patients. There were 15 episodes of
minor hypoxia (SpO2 75-90%, <30 seconds), detected by a preceding change
in capnography in 80% of cases (n=12). There were 34 capnographydetected patient apnoeas; 79% were not followed by hypoxia (n=27). In 59%
(n=20) of apnoeas airway intervention was made by staff (jaw thrust n=16).
No major adverse events occurred in any patient.
Conclusion
Capnography is able to provide a continuous real-time measurement of
ETCO2 in sedated ED patients. Capnography is useful in detection of
hypoventilation and apnoea, potentially allowing early intervention to limit
further adverse events. Studies in larger patient populations are needed to
confirm if capnography enables sedated ED patients to be safely monitored
with less intensive nursing resources, reducing use of resuscitation areas
staffed with 1:1 nursing: patient ratios.	
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Ancona P1,2, Bailey M3, Bellomo R1,3
Characteristics and outcomes of patients admitted to icu with Guillain-Barre
syndrome in australia and new zealand: a retrospective cohort study
1. Department of Intensive Care, Austin Hospital, Melbourne, Australia
2. Department of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care, Catholic University of
Sacred Hearth, “A. Gemelli” University Hospital, Rome, Italy
3. Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Research Centre, Monash University
School of Public Health and Preventive Medicine, Alfred Hospital, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia
Aim
Guillain-Barre syndrome (GBS) is a common cause of profound weakness that, when
severe, can lead to ICU admission for monitoring and/or mechanical ventilation (MV).
However, the characteristics and outcomes of GBS patients admitted to ICU remain
poorly understood. We aimed to describe the characteristics, incidence and outcome of
ICU admission with a primary diagnosis of GBS.
Methods
Using the Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care Society Adult Patient Database
(ANZICS APD), we performed a retrospective observational study. We compared the
baseline characteristics, physiological conditions and outcomes for GBS patients who
did or did no receive MV and of survivors and non-survivors.
Results
We studied 711 patients admitted to 171 ICUs between 2005-2015 and found an
increasing proportion of GBS admission per year (P<0.03). Overall, 237 (33%) patients
received invasive MV. MV patients, they had higher APACHE III scores (47 vs 31),
worse PaO2/FiO2 ratio (P/F 258 v 341), and had a significantly longer ICU LOS (25 v 4
days) (p<0.0001, all comparisons). More MV patients experienced a pre-ICU cardiorespiratory arrest (6.7% v 1.2%). Non-survivors were 5-times more likely to have
experienced a pre-ICU cardio-respiratory arrest. Overall, ICU and hospital mortality
were 3.9% and 6.9%, respectively and increased to 9.7% and 14.3% in the MV group.
Conclusion
GBS represents a small but increasing proportion of ICU admissions with one third
receiving MV. Overall in-hospital mortality occurs in one every 14 patients and doubles
if MV is applied with an expected ICU stay of close to a month. These observations
provide important prognostic information to clinicians involved in the care of these
patients.
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Ancona P1,3, Eyeington C1, Osawa E1, Eastwood G1,2, Bellomo R1,2
What is the normal regional cerebral oxygen saturation?
1. Department of Intensive Care, Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
2. ANZICS Research Centre, School of Public Health and Preventative Medicine,
Monash University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
3. Department of Anaesthesiology and Intensive Care, Catholic University of
Sacred Hearth, “A. Gemelli” University Hospital, Rome, Italy
Aim
Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) is increasingly adopted to assess regional cerebral
oxygen saturation (rSO2). However, the normal range of rSO2 in adults is not well
defined. We aimed to non-invasively measure rSO2 in young healthy volunteers using
the O3 Regional Oximetry (O3-RO) device (Masimo Corporation, Irvine, CA, USA).
Methods
We performed a prospective, observational study to record rSO2 in healthy volunteers.
For a minimum of five minutes, we continuously recorded data in a quiet environment
with the participant sitting. Together with demographic data, including prescribed
medication use and smoking status, we recorded frontal (right and left) rSO2 and
calculated a combined average rSO2 (left + right, divided by two). We assessed for
differences between the left and right rSO2 and for an association between rSO2 and
age.
Results
We recorded 32,130 observations in 98 healthy volunteers (age range 22 – 60 years)
and 41 (42%) were male. 30 (31%) participants were taking prescribed medicines and
13 (13%) were either current or ex-smokers. The mean left rSO2 was 67.5% (95%
confidence interval [95% CI] 66.5 - 68.4%) and right rSO2 was 68.0% (95% CI 66.9 69.1%). The combined average rSO2 was 67.7% (95% CI 66.8 - 68.6%) and there was
no statistically significant difference between left and right rSO2 values (p>0.25). There
was no association between left, right or combined average rSO2 and age, with p>0.85
for all groups.
Conclusion
The combined average rSO2 in healthy volunteers was 67.7% with no difference
between left and right rSO2 and no association between rSO2 and age. These findings
imply that in healthy people aged between 20 and 60 years old, the normal rSO2 range
is between 65-70%.
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Eduardo  Osawa,  Peter  Biesenbach,  Salvatore  Cutuli,  Luca  Lucchetta,  Glenn  
Eastwood,  Rinaldo  Bellomo  
  
PHARMACOKINETICS  OF  INTRAVENOUS  BOLUS  VERSUS  CONTINUOUS  
MAGNESIUM  INFUSION  AFTER  CARDIAC  SURGERY:  A  BEFORE-AND-AFTER  
STUDY  
  
1.   Intensive  Care  Unit,  Austin  Hospital,  Heidelberg,  VIC,  Australia  
  
Aim  
Intravenous  magnesium  has  been  advocated  as  an  agent  that  decreases  the  risk  of  
atrial  fibrillation  after  cardiac  surgery,  however  little  is  known  about  its  pharmacokinetic  
properties  in  this  context.  We  aimed  to  describe  the  pharmacokinetics  of  a  two  
strategies  of  intravenous  magnesium  administration  after  cardiac  surgery.  
  
Methods  
We  performed  a  prospective  before-after  study  in  a  metropolitan  tertiary  ICU.  We  
enrolled  adult  cardiac  surgery  patients  with  a  serum  magnesium  level  <1.5mmol/L  on  
ICU  arrival.  Before  period:  bolus  20mmol  infusion  over  1  hr.  After  period:  initial  10mmol  
bolus  over  1st  hr  then  3mmol/h  for  12hrs.  Serum  and  urine  magnesium  levels  measured  
at  baseline  (T0),  end  of  the  loading  dose  (T1)  and  at  6h  and  12h.  
  
Results    
We  studied  a  convenience  sample  of  30  patients  in  each  group:  mean  age  63.63  (SD  
10.8)  yrs  and  80%  were  male.  Before  period  serum  magnesium  levels  (mmol/L)  were  
1.08±0.03  at  T0,  1.88±0.06  at  T1,  1.29±0.26  at  T2  and  1.17±0.02  at  T3.  In  the  after  
period,  the  serum  magnesium  levels  were  1.10±0.04  at  T0,  1.59±0.04  at  T1,  1.61±0.04  
at  T2  and  1.70±0.05  at  T3  (p=0.0005).  The  urinary  magnesium  levels  (mmol/L)  during  
initial-bolus  were  11.49±1.77  at  T0,  27.36±4.19  at  T1,  25.16±2.26  at  T2  and  16.82±2.07  
at  T3.  In  phase  2,  the  measurements  were  10.75±1.62  at  T0,  18.84±2.08  at  T1,  
40.27±3.08  at  T2  and  50.17±3.55  at  T3.  The  rate  of  newly  diagnosed  AF  in  hospital  was  
53.3%  in  the  before  period  and  46.7%  in  the  after  period  (p=0.606).  No  adverse  events  
were  reported.  
  
Conclusion  
The  initial-bolus  plus  continuous  intravenous  magnesium  infusion  strategy  sustained  
moderately  elevated  serum  magnesium  levels  in  patients  after  cardiac  surgery  without  
safety  concerns  and  a  trend  toward  decreased  rates  of  post-operative  atrial  fibrillation.  
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Eduardo  Osawa1,  Salvatore  Cutuli1,  Yugeesh  Lankadeva2,  Roger  Evans3,  Glenn  
Eastwood1,  Rinaldo  Bellomo1  
  
Urinary  oxygenation  in  septic  patients:  a  prospective  observational  study  
  
1.   Intensive  Care  Unit,  Austin  Hospital,  Heidelberg,  VIC,  Australia.  
2.   The  Florey  Institute  of  Neuroscience  and  Mental  Health,  Parkville,  VIC,  Australia.  
3.   Department  of  Physiology,  Monash  University,  Melbourne,  Australia.  
  
Aim:    
Experimental  studies  suggest  that  urinary  oxygenation  (pO2)  and  renal  medullary  
oxygenation  (tPO2)  change  in  a  similar  manner  during  septic  AKI.    Real-time  
monitoring  of  urinary  oxygenation  may  provide  useful  clinical  insights  in  septic  
patients  that  are  at  risk  of  AKI  which  are  at  presently  unknown.  The  aim  was  to  
evaluate  changes  in  urinary  oxygenation  in  adult  vasopressor-dependent  patients  
admitted  to  ICU  with  sepsis.      
  
Methods:    
We  performed  a  prospective  observational  study  and  explored  the  relationship  
between  pO2  with  i)  vasopressor-requirement  (cardiovascular-SOFA  score  4  or  <4)  
and  ii)  elective  FiO2  increases  to  100%.    We  used  an  optical  probe  (Oxford  Optronix  
Ltd)  that  was  placed  within  the  lumen  of  urinary  catheter  shortly  after  ICU  admission  
until  ICU  discharge.  We  recorded  pO2  values  every  minute.  
  
Results:    
We  enrolled  5  patients  (3  female;;  mean  age  of  64±15  years)  with  the  origin  of  sepsis  
being  abdominal  (1),  urinary  infection  (1),  soft  tissue  (2)  and  unknown  (1).  With  over  
290  hours  of  urinary  oxygen  monitoring  the  mean  pO2  was  23.6  ±  0.06  mmHg.  
Compared  to  patients  with  a  cardiovascular  SOFA  <4,  pO2  values  were  lower  in  
patients  with  SOFA  cardiovascular  of  4  (mean  pO2  25.27  ±  0.08  vs  22.11  ±  0.14  
mmHg,  p<0.01).  Seven  episodes  of  elective  FiO2  increases  to  100%  were  assessed.  
Compared  to  the  15-minutes  prior  to  the  FiO2  increase  with  the  15-minutes  post,  the  
mean  pO2  value  increased  from  22.96±0.36  to  31.01±1.06  mmHg  (p<0.01).  Four  
patients  were  discharged  alive  from  the  ICU.  
  
Conclusion:    
We  found  that  it  was  feasible  to  continuously  monitor  urinary  oxygenation  in  septic  
patients  at  risk  of  AKI.    We  identified  that  urinary  oxygen  values  decrease  when  
vasopressor  requirements  are  high  and  increase  in  response  to  elective  increments  
in  FiO2.    Further  evaluation  of  urinary  oxygen  monitoring  in  this  patient  cohort  is  
warranted.  
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Brown AJM 1, Eyeington C 1, Cutuli SL 1,2, Marsh P 1, Eastwood G 1, Bellomo R 1
Pharmacodynamics of furosemide and acetazolamide in critically ill patients:
preliminary findings from a pilot randomized controlled trial
Department of Intensive Care, Austin Hospital, Studley Rd, Heidelberg, Victoria
3084, Australia
2. Department of Intensive Care and Anaesthesiology, Catholic University of the
Sacred Heart, ‘A. Gemelli’ University Hospital, Rome, Italy
1.

Aim
Furosemide and acetazolamide are frequently used for fluid removal in critically ill patients.
To date, no study has compared the effects of these diuretics when administered in such
patients. We aimed to compare changes in serum and urinary electrolyte concentrations
as well as urine output following intravenous furosemide or acetazolamide administration.
Methods
We performed a pilot randomised controlled trial in a tertiary ICU. Patients that were to
receive diuretic therapy at the treating clinician’s discretion were randomised to a single
intravenous bolus dose of furosemide 40 mg (one vial) or acetazolamide 500 mg (one
vial). We then collected demographic data and recorded urine output, serum and urinary
electrolytes values at baseline and for six hours following diuretic administration.
Results
Ten patients (2 female; median age 52 years [IQR 43-73]) has so far been enrolled (five in
each group). The median serum potassium decrease with acetazolamide was 0.2 mmol/L
vs. 0.4 mmol/L with furosemide. Median changes in urinary sodium, potassium and
chloride concentration in the furusemide group were 51 mmol/L, 17 mmol/L, and 37
mmol/L respectively compared to 17 mmol/L, 6 mmol/L, 0 mmol/L respectively with
acetazolamide. Overall, compared to the pre-intervention period, there was a median
increase in urine output in the six-hour-post intervention of 1085ml [IQR 840 - 2275ml] with
furosemide compared with 600ml [IQR 205 - 1010ml] with acetazolamide.
Conclusion
Preliminary findings suggest that furosemide administration may induce a greater diuresis
and loss of sodium, potassium and chloride than acetazolamide.
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Lucchetta L1, Wilson A1, Cutuli SL1,2, Cronhjort M1, Osawa E1, Vaara S1, Kubicki
M1, Mårtensson J1, Eastwood G1, Glassford N1, Bellomo R1
The haemodynamic effects of a 500 ml bolus of Hartmann’s in post-cardiac
surgery ICU patients: an observational study.
Department of Intensive Care, Austin Hospital, Studley Rd, Heidelberg, Victoria
3084, Australia
2. Department of Intensive Care and Anaesthesiology, Catholic University of the
Sacred Heart, ‘A. Gemelli’ University Hospital, Rome, Italy
1.

Aim
Fluid bolus therapy (FBT) is often used to treat circulatory failure in ICU. Although
endorsed by international guidelines there is growing evidence that its haemodynamic
efficacy may be modest and short-lived. We aimed to describe the hemodynamic
changes associated with a 500ml bolus of Hartmann’s solution administered to postoperative cardiac surgical patients in ICU.
Methods
Prospective, observational study performed in the ICU of a tertiary, university-affiliated
hospital. Post-operative, ventilated cardiac surgical patients who were prescribed FBT
were included. Patients were classed as fluid responders if Stroke Volume index
increased ≥ 15% from baseline at any point following commencement of FBT. Data
logging software was used to collect physiologic parameters on a second-by-second
basis for 60 minutes post-FBT. Haemodynamic confounders were recorded and
censored for in the data analysis.
Results
Twenty patients (61.5 [54.8-69] years) were included with a median period of
confounder-free observation of 34 [23–39] minutes post-FBT. The most frequent
indication for FBT was hypotension (60%) and patients received 6.3 [5.8–7.0] ml/kg,
over 8.5 [6.8–13.0] minutes.
Mean arterial pressure (MAP) increased from 67.7±2.2mmHg at baseline to a peak of
78.9±2.2mmHg at the end of the bolus (p<0.001). The speed of fluid administration was
not related to the peak observed MAP (R2=0.0012). Thirty minutes post-FBT, the MAP
was 70.4±3.1mmHg (p=0.34).
Changes in Stroke Volume index with FBT were available for 18 patients. Thirteen
patients were fluid responders but the proportion who continued to meet this criterion
fell with time post-FBT. At 0–15 minutes post-bolus, eleven were responders,
compared to one patient at 30-45 minutes post-bolus.
Conclusion
Fluid bolus therapy in post-cardiac surgical patients on ICU achieved a short-lived
hemodynamic increase in MAP and SV that dissipated within 30 minutes. This
information may help clinicians decide on the best strategy for haemodynamic instability
in this patient population.
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Cutuli SL1,2, Marshall D 1, Osawa E1, Eastwood G1, Glassford N1, Bellomo R1
Challenging the concept of fluid responsiveness in ICU patients with acute
circulatory failure: a systematic overview of recent evidence
Department of Intensive Care, Austin Hospital, Studley Rd, Heidelberg, Victoria
3084, Australia
2. Department of Intensive Care and Anaesthesiology, Catholic University of the
Sacred Heart, ‘A. Gemelli’ University Hospital, Rome, Italy
1.

Aim
Blood volume expansion with intravenous fluid bolus therapy (FBT) is considered crucial
to increasing cardiac output in haemodynamically instable patients. The concept of fluid
responsiveness has been advocated to test the preload reserve of the heart although
fluids are short-lived drugs with narrow therapeutic window. We aimed to describe the
clinical features of the FBT responsiveness assessment in a heterogeneous population
of ICU patients.
Methods
A systematic search in Medline, Embase and Cochrane Database was performed to
retrieve articles about fluid responsiveness in adult ICU patients (>18 years), published
in English from January 2000 to April 2015. Review article citations were also screened
for relevant references. Fluid responsiveness was defined as a Cardiac Index increase
≥ 15% following FBT. Data on patients’ clinical condition, characteristics of fluid
administration, methods used to measure cardiac index and timing of assessment were
extracted using a standardised data collection form.
Results
We identified 21 articles describing FBT in 866 ICU patients and 884 episodes of FBT.
FBT was applied with heterogeneous fluids (41% colloids, 39% crystalloids and 20%
both colloids or crystalloids) for haemodynamic instability and/or low oxygen delivery.
Cardiac index was measured by Transthoracic Echocardiography in 33.3% of the
studies, Pulmonary Artery Catheter (28.6%), Pulse-Contour Analysis (23.8%),
Esophageal Doppler (9.5%) and Transesophageal Echocardiography (4.8%). Fluid
responsiveness was assessed at the end of FBT in 18 articles (783 patients) and 30
minutes later in 3 studies (83 patients). Fluid responsiveness was detected after 474
(53.6%) FBTs. Among these FBTs, responsiveness was assessed immediately after
FBT in 53.6% and at 30 minutes in 53.4% (9.5% of the patients). No studies assessed
the persistence of such responsiveness beyond 30 minutes.
Conclusion
The concept of FBT-responsiveness is essentially based on immediate effect with no
evidence of an effect beyond 30 minutes. The clinical value of such a short-lived
physiological effect requires investigation.
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Taylor S,1 Manias E,2,3 Mitri E,1 Harding A,1 Taylor D,1 Weeks A,4 Abbott
L,5 Lambros P,6 Lawrence D,7 Strumpman D,8 Senturk-Raif R,9 Louey S,9
Crisp H,10
Who should we see? Identifying patients at risk for medication-related
problems associated with ED care?
1. Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic.; 2. Deakin University, Burwood, Vic.; 3.
University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic.; 4. Western Health, Footscray, Vic.; 5.
Barwon Health, Geelong, Vic.; 6. The Northern Hospital, Epping, Vic.; 7.
Manly Hospital, Manly, NSW; 8. Prince of Wales Hospital, Randwick, NSW; 9.
Monash Health, Dandenong and Clayton, Vic.; 10. Launceston General
Hospital, Launceston, Tas.
Aim
To identify the prevalence and nature of MRPs occurring during or shortly
after ED discharge and use these data to identify which ED patients are at
greatest risk of moderately or highly important MRPs.
Methods
Prospective, observational, multi-centre study. Blocks of ten consecutive adult
ED patients presenting at specific times were identified. Within 1 week of ED
discharge, a pharmacist interviewed the patient and undertook a medical
record review to determine a medication history, patient understanding of
treatment, risk factors for MRPs and to manage any identified MRPs.
Descriptive statistics were determined, followed by univariate analysis and
logistic regression.
Results
An interim analysis of 839 patients recruited from nine sites across Victoria,
NSW and Tasmania found that 362 (43.1%) patients had an MRP identified;
18.8% had moderately or highly important MRPs that could be
identified/managed by screening on ED presentation, while 7.9% had
moderately or highly important MRP(s) that could be identified/managed by
screening upon ED discharge. Univariate analysis identified several significant
variables. Regression analysis found the following significant predictors of
MRPs related to admission: male gender, pension/concession cardholder,
reporting sometimes/usually missing medicine doses, seeing a specialist in
past 6 months, increasing number of regular medicines and a medicationrelated presentation to the ED. The following variables were significant
predictors related to ED discharge: pension/concession cardholder, increased
ED length of stay and whether a new medicine was started or dose changed
on discharge.
Conclusion
MRPs are common among ED patients. These data will be used to develop
screening tools to identify patients at greatest risk of important MRPs at the
time of ED presentation and following ED treatment. ED clinicians, including
pharmacists, can then target those patients most at risk.
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Anderson B,1 Harding H,1 Taylor S,1 O’Keefe C2
Thunderstorm asthma management during a code brown: impact on
electronic prescribing and clinical documentation
1. Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. University of Tasmania, Hobart, Tas., Australia
Background
On 21st November 2016, Melbourne experienced high temperatures, followed
by a thunderstorm, associated with a surge in respiratory presentations to the
emergency department (ED). A Code Brown was called at Austin Health late
on November 21st; the first Code Brown called since implementation of
electronic prescribing and clinical documentation using Cerner Millenium and
FirstNet.
Aim
To describe the nature of presentations during the Thunderstorm Asthma
event and evaluate the quality of documentation of medication ordering and
administration during this time.
Methods
Retrospective audit of patients presenting to ED on 21st-23rd November 2016
with a respiratory illness; data relating to patient demographics, medical
history, ED treatment and timing were extracted from electronic medical
records.
Results
318 patients presented with respiratory symptoms: 29.2% were paediatric and
9.7% over 65 years; 13.5% had an Australasian Triage Scale of 1 or 2; 19.5%
were brought in by ambulance; 12.9% were admitted to a ward, 8.2% to short
stay unit; 9.4% did not wait and 5.0% were not asthma related.
Of the 302 patients presenting with asthma symptoms; there was no
documentation for 52 patients of receiving salbutamol. Of the 250 patients
documented as receiving salbutamol, only 146 were ordered on the
Medication Administration Record (MAR), of which 122 were signed as
administered. A further 128 patients had documentation within either nursing
or medical notes of receiving salbutamol. Similar disparities with prednisolone,
ipratropium and antibiotics were identified. Of patients with salbutamol
administration documented on the MAR, 41.1% received their first dose within
1 hour (median time from presentation 63 minutes).
Conclusion
Documentation of medication ordering and administration was variable. These
data will inform preparation for future surge events, particularly when higher
risk medications are required.
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Tyedin A1,2, Al-Alawi R1,2,Taylor S1,2, Than J1,2, O’Halloran E1,2, Chau A2
Proactive pharmacist-assisted warfarin management: reducing missed doses
and improving continuum of care.
1. Austin Pharmacy Department, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. Monash University Faculty of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutical Science, Parkville, Vic.,
Australia
Background:
Warfarin is a high-risk medication with a narrow therapeutic index and high inter- and
intra-patient variability in dose-response. Acute illness, recent hospitalisation and
medication changes may increase the risk of warfarin-related adverse events.
Aim:
To evaluate whether having ward pharmacists proactively assisting with warfarin
dosing and monitoring improves patient care, by minimising warfarin-related errors and
improving continuum of care post discharge.
Methods:
A pre/post intervention audit of patients admitted for at least 24 hours to cardiology and
medical wards and prescribed at least one warfarin dose was performed. The
intervention comprised ward pharmacists proactively proposing warfarin doses and
INR tests using electronic prescribing software, following discussion with treating units.
Endpoints comprised: percentage of patients who unintentionally missed doses,
number of warfarin doses proposed by pharmacists that were changed by medical
staff, percentage of patients with INR >5 during admission, readmission within 30 days
for an anticoagulant-related issue and accuracy of completed warfarin discharge plans.
Results:
There were no significant differences in demographics between pre- (n=130) and
post-intervention (n=108) patients. Post-intervention, pharmacists ordered 98 INRs
for 59 patients and 130 warfarin doses for 72 patients (12 doses were changed by
medical staff). Patients who unintentionally missed doses declined from 27.7% to
7.4% (p < 0.01), whilst the proportion of patients with INR >5 decreased from 7.7% to
2.8% (p=0.17). Readmission within 30 days reduced from 29.2% to 6.5% (p < 0.01);
anticoagulation problems were the presenting complaint in 4 (pre-intervention) and 0
(post intervention) admissions. A post intervention audit demonstrated warfarin
discharge plans to be significantly more complete in terms of documentation of next
dose, as well as when and where the next INR would be checked (p<0.01).
Conclusion:
Pharmacists proactively assisting with warfarin prescribing and monitoring reduced
unintentionally missed doses during hospitalisation and improved post discharge
communication.
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Audit of a memory clinic and predictors of
discontinuation of cholinesterase inhibitor
therapy in dementia patients.
Daniel Sinnott1, Christine Mandrawa2, Paul Yates2
1
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
2
Aged Care, Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital, Austin Health, Melbourne,
Australia
Introduction
Dementia is a chronic condition of cognitive decline that accounts for a
substantial proportion of morbidity and mortality among Australians.
Guidelines have been published recently to try and co-ordinate diagnostic
practices. Current treatments can offer symptomatic improvement but cannot
prevent decline and have been associated with adverse effect and high rates
of discontinuation.
Objectives
-

To record the patient characteristics, assessments, diagnoses and
treatments of a tertiary memory clinic

-

To compare assessments, investigations and managements against
recently published clinical practice guidelines

-

To compare baseline patient factors with continuation status of
acetylcholinesterase inhibitor therapy at discharge

Methods
In a retrospective observational study, all patients who first attended the
cognitive disorders and memory service clinic at Austin Health in 2014 were
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followed until their discharge. 175 patients were included for analysis.
Information was collected on demographic factors, cultural and linguistic
background, level of education, clinical and cognitive examination,
investigations, diagnosis and management. Statistical tests were performed
using IBM-SPSS software

Results
The most common diagnosis was dementia (33.7%) of which the most
common subtype was Alzheimer’s disease (58.9%).
Acetylcholinesterase inhibitor therapy was prescribed in 62.5% of patients
with Alzheimer’s disease or mixed dementia. 54.8% of patients experienced
adverse effects and only 59.5% remained on therapy at discharge.
Being born overseas and being of a culturally/linguistically diverse
background may suggest a higher likelihood of AChEI discontinuation
(p=0.15, p=0.1)

Discussion
Austin Health CDAMS clinic receives a diverse population. This clinic stands
out in its use of molecular imaging scans but was otherwise consistent with
clinical practice guidelines. This study has shown a slightly lower prevalence
of dementia compared to past Australian studies. Prescription rates of AChEI
therapy were lower than other studies but continuation rates were similar.
Culturally appropriate patient education may improve drug continuation
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Rametta RS
Predictors of adverse outcomes among patients referred for Geriatric Evaluation and
Management and Rehabilitation.
Aged Care Services, Heidelberg Repatriation Hospital, Austin Health
Aim
Many people with uncertain prognoses are referred from an acute hospital admission to Geriatric
Evaluation and Management (GEM) or rehabilitation. This study aims to determine predictive
tools and independent variables relating to individual and hospital factors available prior and
during an admission to GEM or rehabilitation which predict discharge destination and mortality.
Methods
Retrospective audit assessing patient on 110 patients admitted consecutively to
GEM/rehabilitation. Information accessible prior and during admission to GEM or rehabilitation
were evaluated along with discharge outcome (home/Residential Age Care Facility
[RACF]/rehospitalisation/in-hospital mortality/Length of stay [LOS]/efficiency of Functional
Independence Measure [FIM]). Univariate and multivariate analyses using logistic regression
were performed.
Results
Patients were elderly (mean=81.22, SD=±8.68), predominantly from home (92.7%) and were
previously mildly frail (Clinical Frailty Scale median=5, IQR=4-6). Age≥75 (OR=15.75, CI=2.4103.6, p<0.01), married (OR=8.29, CI=2.12-32.42, p<0.01), clinical stability (OR=0.63, CI=0.470.82, p=0.02), independence with swallowing (OR=0.03, CI=0-0.83, p<0.04) and low Palliative
Prognostic Index during acute hospitalisation (OR=0.63, CI=0.47-0.82, p<0.01) predicted
discharge home. High MMSE (OR=1.12, CI=1-1.26, p=0.05), longer acute hospitalisation
(OR=1.07, CI=1.01-1.13, p=0.03), fewer medications (OR=0.04, CI=0-0.49, p=0.01), non-English
speaking background (OR=0.07, CI=0.01-0.89, p=0.04) and the Palliative Performance Scale
(OR=1.27, CI=1.24-5.98, p=0.01) predicted shorter LOS. A low Palliative Prognostic Index
(OR=0.82, CI=0.72-0.95, p<0.01) predicted functional recovery while a high score (OR=5.06,
CI=1.37-18.71, p=0.02) predicted mortality.
Conclusions
Premorbid factors relating to functional status, living situation and cultural background along with
factors relating to acute hospital admission (lower frailty/better cognition/clinical stability predicted
good GEM and rehabilitation discharge outcomes. The Palliative Prognostic Index, a predictive
tool used in palliative care, predicted good outcomes and in-hospital mortality in our population.
Future directions are to build on this dataset to better understand the factors predicting various
outcomes. This would improve prognostication and aid decisions surrounding a referral.
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Enhancing contrast resolution of PET/CT images to increase lesion detectability
Jessica Welch, Graeme O’Keffe, Kunthi Pathmaraj, Andrew Scott
Aim
To compare the contrast resolution between 4mm and 2mm whole body PET
reconstructions and the effect of applying a Point Spread Function (PSF) to the PET
reconstruction.
Methods
A Jaszczack phantom with a hollow sphere set was filled with a total of 53MBq of 18F. Only
the four smallest spheres (0.5ml, 1.0ml, 2.0ml & 4ml) were utilised. The sphere to
background activity ratio was 4:1. The phantom was imaged for 2 minutes with CT
attenuation correction using the 576 FOV on the Philips Ingenuity TF128 PET/CT scanner.
The PET emission data was reconstructed as a standard 4mm reconstruction and
additionally as 2mm, 4mm + PSF and 2mm + PSF reconstructions.
Regions of interest (ROI) were placed on each of the four spheres and a series of
background ROIs, of the same dimension as the sphere ROIs, were placed amongst the
spheres. The ROIs were of the same configuration between each of the different
reconstructions for direct comparison.
The average for each ROI was determined and the contrast resolution calculated.
Results
The data demonstrated that image contrast was enhanced when the image data was
reconstructed as a 2mm voxel with PSF applied. Image contrast was the greatest with the
2mm + PSF, followed by the 4mm + PSF, then the 2mm and with image contrast being the
poorest with the 4mm reconstruction, as demonstrated by Chart 1.
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Chart 1.
Conclusion
Enhanced contrast resolution can be achieved when reconstructing image data to a 2mm
voxel and applying a PSF. Hence, lesion detectability may also be increased as a result of
enhanced contrast resolution and evaluation of clinical data is required for confirmation.
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[18F]-Dihydro-Testosterone PET/CT imaging protocol for patients with advanced prostate cancer.
Kunthi Pathmaraj, Jessica Welch, Wes Ng, Andrew Scott
Dept of Molecular Imaging and Therapy, Austin Health.

Background
Increased interest in therapies directed at androgen receptors in metastatic lesions has sparked the development
1 18
of PET tracers that can noninvasively image androgen receptor status across all lesions.
F labeled 16β18
18
[ F]fluoro-5α-dihydrotestosterone ( F-FDHT) analog is a promising PET tracer for the imaging of the androgen
receptor since it has favourable targeting properties for non-invasive imaging among AR-binding radiotracers.
Aim
As part of an ethics approved, multi-centre trial, we recruit patients with progressive prostate adenocarcinoma to
define the performance and biodistribution characteristics of FDHT PET and to study changes in FDHT
accumulation over time in patients treated with castration, other hormonal manipulation, or chemotherapy.
Methods and Results
We describe the FDHT PET/CT imaging protocol in this paper. Thus far 5 patients have been recruited to this
study.
Two FDHT PET/CT scans are performed 24 hours apart for each patient. Two intravenous cannula are placed in
each arm, one for FDHT infusion and the other for withdrawal of blood samples. Patients are scanned on the
Philips Ingenuity TF 128 PET/CT scanner, accredited for clinical trials by the SNMMI Cancer Clinical Trial
Network .
18

A low dose CT scan is first performed over the heart, followed by a bolus injection 7-9 mCi of F-FDHT,
Dynamic imaging is performed over the heart for 30 minutes post FDHT injection. A whole body scan is then
performed at 2-3 minutes per bed from vertex to thighs, 60 mins post injection. The dynamic study is
reconstructed as 6 x 30seconds, 12 x 1 minute and 3 x 5 minute frames.
3 x 2ml blood samples are taken during the initial dynamic scan at 2 minutes,5 minutes, 10 minutes and 20
18
minutes for purposes of metabolite analysis in order to determine the in-vivo stability of F-FDHT in humans.
18

Images of F-FDHT PET/CT scans acquired showed specific uptake in androgen receptor positive metastatic
18
prostate cancer lesions. No adverse reactions to F-FDHT were observed.
Conclusion
Molecular imaging of the androgen receptor in prostate cancer is feasible, and provides important theranostics
information for treatment of these patients, and to understand prostate cancer biology.

This work was supported by Movember.
1. Cho SY, Szabo Z: Molecular Imaging of Urogenital Diseases. Semin Nucl Med 44:93-109, 2014.
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FDG PET/CT scan lends clarity in management of Patient Diagnosis.
Luke Baker, Kunthi Pathmaraj, Andrew Scott
Background
A 62 year-old man was referred for a PET scan, in the setting of weight loss and anaemia. Bone
marrow biopsy was suggestive of Non Hodgkins Lymphoma, whilst bilateral temporal artery biopsies
concluded that features were not suggestive of typical arteritis.
Aim
FDG PET/CT for initial staging of Lymphoma, prior to commencing treatment for the patient
Methods
Patient was adequately fasted since the night before and was injected with 256 MBq of 18F-FDG,
followed by a 90 minute uptake period in a dark, quiet room. Blood glucose level was within normal
limits at 4.6 mmol/L, despite the patient being on Metformin for diabetic control. Emission
Tomographic images were acquired on a Philips TF 128 PET/CT scanner, from the vertex of the skull
to upper thighs. Low dose, non contrast dose modulated CT was performed for purposes of
attenuation correction and fused with the emission images for purposes of anatomical correlation.
Results
The PET/CT scans demonstrated diffusely increased FDG activity throughout the arterial system,
extending from the aortic root, through out the ascending and descending aorta, including the bilateral
brachiocephalic, subclavian, axillary, superior mesenteric arteries and iliac and proximal femoral
arteries. The FDG PET scan findings were consistent with large vessel arteritis, such as Takayasu’s
arteritis and importantly, findings were not suggestive of nodal or extranodal lymphomatous disease.
An MRI scan performed 11 days after the PET/CT scan, noted subtle mural thickening of the
descending and abdominal aorta and superior mesenteric artery, but finding were not as conclusive
as the PET/CT.
Conclusion
By performing the FDG PET/CT scan, the diagnosis for the patient was changed from initial
impressions and different treatment pathways were undertaken. The patient is currently being treated
with ongoing Steroid Therapy.
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Computed tomography of the brain for elderly patients in the emergency
department
Numan Kutaiba1, Yuliya Perchyonok1,3, Michael Yeoh2,3
1
Department of Radiology, Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia
2
Emergency Department, Austin Health, Melbourne, Australia
3
University of Melbourne
Aim:
To assess the indications for CT brain requests from the emergency
department for patients over the age of 60, identify the rate of acute findings
and identify clinical predictors for acute findings.
Methods:
CT brains performed through the emergency department over one month
(June 2016) for patients over the age of 60 were retrospectively analysed.
Demographics, clinical history and presentation and outcomes retrieved from
clinical records. The different clinical and relevant history predictors were
correlated with outcomes such as ischaemic and haemorrhagic strokes.
Results:
341 patients were analysed with an average age of 79 years and 56%
females. Overall, 11% of patients had an acute finding. A GCS less than 14
and focal neurological presentation were associated with 47% and 38%
chance of an acute finding respectively. Falls represented 50% of indications
with only 6% of these patients having an acute finding. Isolated delirium /
confusion represented 10% of indications with only 6% of these patients
having an acute finding. When patients with delirium / confusion had a history
of a fall or focal neurological presentation, the chance of an acute finding
increased to 26%.
Conclusion:
CT brains for elderly patients have a low yield for an acute finding in the
absence of low GCS or focal neurological presentation. Indications such as
falls and delirium may not require urgent brain imaging.
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Fernando HKDH 1, Rajapaksha DIG 1, Angus PW 1,2, Herath CB 1
Alagebrium inhibits progression of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease to
steatohepatitis and liver fibrosis by blocking AGE/RAGE pathway in mice
1. Department of Medicine, The University of Melbourne, Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Vic., Australia;
2. Department of Gastroenterology & Hepatology, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia;
Aims
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) affects up to 30% of the adult population
and is now a major cause of liver disease related premature illness and death in
Australia. Advanced glycation end products (AGEs), formed when reducing-sugars
react with proteins, has been implicated in driving NAFLD to steatohepatitis and liver
fibrosis by acting through its receptor RAGE. We therefore investigated the therapeutic
potential of AGE crosslink breaker, alagebrium (Ala), in mice fed a high AGE diet.
Methods
C57Bl/6 mice were fed a high fat high cholesterol (HFHC) or baked HFHC (HFHCb high AGE diet) diet for 40 weeks. A group rats also fed the HFHCb diet with Ala
(10mg/kg bw) for last 10 weeks. At 40 weeks animals were sacrificed and blood and
liver tissue were harvested. Liver function test and gene expression of RAGE,
profibrotic and proinflammatory cytokines and hepatic stellate cell (HSC) activation
marker was determined. Hepatic fibrosis was quantified by picrosirius red staining.
AGE content in diets was measured by GC/MS.
Results
Dietary AGE content was 3-fold higher in HFHCb than in HFHC diet. Plasma ALT and
ALP levels were significantly (p<0.01) higher in mice fed the HFHCb diet compared to
those in mice fed the HFHC diet. However, Ala treatment significantly (p<0.01)
reduced ALT and ALP in HFHCb fed mice, suggesting that Ala improved
hepatocellular damage. The increased (p<0.01) gene expression of proinflammatory
cytokines (MCP1 and TNFα), hepatic stellate activation marker αSMA, RAGE, profibrotic cytokine TGF-β1 and matrix protein collagen I, which led to an increased liver
fibrosis (p<0.05) in mice fed the HFHCb diet, was abrogated (p<0.001) by Ala
treatment.
Conclusion
The progression of NAFLD to steatohepatitis and liver fibrosis is triggered by activation
of HSCs and RAGE expression with elevated AGE content in the diet. We conclude
that activation of AGE/RAGE pathway may serve as a second hit that drives simple
steatosis to steatohepatitis and fibrosis. We also conclude that Ala is a potential drug
to treat liver fibrosis associated with NAFLD.
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Gunarathne LS 1, Angus PW 1, 2, Herath CB 1
Development of portal hypertension and identification of drug targets in
cirrhotic and non-cirrhotic portal hypertensive rats
1. Department of Medicine, The University of Melbourne, Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Vic., Australia;
2. Department of Gastroenterology & Hepatology, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia;
Aims
Portal hypertension (PHT) is a life-threatening complication of cirrhosis. Specific drugs
to treat PHT and variceal bleeding, which result from excessive splanchnic
vasodilatation in cirrhosis, is limited. We have previously reported that the renin
angiotensin system (RAS) is a major contributor to splanchnic vasodilatation in
cirrhosis. To identify drug targets, we therefore investigated the development of PHT
in animal models of cirrhotic and non-cirrhotic PHT models and related it to RAS gene
expression profiles of the mesenteric vasculature and the gut.
Methods
Sprague Dawley rats underwent either bile duct ligation (BDL - cirrhotic PHT model)
or partial portal vein ligation (PPVL - non-cirrhotic PHT model). Rats were studied 2and 4-weeks after BDL and 5, 10 and 14 days after PPVL. Sham-operated rats served
as controls. Portal pressure (PP) was measured for 15min by inserting a cannula into
the portal vein under anaesthesia. Gene expression of RAS components including
angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE), ACE2, Mas receptor (MasR) and angiotensin
II type 1 receptor (AT1R) was determined in mesenteric vascular bed (MVB) and gut
tissues by qPCR.
Results
BDL significantly (p<0.001) increased PP at 2-weeks post-surgery, and increased
further (p<0.001) at 4-weeks. The increased PP was coincided with increased
(p<0.001) gene expression of ACE2 and MasR of the alternate RAS in the mesenteric
and gut vasculatures. Whilst ACE gene expression of the classic RAS was not
changed in mesenteric vessels at 2 and 4-weeks, its expression in the gut was
increased (p<0.05) only at 2-weeks. AT1R was increased at 2-weeks in mesenteric
vessels and at 2 and 4-weeks in the gut. In a marked contrast, despite significant
(p<0.001) increases of PP in PPVL rats up to day14, mesenteric expression of ACE2
and AT1R was significantly (p<0.001) downregulated whereas MasR expression
tended to increase. In the gut, only AT1R was significantly (p<0.01) downregulated.
Conclusion
We conclude that the alternate RAS is a potential target for drug intervention in both
cirrhotic and non-cirrhotic PHT.
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ABSTRACT

Title: Education about smoking for Crohn's disease patients
Introduction: Cigarette smoking is detrimental to Crohn’s disease (CD). A 2016
survey at the Austin Hospital revealed high rates of smoking and low rates of
awareness of smoking’s effects amongst CD patients. We examined whether
education could improve awareness about smoking’s relationship to CD.
Additionally, we assessed whether improved awareness was a predictor of change in
smoking behaviour.
Methods: CD patients were prospectively recruited from the inflammatory bowel
disease outpatient clinic at the Austin Hospital from February 2016 to June 2016.
Participants received questionnaires that assessed their knowledge about smoking,
as well as smoking habits. All participants received brief counselling about the
effects of smoking on CD with a researcher, and were given an information sheet.
Follow-up surveys re-assessed participant awareness and smoking habits after a
period of at least two weeks.
Results: 62 patients participated in the study. 32% of participants were current
smokers, 39% were former smokers, and 29% were never-smokers. Upon inclusion,
52% of participants were aware of the relationship between CD and smoking, and
48% were unaware. At follow-up, 55% of participants were aware, and 45% of
participants were unaware. No significant improvement in awareness following
education was found. 3 patients had quit smoking at follow-up. No significant
associations between awareness and smoking habits were found.
Conclusions: Our study was unable to show a meaningful improvement in
awareness following education. Awareness levels remained low throughout the
study, and did not appear to affect smoking behaviour. Improved awareness with
education cannot be assumed, and studies should always re-examine patient
knowledge to ensure education has worked.
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Jennifer M Cori1, Melinda L. Jackson1,2, Maree Barnes1, Justine
Westlake1, Gerard A. Kennedy1,2, and Mark Howard1.
The differential effects of shift work and obstructive sleep apnea on
sleepiness, mood and cognition.
1. Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. School of Health & Biomedical Sciences, RMIT University, Bundoora, Vic.,
Australia;
Aim
The aim of the study was to determine if chronic sleep impairment subsequent
to regular shift work adversely impacts sleepiness, mood and neurocognitive
function. Shift workers were compared to individuals with untreated
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) to determine if poor sleep affects both groups
equally or whether the different aetiologies cause distinct patterns of impact.
Methods
Participants were 41 regular shift workers (with ≥ 24 hours since their last
shift), 41 individuals with untreated OSA and 40 healthy controls. Participants
completed a 3.5 hour test battery that began at ~1pm. The battery included
assessments of sleepiness (Epworth Sleepiness Scale [ESS]), mood (Beck
Depression Index [BDI]), and neurocognitive function (Psychomotor Vigilance
Test [PVT]). Group differences (medians, interquartile ranges) were assessed
by Kruskal-Wallis and paired Dunn’s tests. Significance was set at p<0.05.
Results
The shift work and OSA groups did not differ in sleepiness, but both had
elevated sleepiness compared to the control group (Table 1 – ESS).
Depressive symptoms were highest in the OSA group, followed by the shift
work group and then the control group (Table 1 – BDI). The OSA group had
significantly more lapses than the shift work and control group, with the latter
pair not differing significantly (Table 1 – PVT lapses). Prior shift work research
is primarily focused on acute shift effects. The current study suggests that
regular shift work may also have long term consequences that are similar to
those experienced by individuals with OSA, in respect to sleepiness and
mood, but not neurocognitive function.
Table 1. ESS, BDI and PVT lapses for the shift work (SW), obstructive sleep
apnea (OSA) and control (C) groups.
SW
OSA
C
Sig. Differences
ESS
7 (5-12)
11 (7-15)
5 (3-6)
SW & C; OSA & C
BDI
7 (4-15)
12 (8-18)
4.0 (2-9)
SW & OSA & C
PVT Lapses
2 (0-4.)
3 (2-6)
1 (0-4)
SW & OSA; C & OSA
Conclusion
Individuals with OSA had impaired sleepiness, mood and neurocognitive
function. For the shift-workers, neurocognitive function was equivalent to
healthy individuals, but sleepiness and mood were impaired. Future studies
should assess if these deficits persist with greater recovery time (>24 hours).
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Jennifer M. Cori1,2, Peter D. Rochford1, Fergal J. O’Donoghue1,2, John Trinder2,
and Amy S. Jordan1,2
Hypocapnia has minimal effect on genioglossus muscle after-discharge
elicited by arousal from sleep.
1. Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic., Australia;
Aim
The aim was to determine if arousal from sleep, elicits an elevation in genioglossus
muscle activity that persists following the resumption of sleep, despite arousal
cessation. This phenomenon is referred to as after-discharge. An additional aim was
to determine if CO2 affects genioglossus after-discharge. To investigate this, steadystate hypocapnia and normocapnia were induced during sleep. Arousal was elicited
and genioglossus activity was compared between the two CO2 conditions.
Methods
24 healthy individuals (6 female) slept with a nasal mask and ventilator. Sleep,
ventilation, end-tidal CO2 (PETCO2) and intramuscular genioglossus EMG (EMGGG)
were also measured. Sleep eucapnia was determined during 5 minutes on
continuous positive airway pressure (4cmH2o). Inspiratory pressure support was
increased until PETCO2 was ≥2mmHg below eucapnia to induce hypocapnia.
Additional CO2 was added to reproduce normocapnia, without changing the settings
on the ventilator. Arousal was induced via auditory tones. EMGGG activity was
compared between hypocapnia and normocapnia.

Pre Ar
First Ar
Last Ar
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9
S10

Peak EMGGG (% max)

Results
11 participants (4 female) aged 21.5 ± 4.2 years, with a BMI of 22.8 ± 2.9 kg/m2
provided data. After-discharge, defined as a significant increase in EMGGG activity
above pre-arousal levels (p<0.05), occurred following the return to sleep. For tonic
EMGGG, after-discharge lasted four breaths following the return to sleep, irrespective
4
of CO2 condition. For peak EMGGG after*
# # # # # #
discharge lasted one breath following the return
3
to sleep during hypocapnia and six breaths
2
during normocapnia, but the magnitude of the
1
difference was small (Figure 1). This study is
novel as it demonstrates that arousal is a
0
stimulus capable of eliciting genioglossus afterdischarge that persists on the return to sleep.
This study is also novel in that it showed that Figure 1. Dashed and solid lines show peak EMG for hypocapnic
and normocapnic trials respectively. * and # represent sleep breaths
CO2 state has minimal effect on genioglossus (S1-S10) where EMG was significantly elevated (p<0.05) above
pre-arousal levels for hypocapnia and normocapnia respectively.
after-discharge.
GG

GG

Conclusion
Arousal induced hypocapnia is commonly thought to induce upper airway collapse in
susceptible individuals by reducing dilator muscle activity following the return to
sleep. The findings of this study refute this theory, by demonstrating that dilator
muscle activity is elevated following arousal and that CO2 has only a minimal effect.
Future research should assess individuals susceptible to upper airway collapse.
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Chamula K1,2, McDonald CF1,3,2, Jones D4,3,5, Berlowitz D2,3,1, Hannan L1,2,
Rautela L2, Sheers N2, Xerri R1, Lewis J1, Howard M1,2,3,4
An Audit of the Activity and Outcomes of the Austin Hospital
Respiratory High Dependency Unit.
1. Department of Respiratory and Sleep Medicine, Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Victoria, Australia
2. Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
3. University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria, Australia
4. Monash University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia
5. Intensive Care Unit, Austin Heath, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
Aim: The Austin Hospital Respiratory High Dependency Unit (HDU) provides
single organ support for patients with acute respiratory failure, including noninvasive ventilation and nasal high flow oxygen therapy. There is a lack of
data in the literature documenting Respiratory HDU outcomes. We present
demographic and outcome data for patients undergoing care in the Austin
Hospital Respiratory HDU.
Methods: This retrospective audit describes all admissions to the Respiratory
HDU at the Austin Hospital over the 12 month period January to December
2016. Data are from existing patient records. Logistic regression was used to
identify patient factors related to the primary outcome of in-hospital mortality.
Results:
Demographic data
HDU admissions
Mean age
Underlying disease
COPD
Obesity
Neuromuscular weakness
Hypoxic respiratory failure
Acute hypercapnoea
Acute NIV

n= 83
67.35 SD 16.83
39 (47.00%)
11 (13.25%)
10 (12.05%)
24 (28.92%)
57 (68.67%)
64 (77.12%)

Deaths in hospital
Charlson score including age
Mean
Admission source
Emergency Department
Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
Ward
Post MET call
Not for intubation
MeanHDU length of stay

Outcome: Predictors of in-hospital mortality
Odds ratio
p value
Charlson score* including age on admission
1.41
0.021
Arterial blood gas pH
0.34
0.33
Admission for hypoxaemic respiratory failure
3.86
0.16
Respiratory rate (breaths/minute)
1.03
0.5
Post-MET call care
3.05
0.71
* 1 year mortality rates for Charlson scores: “0”, 12%; “1-2”, 26%; “3-4”, 52%; and “>5, 85%.1

7 (8.43%) 95% CI 8.4-16.6%
5.22 SD 2.68
46 (55.42%)
9 (10.84%)
26 (31.33%)
18 (21.69%)
46 (55.42%)
2.03 days SD 1.46
95% CI
1.05-1.89
0.04-3.04
0.6-24.99
0.94-1.14
0.62-15.1

Conclusion: The HDU has a high turnover of patients, including transition from
ICU and post-MET call care, relieving demand on ICU beds. A proportion of
acutely hypoxaemic patients receive NIV, raising an opportunity for a review
of practice. Markers of respiratory failure severity did not correlate with inhospital mortality, whereas Charlson score with age at admission had a
positive association. These findings provide prognostic indicators that could
guide decisions regarding appropriateness of Respiratory HDU care.
Reference: 1. Charlson ME et al. A new method of classifying prognostic comorbidity
in longitudinal studies: Development and validation. J Chron Dis. 1987, 40(5): 373383
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In search of a feasible and accurate Peak Cough Flow measurement device for clinical use.
Ahrens M,1,2 Sheers N,1,3,4 Rochford P,1,3 Henderson S,1 Berney S,2,4 Howard M.E,1,3,4
Berlowitz D.J.1,3,4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Austin Health, Heidelberg, VIC, Australia
Department of Physiotherapy, Austin Health, Heidelberg, VIC, Australia
Department of Respiratory and Sleep Medicine, Austin Health, Heidelberg, VIC, Australia
The University of Melbourne, Parkville, VIC, Australia

Aim
Peak Cough Flow (PCF) is proposed as a measure of cough effectiveness however there are no
standardised procedures describing measurement of this outcome. Study aims were to i)
determine the relationship between a laboratory gold-standard and a portable spirometer and ii)
investigate the potential effect of measuring PCF with an oro-nasal mask compared to a
mouthpiece.
Methods
Experiment 1: PCF manoeuvres were obtained from three normal subjects using two devices
connected randomly in series: a hand-held ultrasonic spirometer (PCFEO)(EasyOneTM Model 2010)
and a linear screen pneumotachograph (PCFPn)(Hans Rudolph 3700 series).
Experiment 2: PCF manoeuvres were obtained on the EasyOneTM spirometer using a mouthpiece
(PCFMP) or an oro-nasal mask (PCFONM), with interface order determined randomly.
Student t-tests, intraclass correlation coefficients (ICC) and a Bland-Altman analysis were
performed to determine inter-device agreement and to compare interfaces.
Results
Experiment 1: Ninety pairs of PCF data were collected. Mean ± SD PCFEO = 338.76 L/min ±
105.45 L/min and PCFPn = 343.97 L/min ± 108.92 L/min. A mean difference of -5.22 L/min ± 18.71
L/min (p=0.001) was found between the two devices, which was not considered clinically
significant. ICC was computed at 0.98 and Pearson’s correlation r=0.98.
Experiment 2: Twenty-one data points were collected for both PCFMP and PCFONM. Mean ± SD
PCFMP value was 536.57 L/min ± 22.53 L/min (CV = 0.04), compared to 486.29 L/min ± 42.95
L/min (CV = 0.09) for PCFONM. There was a statistically significant difference in PCF when using
the oro-nasal mask compared to a mouthpiece (mean difference = -50.29 L/min ± 42.37 L/min
(p<0.001)). An ICC of -0.11 and Pearson’s coefficient r=-0.13 was computed.
Conclusion
PCF measurements using a portable spirometer are comparable to the laboratory standard. Use
of a facemask with the EasyOneTM spirometer underestimates PCF value. Interface should be
standardised within individuals when measuring this outcome in clinical practice.
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Naughton P,1,2 Sheers N,1,3,4 Ruehland W,1,3 Rochford P.D,1,3 Howard
M.E,1,3,4 Berlowitz D.J.1,3,4
Comparison of Data Logger and Self-Report Diary for recording of Lung
Volume Recruitment sessions in people with Neuromuscular Disease
1. Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
2. Department of Physiotherapy, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
3. Department of Respiratory and Sleep Medicine, Austin Health, Heidelberg,
Vic., Australia
4. The University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic., Australia
Aim:
Lung volume recruitment (LVR) is a technique used by people with
neuromuscular disease to enhance cough and deep breathing. The aim of this
study was to determine whether self-reported LVR use matched LVR use
recorded by a purpose-built data logger fitted to the LVR circuit.
Methods:
Participants reported the number of therapy sessions performed per day in a
diary and the data logger attached to the LVR circuit recorded usage.
Participants had to activate the LVR data logger prior to each session for
counts to be recorded. Concordance was reported as absolute agreement
between number of diary sessions reported and the logger data per day over
a 60-day period.
Results:
Data from 16 participants (960 participant days) were analysed. A total of 933
diary reports and 880 logger records were collected; one diary was lost, two
data loggers malfunctioned and one was misplaced. Paired data were
available for 853 participant days. There was high agreement between the
number of sessions recorded per day between measures (77% concordant).
Disagreement typically favoured more sessions self-reported in diary (18%)
versus data logger recordings (5%). Ten participants demonstrated
agreement for more than 75% of the 60-day period. Two participants’ data
agreed less than 50% of the time.
Conclusion:
Participants demonstrated high concordance between number of self-reported
sessions and data logger recordings. Higher diary reporting may suggest
over-estimation of self-reported LVR use, or a potential failure to activate the
LVR data logger. When there is either absolute agreement or discordance
favouring the logger, the logger data is likely to be accurate. When there is
discordance in the direction of the diary, limitations of the recording
technology mean actual adherence may be under-estimated. The data logger
is likely to measure true LVR use accurately more than 80% of the time and
hence provides a conservative estimate of adherence.
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Randomised controlled trial of polysomnography titration of nocturnal noninvasive ventilation
Hannan LM1,2, Rautela L1,2, Berlowitz DJ1,2, Sheers N1,2, Chao C1,2, O’Donoghue
F1,2, McDonald CF1,2 and Howard ME1,2
(1) Institute for Breathing and Sleep, (2) Respiratory and Sleep Medicine, Austin
Health
Aim: To determine if polysomnography (PSG) titration of non-invasive ventilation
(NIV) results in less patient-ventilator asynchrony (PVA) and sleep disruption than
daytime titration alone.
Methods: Prospective randomised controlled trial with individuals starting long-term
NIV allocated to Control (daytime titration + sham PSG titration) or PSG (daytime
titration + PSG titration). Primary outcome was the PVA and arousal indices on PSG
at 10 weeks. Secondary outcomes were adherence, gas exchange (PaCO2,
oximetry), symptoms (somnolence, sleep quality, fatigue, dyspnoea) and healthrelated quality of life (HRQoL)
Results: Sixty participants were randomised. Most (88.3%) had a neuromuscular
disorder. There was one death, two drop-outs and three in each group did not
complete the final PSG. PVA was less frequent in the PSG group (PSG 25.7 (12-68)
vs. Control 41.0 (28-182), p=0.046) but there was no difference in arousals (PSG
11.4 (9-19) vs. Control 14.6 (11-19), p=0.258). Overall adherence was not different
except among those with poor early adherence (<4hrs/day) who increased their use
after PSG titration (PSG +95min (29-161) vs. Control -23min (-86 to 39), p=0.01).
PaCO2, somnolence and subjective sleep quality improved to a similar extent. There
was no difference in nocturnal gas exchange or HRQoL.
Conclusions: PSG titration of nocturnal NIV is associated with less PVA but not less
sleep disruption than daytime titration. PSG titration improved NIV adherence in
those who were poor users initially. No other short-term clinical benefits were
demonstrated in this stable outpatient population. Further studies may help clarify
the role of PSG titration of NIV.
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Validation of a two-stage screening model to predict moderate to severe
obstructive sleep apnea in chronic tetraplegia
Marnie Gracoab, Rachel Schembria, Susan Crossc, Chinnaya Thiyagarajanc,
Shirin Shafazandd, Najib Ayase, Mark Nashd, Sally Greenf, David J Berlowitzab
a

Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Austin Health, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
The University of Melbourne, Department of Medicine Melbourne, Victoria,
Australia
c
National Spinal Injuries Centre, Stoke-Mandeville Hospital, Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire, UK
d
The University of Miami, Miller School of Medicine, Miami, Florida, USA
e
University of British Columbia, Department of Medicine, Vancouver, BC, Canada
f
Monash University, School of Public Health and Preventive Medicine, Melbourne,
Victoria, Australia
b

Abstract
Background: Prevalence of Obstructive Sleep Apnea (OSA) in people with chronic
spinal cord injury (SCI) is estimated at between 28% and 77%. Current guidelines
recommend polysomnography (PSG) for all people with SCI and symptoms of OSA.
However PSG is a resource intensive and frequently inaccessible test, especially in
SCI. A two-stage model of questionnaire followed by overnight oximetry has been
found to accurately detect moderate to severe OSA in the able-bodied.
Aim: To determine whether a similar two-stage model can detect moderate to severe
OSA in chronic tetraplegia.
Methods: An existing dataset of 78 people with tetraplegia was used to modify the
existing two-stage screening model. Cut-offs for the model were estimated with
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve analysis. Multivariate analysis
identified risk factors for a new tetraplegia specific questionnaire. Model accuracy
using both the original and new questionnaires was evaluated prospectively in 100
participants with chronic, traumatic tetraplegia across four international SCI units.
Results: Injury completeness, sleepiness, self-reported snoring and apneas were
included in the new questionnaire (ROC Area Under Curve (AUC) 0.87 (95%CI 0.790.95)). Oxygen desaturation index was also highly predictive (ROC AUC 0.93 (0.870.98)). The original two-stage model had a sensitivity and specificity of 83%(66-93)
and 85%(73-93) in the development group, and 79%(67-88) and 81%(68-90) in the
validation group. The new two-stage model had a sensitivity and specificity of
83%(65-87) of 88%(75-94) in the development group, and 77%(60-87) and 81%(6890) in the validation group. 17% and 22% participants were excluded from overnight
oximetry with the original and new questionnaires, respectively.
Conclusion: The screening models can predict moderate to severe OSA in chronic
tetraplegia with reasonable accuracy. The tetraplegia questionnaire ruled out more
people for overnight oximetry and is more easily completed in the outpatient setting.
Clinical implementation of this screening model could substantially increase the
detection of OSA in tetraplegia and improve access to treatments.
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Khor YH1,2,3,4, Goh NSL1,2,4, Glaspole IN4,5, Holland AE2,4,6, McDonald
CF1,2,3
Exertional desaturation in interstitial lung disease
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic., Australia;
Alfred Health, Melbourne, Vic., Australia;
Monash University, Melbourne, Vic., Australia;
La Trobe University, Melbourne, Vic., Australia.

Aim
Exertional desaturation is an important predictor of mortality in patients with
interstitial lung disease (ILD). This study aimed to evaluate the prevalence
and management of exertional desaturation in patients attending two ILD
clinics.
Methods
We retrospectively analysed the prospective ILD registries of Alfred Health
(between October 2010 and January 2017) and Austin Health (between
February 2015 to January 2017). All patients with baseline 6-minute walk
tests (6MWT) were included. Exertional desaturation was defined as a fall in
oxyhaemoglobin saturation to 88% or less during 6MWT. We evaluated the
prescription of ambulatory oxygen therapy (AOT) among those with exertional
desaturation.
Results
Of the 400 patients, 214 (54%) had exertional desaturation. The prevalence
increased with the severity of lung function impairment [FVC (% pred): < 75:
33%, 50-75: 69%, < 50: 86%; DLCO (% pred): > 55: 20%, 36-55: 64%, ≤ 35:
93%; p < 0.0001 for both). There was no significant difference in the
prevalence of exertional desaturation among common disease subtypes
[idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis: 83/134 (62%), chronic hypersensitivity
pneumonitis: 37/57 (65%), connective tissue disease-related ILD: 21/44
(48%); chi-square: p = 0.17). Among the desaturators, 72 (34%) were
prescribed AOT. Multiple logistic regression showed independent associations
between AOT prescription and shorter 6-minute walk distance (p = 0.009) and
worse dyspnoea (UCSD Shortness of Breath Questionnaire; p = 0.018).
Conclusion
Exertional desaturation is common in patients with ILD, even in those with
mild physiological impairment. More severely impaired exercise capacity and
worse dyspnoea are associated with prescription of AOT in ILD.
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Avraam J1,2, O’Donoghue F1,, Brazzale D1 , Rochford, P1, Dawson A2,
Jordan A1,2
The effect of sleep on lung volumes in normal and over-weight men and
women
1. Institute for Breathing and Sleep, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
2. University of Melbourne, Parkville, Vic., Australia
Aim
Low lung volumes (LV’s) are thought to contribute to upper airway collapse
and thus obstructive sleep apnea (OSA)1. Supine posture and increased body
weight both reduce LV’s during wake2 as does sleep in normal weight men3.
However, the influence of sleep on LV’s in women and over-weight individuals
is unknown. The aim was therefore to measure supine and lateral functional
residual capacity (FRC) during wake, NREM and REM in normal weight (NW:
BMI<25) and over-weight (OW: BMI ≥25) men (M) and women (F).
Methods
Standard polysomnography with a sealed, non-vented, nasal/oro-nasal mask
was used for measurement of FRC via N2 washout.

LATERAL

SUPINE

Results
Preliminary analysis on 58 subjects is shown. FRC is expressed in Litres
BTPS (L) and % of seated predicted values (mean ± SEM).
N
FRCwake (L) FRCwake(%)
FRCNREM (L) FRCNREM(%)
11
2.2±0.12
71±6
1.7±0.12*
55±4
NWM
11
1.7±0.10
63±3
1.5±0.10*
54±3
NWF
10
1.9±0.17
58±5
1.5±0.18*
46±5
OWM
8
1.6±0.18
62±3
1.1±0.13*
43±4
OWF
10
3.0±0.12
93±4
2.4±0.22*
75±7
NWM
9
1.9±0.15
71±4
1.7±0.15*
63±5
NWF
11
2.4±0.18
72±5
1.9±0.17*
56±5
OWM
11
1.9±0.16
72±5
1.5±0.21*
56±7
OWF
FRC falls significantly (*) from wake to NREM in all groups and in both body
positions. Limited data were obtained in REM (n between 4-8 per group) but
FRC was similar to NREM values in these individuals.
Conclusion
Reductions in lung volumes during sleep may contribute to upper airway
collapse in OSA while supine and with increased body weight but appear
unlikely to explain the worsening of OSA in REM and in men versus women.
References
1. Stanchina ML, Malhatora A, Fogel, RB, Trinder J, Edwards JK, Schory K, and
White DP. The influence of lung volume on pharyngeal mechanics, collapsibility
and genioglossus muscle activation during sleep. Sleep. 2003; 26:851-856.
2. Jones RL and Nzekwu MM. The effects of body mass index on lung volumes.
Chest. 2006; 130:827-833
3. Hudgel DW, Devadatta P. Decrease in functional residual capacity during sleep in
normal humans. Journal of Applied Physiology. 1984; 57(5):1319 – 1322.
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Vlaskamp DRM1,2, Shaw B2, Burgess R2, Scheffer IE2,3
SYNGAP1 gene mutations are associated with a broad phenotypic spectrum
1. University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen, Groningen, the
Netherlands
2. Epilepsy Research Centre, Department of Medicine, University of Melbourne,
Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
3. Department of Paediatrics, University of Melbourne, Royal Children’s
Hospital, Parkville, Victoria, Australia
Aim
Mutations in SYNGAP1, a gene for synaptic function, has been identified in cohorts
with intellectual disability (ID), epileptic encephalopathy and neurodevelopmental
disorders. We aimed to describe the phenotypic spectrum of SYNGAP1 and to
evaluate genotype-phenotype correlations.
Methods
We recruited patients via international SYNGAP1 support group media and clinics in
Australia, Italy, China and the Netherlands. All patients were interviewed using a
detailed and standardized seizure questionnaire. Molecular and clinical data from
medical centres were obtained for all patients.
Results
We have 54 patients with SYNGAP1 mutations: 29 truncating mutations, 15
missense mutations or inframe insertions/deletions and 10 genotypes are unknown.
One additional patient had a chromosome 6p23.1 deletion including SYNGAP1.
Preliminary analysis showed that most patients had moderate-severe ID and a
developmental and epileptic encephalopathy (DEE). However, six patients had
normal intellect and one had no epilepsy. Seizures were predominantly generalized:
absence, myoclonic and atonic seizures were frequent. Four patients had epileptic
spasms and three had focal seizures only. Autism, behavioural problems, sleep and
feeding difficulties, high pain thresholds and abnormalities on examination were
frequent.
Conclusion
We describe the SYNGAP1-related phenotypic spectrum which now includes cases
with normal intellect, patients who only had focal seizures and patients with spasms.
Our study will help clinicians to recognize, understand and manage patients with
SYNGAP1 mutations.
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Background
Cerebral microbleeds (CMB) are known to be associated with intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH).
However, the relationship between CMB burden and ICH volume and aetiology remains unclear.
Aims
To characterise the prevalence of CMBs in a population presenting with ICH, the association
between CMB burden and ICH volume and the relationship between CMB location and ICH
location.
Methods
MRI data was collected from ICH patients presenting to the Royal Melbourne Hospital between
January 2011 and August 2016. Aetiology was defined according to SMASH-U criteria, and ICH
and CMB location were classified as lobar, deep or infratentorial. CMBs were assessed on
susceptibility weighted imaging (SWI). ICH volumes were calculated using semi-automated
planimetry on baseline CT.
Results
Seventy-eight patients (mean age 62 years, 43.6% female) were included. The most common ICH
aetiologies were cerebral amyloid angiopathy (CAA) (33.2%) and hypertension (30.8%). ICHs
were lobar in 46.2%, deep in 32.1% and infratentorial in 21.8%.
CMB prevalence was 61.5% (median CMB burden = 1, IQR 0-4.25). When present, CMBs were
noted in multiple cerebral locations in 54.2% of cases. Hypertensive haemorrhages had more
deep CMBs than other SMASH-U aetiologies (Kruskal Wallis, p = 0.025).
Median ICH volume was 6.8mL (IQR 2.5mL-13.1mL). There was no significant correlation
between CMB number and ICH volume overall (p > 0.05). However, in patients with CAA, there
was a significant association between ICH volume and number of lobar CMBs (Spearman’s rho =
0.391, p = 0.048). On multivariable zero inflated Poisson regression analysis, after adjusting for
age and ICH aetiology, ICH volume was independently associated with an increased number of
CMBs (incidence rate ratio [IRR] = 1.018, p < 0.001).
Patients with lobar ICH tended to have CMBs in a lobar distribution, whereas patients with deep
or infratentorial ICH were more likely to have CMBs in multiple regions or regions other than
that of the ICH (Fishers Exact p = 0.017).
Conclusion
CMBs are common in patients with ICH. The present study has demonstrated that CMB burden is
associated with ICH volume. Patients with deep and infratentorial ICH (typically related to
hypertension) had more widespread CMBs than patients with lobar ICH.
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Impact of Privately Funded Genetic Testing in the Austin Familial Cancer Clinic
of Genetics in the North East
Anna Leaver1*, Matthew Burgess1*, Stephanie Kearton1*, Thomas John

1,2

1

Genetics in the North East, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
Olivia Newton-John Cancer Wellness & Research Centre, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
* Equal first authors
2

Over time, the cost of mutation detection testing has decreased making privately funded
testing more accessible to patients. Some of the patients choosing to have privately
funded testing are referred for genetic assessment as it may impact their cancer
treatment decisions, although the likelihood of identifying a pathogenic mutation is low.
Other patients wish to arrange privately funded testing to refine risk assessment advice
for themselves or family members.
The number of patients proceeding with privately funded testing at the Austin Familial
Cancer Clinic (FCC) has increased. The tests available to patients has also changed over
time with single gene or paired gene (eg. BRCA1 and BRCA2) testing being replaced with
routine testing of panels of genes. An audit of privately funded mutation detection
testing arranged through the Austin FCC was performed and the results will be
presented.
We examined which tests are privately funded by Austin FCC patients and the frequency
of these tests over time to assess their impact on the Clinic workload. We also
compared the mutation detection frequency of privately funded tests and tests
performed when clinical criteria for State funded testing were met.
Uptake of privately funded testing is likely to continue to increase as costs further
reduce. By examining these trends we aim to gain insight into the impact this type of
testing has on service delivery, risk estimation, and overall management. These results
will allow an improved understanding of service provision and facilitate mechanisms
through which these patients may potentially be managed by treating specialists outside
the Austin FCC. We will also assess the outcome of privately funded testing to better
appreciate its utility.
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Patient experience of “Being Admitted to Rehabilitation”
Fran Pearce 1 Rebecca Boyd 2
Education Coordinator CNE Department. Austin Health, Melbourne 1. Post Graduate
Nursing student/ ANUM Mellor Unit. Austin Health, Melbourne 2
Introduction: Rehabilitation services are fundamental in enhancing patients’ functional
independence and play an integral role in patient flow between acute and sub-acute
services. There is limited literature about the impact on the patient of the transition from
acute to rehabilitation services
Aim: The study aimed to explore the patient’s understanding and expectations of
Rehabilitation.
Design: Qualitative study Semi-structured interviews of newly admitted patients admitted

to The Mellor Unit at Austin Health.
Methods: The study collected patient’s understanding and expectations of their
Rehabilitation based at the Mellor Unit at Austin Health. (n=5).

Semi-structured interviews of patients were obtained within 24 hrs of admission. Thematic
analysis was used to derive important themes.
Findings: Patients had numerous misconceptions about Rehabilitation.
“Being sent to Rehab”
Explanations for the rationale for their rehabilitation admission such as “The Austin sent me”
were common. Increased access to Allied Health interventions was cited most often for the
reason for transfer to Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation as an unknown concept
Rehabilitation was experienced as a venue - the Mellor Unit.
Patients actively sought information on their rehabilitation program, including length of stay,
discharge criteria.
Worried about their future
All patients were “glad and “relieved” they had sent to Rehabilitation, stating they had not felt
ready for discharge. Anxiety and uncertainly about how their life would be, and the impact of
their disability on their family were common themes.
Conclusions: Rehabilitation is a complex process of coming to terms with physical and
social limitations to normalise a new sense of self. The transition from Acute to Rehabilitation
services is an unknown concept for patients and a source of anxiety.
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Nurses’ perceptions of their role in patient education for spinal cord injury
rehabilitation.
Mongo, R. T,1 Millard, M. S,1 Alexander, J. A, 1 Barr, C.

2

1 Victoria Spinal Cord Service, Austin Health, Victoria, Australia
2 Flinders University, South Australia, Australia

Abstract
Introduction
Patient education is a key component of rehabilitation for people with spinal cord injury by
which patients acquire the knowledge and information they need to transition from hospital
to community and can live with the lifelong disability. Rehabilitation nurses have the key role
of educating patients and family members so that they can cope with the physiologic
changes and the challenges resulting from spinal cord injury. The aim of this research was
to explore nurses’ perceptions of their role in patient education for spinal cord injury
rehabilitation.
Method: Participants were ten registered and enrolled nurses with over three years’
experience working permanently on the spinal rehabilitation unit in either a part-time or
fulltime capacity. Descriptive semi-structured interviews were conducted. Transcripts were
analysed by thematic analysis.
Results: Four themes emerged from the study interviews, role implementation which
described what and how nurses teach their patients; role facilitators where experience and
skill sets were identified; role barriers where time constraints and lack of updated resources
were outlined and; role enhancement strategies where designated quiet education areas
and educational programs for nurses to learn and/or update their patient education skills
were suggested.
Conclusion: Nurses’ patient education role is key to spinal cord injury rehabilitation
outcomes therefore enforcing strategies that promote role implementation and minimise role
barriers is essential and is strongly recommended.
Keywords: Spinal cord injury, spinal cord injury rehabilitation, nurses’
perceptions, patient education
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What are the nurse’s perceptions of the utilisation and usefulness of the
bedside risk assessment white board in the delivery and promotion of
nursing care on a rehabilitation unit?
Mandundu, V., MacDonald, L.
Introduction:
The bedside risk assessment white board (BRAWB) was formalised to be a
visual aid to assist nursing staff on the Mellor Ward at the bedside to provide
safe and efficient nursing care. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the BRAWB is
not being updated and utilised appropriately on the Mellor Ward. This poses a
potential clinical risk to patients.
Aim:
To explore how to ensure the vital risk assessment contained on the BRAWB is
updated in real-time and utilised in a clinically relevant manner on the Mellor
Ward.
Method:
A survey of nursing staff on the Mellor Ward at Royal Talbot Rehabilitation
Centre perceptions of the usefulness of the BRAWB, utilising a structured
questionnaire of closed and open-ended questions will be undertaken.
Results:
Staff perceptions of the utilisation and usefulness of the BRAWB and its role in
the delivery and promotion of nursing care will be analysed.

This QI project offers an opportunity for the researcher and the Education
team to provide intensive in-services regarding the benefit of the BRAWB to
improve the delivery and promotion of nursing care. Alternatively, results from
the project may mandate the use of a more user friendly tool to assist nursing
staff on the Mellor Ward at the bedside to provide safe and efficient nursing
care.
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Moorhouse B,1,2 Mainprize E,2 Douglas J,3 Fisher, C4
Impact of Group Art on those with Complex Behavioural Cognitive and
Communicative Needs Following ABI?
1.Speech Pathology Department, Royal Talbot Rehabilitation Centre, Austin
Health, Kew, Vic., Australia;
2.Brain Disorders Program, Royal Talbot Rehabilitation Centre, Austin Health,
Kew, Vic., Australia;
3.Living with Disability Research Centre, School of Allied Health,
La Trobe University, Bundoora Vic., Australia;
4.Psychology Department, Melbourne Health, Parkville, Vic., Australia
Aim
To evaluate engagement levels amongst individuals with an acquired brain
injury and severe behavioural difficulties during an art therapy group versus a
conventional discussion group. Residents on the inpatient unit where the
research took place are not routinely invited to attend an off unit art therapy
group because of risks of absconding and aggressive behaviour.
Method
Data on participation levels across regular weekly group sessions was
collected for nine individuals using an empirical single case time series
design. There were six baseline data points for a sports discussion group,
followed by 10 intervention data points collected during art therapy groups
and a further six return to baseline data points for subsequent sports
discussion groups. Discussion groups were led by a Speech Pathologist and
covered information regarding recent sporting news - e.g. football results and
Olympics news. Each art therapy group had a different theme (e.g. mask
making or stenciling). Participants were free to come and go as they pleased.
Interviews conducted with facilitators after each art therapy group and each
return to baseline discussion group were also transcribed and qualitative
themes coded.
Results
Preliminary results presented focus on one participant with significant
language, cognitive, and psychiatric issues who found attendance at “talking”
groups particularly challenging. He did not attend any baseline discussion
groups, but participated in nearly all art therapy groups. Interestingly, he also
then attended most subsequent discussion groups. His participation is
captured in a time series graph with qualitative data used to illustrate findings.
Conclusion
Results provide preliminary evidence of the potential art therapy has to
support group participation for individuals who feel uncomfortable attending
traditional “talking” groups. Further individual and group data will provide
greater insights into those who might benefit from this less language based
approach which allows for non-verbal forms of individual expression.
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Investigating the in vivo role of the EHF transcription factor during development and homeostasis
Reehorst CM1,2, Nightingale R1, Chopin M3, Dhillon AS1,2 and Mariadason JM1,2
1. Olivia Newton-John Cancer Research Institute, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia;
2. School of Cancer Medicine, La Trobe University, Bundoora, Vic, Australia;
3. Walter and Eliza Hall Institute of Medical Research, Parkville, Vic, Australia.

Objective
The EHF transcription factor is a member of the epithelial-specific Ets (ESE) subgroup of the Ets family of
transcription factors and is highly expressed in epithelial tissues including colon, prostate and pancreas.
EHF has been shown to possess context and tissue dependent functionality during progression and
metastasis of various epithelial cancers, but its role in normal development and homeostasis is yet to be
explored. Other members of the ESE subgroup (Elf3 and Elf5) are critical for normal embryonic
development and homeostasis in mice. Hence, the aim of this study was to investigate the impact of
murine Ehf deletion on embryonic development, overall health and survival.
Methods
A novel mouse strain was generated in which the Ets DNA binding site (exon 8) of Ehf was flanked by
loxP sites (EHFlox/lox). To inactive Ehf in the whole body, EHFlox/lox mice were crossed to CMVCre mice to
develop a germline Ehf null (EHF-/-) mouse strain. EHF-/- and EHFlox/lox control mice were monitored for up
to one year. Ehf expression was determined by qPCR. Various tissues were collected and histologically
assessed at various time points. Immune cell populations were determined by flow cytometry.
Results
The novel mouse model was validated by qPCR, where EHF-/- mice exhibited complete loss of Ehf mRNA
expression in all tissues sampled. EHF-/- mice are born at a lower than expected Mendelian ratio, and
those that survive past embryogenesis are smaller in size and develop a series of pathologies over time
that impact their overall health and survival. Specifically, the majority of EHF-/- mice develop
papillomatous warts under their chin and abscesses near their genital areas which show evidence of
infection with bacteria such as Staphylococcus and Proteus. In rare cases EHF-/- mice also develop
cataracts and corneal ulcers. As a consequence of these health issues the majority of EHF-/- mice had to
be euthanized before the study endpoint of one year. Histological examination of epithelial tissues
where Ehf is highly expressed reveals no gross abnormalities, whereas the skin draining lymph nodes
near the chin exhibited some evidence of hyperplasia in the EHF-/- mice prior to disease onset.
Quantification of different immune cell populations identifies Langerhans cells to be modestly downregulated in the EHF-/- mice.
Conclusion
Ehf is important for normal mouse development during embryogenesis and for homeostasis. Preliminary
data suggest the development of disease may be driven by defects in the immune system of EHF-/- mice,
although these effects may also be due to defects in the epithelial barrier or a combination of both.
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DEVELOPING A NEW MODEL OF BLADDER MANAGEMENT FOR SPINAL CORD INJURY (SCI)
Bragge P1, Goodwin D1, Nunn A2, Byrne C2, Brock J3.
1
Behaviour Works, Monash University, Clayton, Melbourne
2
Victorian Spinal Cord Service, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Melbourne
3
School of Biomedical Sciences, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Melbourne
BACKGROUND AND AIM(S)
Urological complications following spinal cord injury are common, costly, and greatly affect the
quality of life of SCI individuals. Following a SCI the bladder is usually managed with an
indwelling catheter (IDC) or intermittent catheterisation (IC). Clinical practice guidelines
recommend IC as this reduces urinary tract infection (UTI) risk compared with IDC. Recent
evidence indicates the infection is more than opportunistic: with evidence of changes to the
epithelial lining of the bladder (urothelium) that render it less able to defend against infection.
To assist with implementing this new model of care at the Victorian Spinal Cord Service, an
algorithm was developed to guide clinicians on when to remove the IDC and commence IC.
METHOD
A review of four clinical practice guidelines, 18 systematic reviews and 11 primary studies
pertaining to Urological care and catheter management following SCI was undertaken. This
reinforced the evidence base behind the algorithm.
Using a qualitative research design, 21 individuals were interviewed to explore clinicians’ and
patients’ views on SCI urinary catheter care. This assisted to understand the lived experience
and barriers to implementation of IC.
Several drafts of the algorithm were reviewed in collaboration with Spinal Consultants, Urology
Consultants, Nursing Staff and Allied health to assist to refine the algorithm.
RESULT(S)
Final Algorithm developed involving 3 key phases. Preserve, Engage and Plan. The algorithm was
disseminated widely through its’ inclusion in hospital guidelines, posters and pocket help cards.
CONCLUSION(S)
The algorithm forms the basis of a multi-faceted behaviour change intervention to embed the
model into practice. Involving all stakeholders in the development ensured ownership,
facilitating the support and application of the algorithm.
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UNDERSTANDING DRIVERS OF BEHAVIOUR TO SUPPORT KNOWLEDGE TRANSLATION: THE
EXAMPLE OF URINARY CATHETER MANAGEMENT FOLLOWING SPINAL CORD INJURY
Goodwin D2, Lennox A2, Byrne C1, Nunn A1, Braaf S2, Bragge P2
1
Victorian Spinal Cord Service, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia
2
BehaviourWorks Australia, Monash Sustainable Development Institute, Monash University, Australia
3
Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Monash University, Australia
BACKGROUND AND AIM
Current evidence suggests that transitioning from an indwelling catheter (IDC) to intermittent
catheters (IC) in the early acute phase following spinal cord injury (SCI) can reduce urological
complications. Practice audits at the Victorian Spinal Cord Service demonstrated long delays in
implementing IC following SCI. This study explored barriers and facilitators of best practice in this
area to inform a practice change intervention to be delivered in 2017.
METHOD
Using a qualitative research design, we conducted 21 individual interviews to explore clinicians’ and
patients’ views on SCI urinary catheter care. Thematic analysis was guided by the Theoretical
Domains Framework (TDF) to categorise identified behavioural drivers of catheter care.
RESULTS
The key domains of the TDF resulting from the qualitative interviews were ‘social influences’, ‘skills’,
‘knowledge’, ‘environmental context and resources’, ‘beliefs about capabilities’ and ‘beliefs about
consequences’.
Although staff generally recognised that transitioning from IDCs to ICs was best practice, multiple
factors influenced this behaviour. Participants reported access to resources (e.g. staff time and
catheter type) and social influences as strong drivers of staff and patient behaviour. There were
inconsistencies between staff regarding best evidence-informed practice in this area. Similarly, the
skill and technique in performing and teaching IC was variable. Lack of emotional and physical
readiness for ICs was frequently cited as a reason to delay transition to IC. There were strong beliefs
around whether patients had the capability or inclination to perform ICs, particularly beyond the
clinical setting. These were in part influenced by perceptions of access to IC which is more expensive
than other management options.
CONCLUSIONS
The identified TDF domains have been pivotal to tailoring the knowledge translation approach and
have been used to develop a multi-faceted behaviour change strategy addressing these barriers to
best evidence-informed bladder care following acute SCI.
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Optimising deceased donor kidney organs outcomes: Matching donor graft life-years to
recipients
B. Yong1,2, K. Paizis2, L. Churilov2, D. Power2 and F. Ierino1
1

Department of Nephrology, St Vincent’s Health, Melbourne; The University of Melbourne,
Melbourne. 2Department of Nephrology, Austin Health, Melbourne; The University of
Melbourne, Melbourne.
Introduction
The current allocation of deceased donor kidney organs in Australia does not match
expected graft life-years to patient life-expectancy. Such longevity mismatches between
donor grafts and recipients consequently result in loss of potential graft life. Allocation
processes currently allow younger kidney grafts to be allocated to older recipients, where
the grafts would be expected to outlive its recipients. Since donor organs are a valuable
community resource, matching donor graft life with recipient life expectancy would
optimise the utility of donor organs.
Aims
(1) Correlate deceased donor kidney graft longevity to recipient life expectancy; (2)
Determine how many graft life-years are not fully utilised due to longevity mismatching
Methods
Adult deceased donor kidney transplants from a single centre (n=139 pairs) from 2011 to
2015 were examined retrospectively. Two validated clinical calculators, the Australian
Kidney Donor Profile Index (KDPI) and Expected Post-Transplant Survival (EPTS) were used
to predict graft and patient survival respectively. Data for the KDPI and EPTS parameters
were collected from the clinical notes and transplant registry databases. The statistical
relationship between KDPI and EPTS scores was then correlated using the Spearman rank
correlation.
Results
Total transplants performed during the analysed period was 139 donor grafts with the
following characteristics: (a) mean donor age 50.3 years, (b) mean serum creatinine
101.2 mol/L, (c) cause of donor death; 53.7% died due to spontaneous intracranial
haemorrhage or ischaemic stroke, 59.4% were donors after brain death, (d) 38.1% had
hypertension and (e) 7.9% had diabetes mellitus. Among recipients, the mean age was 57.1
years, average duration on dialysis was 4.14 years, 33% had diabetes mellitus and 9.1% had
a prior graft. The mean KDPI was 66.3% and the mean EPTS was 51.9%. A statistical analysis
between KDPI and EPTS demonstrated a poor correlation with a Spearman rank correlation
of 0.0764 (p=0.4147).
Conclusion
The present study demonstrates that the current National Organ Matching Scheme does not
optimise the allocation of organs to graft life years. This consequently leads to loss of
potential graft life-years. Our study supports longevity matching in practice by matching
KDPI and EPTS during the allocation process to better utilise donor organs life-years.
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Inability to Increase Fatty Acid Oxidation Following Renal Injury
Worsens Renal Fibrosis
Authors: Mardiana Lee1,2,3, Peter F Mount1,2, Marina Katerelos1,2, Kurt
Gleich1,2, David A Power1,2,3
1Kidney

Laboratory, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
of Nephrology, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia
3Department of Medicine, The University of Melbourne, Heidelberg, Vic.,
Australia
2Department

Background: Recent studies have reported reduced expression of genes
regulating fatty acid metabolism in fibrotic kidneys[1]. However, the exact role
of fatty acid metabolism in renal fibrosis is still unclear. To answer this
question, we used mice with knock-in mutations of the regulatory S79 and
S212 phosphorylation sites in acetyl CoA carboxylase 1 and 2 (ACC 1/2 KI)
which have reduced ability to increase fatty acid oxidation when stressed.
Aim: to determine whether reduced fatty acid oxidation contributes to renal
fibrosis.
Methods: The folic acid nephropathy (FAN) and unilateral ureteric obstruction
(UUO) models were induced in male ACC1/2KI mice and wild type (WT)
controls. Mice were sacrificed at 14 and 7 days, respectively. Samples were
studied by histomorphometry, Western blot and qRT-PCR.
Results: There was no difference in the appearance or function of ACC1/2KI
kidneys at 8-10 weeks of age compared with WT. Reduced expression of
genes controlling fatty acid oxidation was confirmed in the FAN model. In both
FAN and UUO models there was increased accumulation of lipid by Oil Red O
staining in ACC1/2KI mice (p<0.05 and p<0.01, respectively). Sirius red
staining demonstrated increased fibrosis in ACC1/2KI mice in both models
(p<0.05 and p<0.001). This was associated with increased expression of αsmooth muscle actin by Western blot (p<0.05) and qRT-PCR (p<0.01). In the
FAN model, ACC1/2KI mice also had increased mRNA transcripts for
Collagen I (P<0.05) by qRT-PCR compared with WT.
Conclusions: These data indicate that a reduced ability to regulate fatty acid
oxidation in response to renal injury contributes to the development of renal
fibrosis, and is not simply a consequence of injury. Regulation of fatty acid
oxidation may be a potential therapeutic target in renal fibrosis.
References:
1.
Kang, H.M., et al., Defective fatty acid oxidation in renal tubular epithelial cells
has a key role in kidney fibrosis development. Nat Med, 2015. 21(1): p. 37-46.
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Haemodialysis cannulation outcomes with a fistula cannula in incident
haemodialysis patients
Ross-Smith, M, 1, Lleva, V, 1 & Mount, P.1
1. Austin Health, Heidelberg, Vic., Australia.
Background:
Traditional metal fistula needles have been standard practice for cannulation of
arteriovenous fistulae (AVF) in haemodialysis (HD) units in Australia. Recently, an
alternative option of a plastic fistula cannula (FC) has become commercially
available in Australia. The fistula cannula for haemodialysis consists of a metal
introducer needle inside a soft polypropylene cannula (ArgyleTM Fistula Cannula,
Covidien Pty Ltd, Australia).

Aim:



To introduce the FC as an alternative option to standard metal needles, in the
acute HD unit for incident patients starting with an AVF
To identify & compare clinical outcomes of cannulation for incident HD
patients

Method:

Extensive education was provided and dialysis staff were encouraged to use
the FC for new patients starting with an AVF.

De-identified data was collected by retrospective review of medical records.
The audit period was for the first 12 HD sessions using an AVF
Results:
Data was collected by a retrospective audit of 20 incident HD patients with AVF, from
the acute HD unit over a 14 month period. 228 haemodialysis session were
conducted using a total of 571 cannulas / needles. The number of miscannulations
was higher in the FC group (52 / 279) compared with standard metal needle group
(32 / 292) (p=0.0127). Conversely, the number of infiltrations was higher in the
standard metal needle group (22 / 292) compared with the FC group (4 / 279) (p
=0.0004). The need to rest the AVF occurred on 6 occasions in 5 patients.
Conclusion:
The FC is a viable alternative for AVF cannulation. This study shows that the
infiltration risk is lower with the FC compared to standard metal needles. The rate of
miscannulation with the FC is however, higher in our study. The FC increases the
available options for cannulation zones and can potentially avoid the need for
temporary central venous catheters.

.
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Can patients expect reliable health information from online searches on
haemorrhoids?

1: Department of Colorectal Surgery, Eastern Health, Box Hill, Victoria, Australia.
2: Department of Colorectal Surgery, Austin Health, Heidelberg, Victoria, Australia.
3: Heath Informatics, Epworth HealthCare, Richmond, Victoria, Ausrtralia.
4: Faculty of Health, Deakin University, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
5: Gastrointestinal Clinical Institute, Epworth HealthCare, Richmond, Victoria,
Australia.
6: University of Melbourne, Department of Surgery and Olivia Newton-John Cancer
Research Institute, Victoria, Australia

Aim:
To analyse the quality of health information on the Internet on haemorrhoids across
five Western Languages and performed a comparative analysis of website sponsors.
Summary of Background Data:
Haemorrhoids are a common condition affecting the haemorrhoid cushions of the
anal canal. There are many treatment options available. Information on the Internet
on haemorrhoids is considered variable, but there is little data analysis which to
support this.
Methods
World Health Organization Health on the Net (HON) principles were utilised to
assess quality website information. Eleven keywords related to colorectal cancer
were used in the Google search engine (http://www.google.com, Google, CA, USA)
in English, French, German, Italian and Spanish. The first 150 websites in each
language had their HON principles and sponsorship determined.
Results
Of the 8250 websites analysed, 586 (7.1%) were found to HON-accredited. The rate
of HON-accreditation ranged from 2.0% (piles) to 10.0% (haemorrhoids), with higherranking results having higher rates of HON accreditation.
Conclusion
There is a paucity of high-quality information in on the Internet, however the Google
search algorithm prioritises high quality information in its web search results.
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Winter is coming: A prospective trial teaching trauma to medical students using a Game of
Thrones theme
DR. STEPHEN KUNZ, DR. KELLY MIROWSKA-ALLEN, DR. DAMIAN IANNO, DR. GRACE GOLD, A/PROF. RICHARD O'BRIEN,
Austin Health, VIC, Australia
Purpose:
The primary assessment and management of trauma is an inconsistent part of medical school curriculums.
Despite this, it is an expected skill for junior doctors. Our purpose was to evaluate the impact of a novel
trauma teaching model on final year medical students, using Game of Thrones themed content applied to
Advanced Trauma and Life Support (ATLS) principles.
Methods:
A prospective study was conducted, with 64 students invited to participate in a trauma workshop consisting of
a lecture, procedural skills stations involving intubation, intercostal catheter insertion and intra-osseous
access, and two simulation sessions with scenarios drawn from the recent popular fantasy series.
Students completed pre- and post-test surveys examining their knowledge, skills and confidence with trauma.
The post-session evaluation included questions regarding perceived appropriateness and value. Their
knowledge was objectively tested through one of two validated quizzes, allocated immediately prior to and
after the workshop in a randomized, crossover fashion.
Results:
Forty-six students attended, with 42 completing all questionnaires. The pre-workshop survey revealed
students were interested in trauma irrespective of their intended medical specialty, yet few had received
formal teaching (12%).
Their self-reported knowledge increased by 3 points (from 4 [IQR 3-5] to 7 [IQR 6-9], p<0.001), skills by 4 (from
3 [IQR 2-4] to 7 [IQR 5-7), p < 0.001) and confidence by 4 (from 4 [IQR 3.25-4] to 8 [IQR 6-8], p<0.0001) using a
10 point Likert scale.
As an objective measure of knowledge, their median MCQ scores increased by 25%, from 50% [IQR 33.3-75] to
75% [IQR 67-83], p<0.0001

Conclusion:
The Game of Thrones themed trauma workshop is a well-received, valuable and effective means of teaching
primary assessment in trauma to final year medical students.
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Surveillance of organ health after transplantation using donor-specific cell-free DNA.
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Research Institute
AIM: There is an emerging interest to use donor-specific cell-free DNA (dscfDNA) as a noninvasive biomarker of organ health and organ rejection. We have developed a PCR-based
approach that readily measures dscfDNA. Using this approach, we evaluated the utility of
dscfDNA in two separate cohorts of recipients.
METHODS: Deletion/insertion polymorphisms (DIP) were used to inform donor- and
recipient-specific DNA. Post-transplant dscfDNA was measured using a probe-free droplet
digital PCR (ddPCR) methodology. In the longitudinal cohort, dscfDNA was serially measured
at days 3, 7, 14, 28 and 42 in 27 recipients. In the cross-sectional cohort, dscfDNA was
quantified in 20 recipients (>3 months post-transplant) undergoing liver biopsies.
RESULTS: DscfDNA levels were reflective of organ health after liver transplantation. In the
recipients who underwent uncomplicated transplantation, dscfDNA markedly reduced at D7
and remained at a low level from D14 onwards. Furthermore, dscfDNA was consistently lower
in recipients who were clinically stable compared to those who developed biopsy-proven
organ rejection.
CONCLUSION: In this study, we demonstrated a readily performed methodology to measure
dscfDNA. We also highlighted the potential of dscfDNA as a non-invasive biomarker for the
surveillance of organ health and potentially, the diagnosis of organ rejection after liver
transplantation.
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Abstract
Background: Experience with robotic colorectal surgery suggests it is safe
and effective. Cost, steep learning-curves, and long operating times have
prohibited robotics from supplanting laparoscopic approaches.
Methods: 213 patients undergoing colorectal operations were retrospectively
categorised into robotic (n=60) or laparoscopic surgery (n= 153) and matched
by surgeon and operation.
Results: Robotics cases had longer procedure times (303±14 vs 129±5mins,
p<0.0001), lower complications (p=0.048), more frequent ICU admissions
(p<0.0001) with equivalent ICU stay, longer overall length of stay (9.6±1.2 vs
6.9±0.41days, p=0.009), but equivalent 30-day readmission rates.
Conclusion: Robotic surgery is safe, with equivalent complication rates, but
consistently longer operating times.
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